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Abstract

Meson spectroscopy aims to study the masses and decay processes of mesons to

better understand the mechanics of Quantum Chromo Dynamics in the strong

coupling (non peturbative) regime. The Edinburgh group are spokespersons

on a major new proposal at the Thomas Jefferson National Laboratory called

MesonEx. This experiment will make use of the newly upgraded 12 GeV electron

beam and detector systems to produce and measure the properties of mesons

of interest for study. Edinburgh also leads the development of a fast timing

Hodoscope, part of the new Forward Tagger detector system that will be essential

to the success of this experiment. The primary focus of this thesis is the

development process of the Foward Tagger Hodoscope, from its inception up

to its installation at Jefferson Lab. The second part of the document will discuss

the first measurement of the γp → ωππp decay channel, with data from the

g11a run of the CLAS (CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer) in Hall B of

Jefferson Lab. The analysis presents evidence for resonant contributions to the

dataset decaying directly to ωππ, via b1(1235)π or via ωρ. These include a2(1320),

π1(1600), ω3(1670) and π2(1670).
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Lay Summary

Stable atoms can be thought of as a dense, positively charged nucleus, surrounded

by a cloud of negatively charged electrons. The nucleus is formed from one or

more nucleons: positively charged protons, and neutrons which have no overall

charge. Positively charged objects repel each other due to the electromagnetic

force between them, however in the nucleus, the protons (along with the neutrons)

are held together by the aptly named Strong Nuclear Force, which is much

more powerful than the other fundamental forces observed in nature, gravity,

the electromagnetic and weak nuclear forces. However, the range of the strong

force is short, not much greater than the size of a typical nucleus, limiting its area

of influence. Despite this, the strong force’s power is such that it is responsible for

the generation of greater than 99% of the mass in the visible universe. Probing

deeper, both protons and neutrons can be thought of as being formed from three

quarks, which scientists currently believe to be fundamental particles, indivisible

and one of the basic elements of matter. Quarks are also held together by the

strong force, bound by a continuous exchange of appropriately named gluons

which hold the quarks together.

Despite its strength, the mechanisms which govern the strong force are poorly

understood by modern science. To gain new insight into its complexities,

scientists need a tool to probe the subatomic structure of the nucleus. This is

typically done by using high energy beams composed of particles, such as photons

or electrons, which strike a dense simple target, such as liquid hydrogen. Reducing

the complexity of reactions through the selection of the type of beam and target,

allows the complex nature of strong interactions to be probed with precision. The

aim of these experiments is to ‘excite’ the proton target into unstable states, and

to measure the decays from these states with great precision. The results from

these decays give great insight into the mechanics underlying the strong force and

the fundamental structure of the world around us.
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The first part of this thesis describes the development of a next generation

detector system which will be integral to the success of new experiments designed

to probe deeper into the structure of nucleons by using a higher energy electron or

photon beam. The detector will be installed into The Thomas Jefferson National

Accelerator Facility, one of the leading laboratories in America. It is designed

to detect high energy particles which are produced from beam collisions, and to

discriminate between them with a timing accuracy better than a billionth of a

second.

The second topic of this thesis is an analysis of an experiment at Jefferson Lab,

which used a beam of photons to strike a target composed of liquid hydrogen,

cooled to less than -253�. The experiment aimed to learn more about the

structure of protons by studying particles which are produced when the high

energy beam collides with the dense liquid hydrogen target. The analysis presents

evidence for rare particles which exist only for a tiny fraction of a second before

decaying. Information about these unusual states provides new insight into the

underlying mechanics of the strong force. This analysis contributes to an ongoing

worldwide effort to characterise the fundamental properties of the strong nuclear

force, one of the great challenges of modern physics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ever since I began to study science, I have been fascinated by the fundamental

forces which govern the mechanics of the universe. This thesis focuses on the

study of the strong nuclear force, the most powerful and arguably least well

understood of all the currently accepted forces in physics. The theory of Quantum

Chromo Dynamics (QCD) provides a model to describe its mechanics and allows

the results of interactions to be derived from first principles. However, currently

QCD can only be resolved in the high energy limit, where perturbative approaches

can be used. To gain insight into the true complexity of strong force interactions

in the energy range that we experience, where quarks form bound states such as

protons and neutrons, new approaches must be tested to gather more information

and constrain the mechanics of Quantum Chromo Dynamics. This is the central

aim of the work carried out during this PhD and the work presented in this thesis.

The thesis is divided into 3 parts. Part I gives context to the experimental and

analytical work, by outlining some of the background theory which motivated the

pursuit of the project. It also covers an introduction to the Thomas Jefferson

National Laboratory and the CLAS detector, which are central both to the

experimental work done in Part II of this thesis and to the data analysis presented

in Part III.

Part II describes the design, development and construction of a fast timing

Hodoscope for the new Forward Tagger detector to be installed as part of the

CLAS12 upgrade of the Thomas Jefferson National Laboratory. This project

formed the majority of the work undertaken during the PhD, developing the

detector system from its early prototypes, and finally delivering the optimised
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state it is today, performing well beyond its design brief. The detector system

will be integral to the success of the Meson Ex project and other experiments in

CLAS12, probing the spectrum of mesons between 1 and 3 GeV/c2 and searching

for exotic states, such as hybrid mesons, which are predicted to exist by QCD,

but have never been experimentally observed.

Part III describes the first analysis of the γp → ωππp decay channel, with data

collected from the g11a photoproduction run at Jefferson Lab. This analysis was

done as an investigatory study, in order to develop a new framework for use in an

upgraded CLAS12 facility, and also to improve our understanding of a channel

that has never been observed with an electromagnetic beam. Decays to ωππ,

in the energy range available in the CLAS6 dataset, include a number of meson

resonances for which there is little experimental data. This channel has been

identified by theorists as a ‘golden channel’ in searches for hybrid mesons with

CLAS12, and the work described in Part III of this thesis has helped to prepare

the ground for future exploration of this area.

1.1 Quantum Chromo Dynamics

In the 1960s, quarks were first proposed by Gell-Mann and Zweig [1, 2], and

then discovered through deep inelastic scattering experiments at the Stanford

Linear Accelerator (SLAC) [3, 4]. Since then, we have known that protons and

neutrons, which form the basis of atomic nuclei, are not fundamental particles.

Each one is composed of 3 quarks, between which are split the properties of each

nucleon (proton or neutron). This has led to further questions about the internal

structure of these nucleons: how are they formed from their constituent quarks?

and how do they interact with each other? During the 1970s, a theory called

Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) was developed to explain, at a fundamental

level, the phenomena associated with these interactions.

QCD describes the interactions between quarks via the strong nuclear force in

Hadronic (multi-quark) particles, mediated by force-carrying gluons. There are

6 different types (or flavours) of quarks, each with a corresponding antiparticle.

The properties of these are shown in Table 1.1.

QCD can be considered analogous to the well determined theory of Quantum

Electrodynamics (QED), which describes the interactions that occur between
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Quark Symbol Charge Mass

(e) (MeV/c2)

Up u +2/3 2.3± 0.5

Down d -1/3 4.7± 0.5

Strange s +2/3 94± 6

Charm c -1/3 1270± 30

Bottom b +2/3 4180± 40

Top t -1/3 173210± 710

Table 1.1 Properties of the 6 flavours of quarks [5].

charged particles via the exchange of photons, the force carrier of QED. The

equivalent of electric charge in QCD is colour charge, of which there are 3 types,

red, blue and green. Each quark carries a colour charge in addition to its electric

charge. Antiquarks carry corresponding anti-colours known as antired, antiblue

and antigreen. In actuality, the notion of colour is purely for descriptive purposes;

there is no equivalence between this and the colours we see [6].

In QCD, both quarks and the force-mediating gluons carry colour charge. This

is quite different to the situation in QED, where photons carry no charge and

simply mediate the force between other particles. Gluons can be considered to

carry a mixture of colour and anti-colour that results in 8 independent types of

gluon and a 9th colour singlet state, which only interacts with other singlet states.

The number of gluons is due to the mathematics of the superposition of possible

gluon states. The colour charge-carrying property of gluons means they actively

participate in the strong interactions, rather than simply mediating the force [6].

This property greatly increases the complexity of interactions in QCD, in

comparison to QED, making them impossible to evaluate analytically. It

also creates the opportunity for alternative types of interaction, such as self

interaction between gluons, leaving open the possibility of hypothesised hybrid

states,(composed of quarks an excited gluonic field), or purely gluonic states, such

as the glueball [7]. This feature of self interaction leads to two other important

properties of QCD: colour confinement and asymptotic freedom.

Colour confinement describes the observation that quarks are always found in

colour-neutral states, phenomenologically similar to the way that a combination

of red, green and blue light produces white light. Examples of this include a
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combination of red+blue+green, such as found in 3-quark states called baryons,

or in 2-quark states called mesons, formed from a quark anti-quark pair. The

same properties apply to gluons, which require them to exist only in combination

with other quarks or in multi-gluon states such as a glueball.

To use an analogy, take two quarks held in a bound state, such as a meson, held

together by the binding of the strong interaction through shared gluons. If energy

is added to the system to force the quarks further apart, the strength of the bond

between them rises, just like tension being added to a rubber band. However,

at a certain point of extension, there is so much energy in the system that is it

more energetically favourable to create a quark anti-quark pair out of the vacuum

than to continue to extend the bond between the original pair. Thus, all quarks

will continue to remain confined. This phenomenon is called Hadronisation and

is regularly observed after high energy particle collisions, where jets of mesons

are produced along narrow vectors [8]. A schematic diagram of the process is

shown in Figure 1.1. For this reason, the combinations of quarks which make up

hadrons need to be net colourless.

Figure 1.1 The process of hadronisation occurring as 2 quarks are separated
from one another. [9]

Asymptotic freedom describes the phenomenon that at high energies and therefore

short interaction distances, the strength of the strong interaction decreases.

At infinitely small distances Quarks behave as if they are free, unaffected by

other strongly interacting particles, forming a quark-gluon plasma [10, 11]. This

property allows QCD to be calculated perturbatively at high energies. This

is because the coupling constant is small enough to allow the infinite series of

QCD interaction terms to converge. The converse of this situation is also true;

as interaction energies decrease and the distance between interactions rises, the

strength of interactions increases. This variation in the strength of interaction is

described by the coupling constant of QCD, αs,shown in Figure 1.2, often referred

to as the ‘running coupling constant’, due to its changing value with distance of
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interaction. At low energies, the strength of the coupling constant is far too large

for perturbative calculations to converge, so alternative methods must be used to

evaluate the strong interaction.

Figure 1.2 The strength of the running coupling constant of QCD αs is shown
for a range of values of momentum transfer (Q). αs varies with
interaction energy and at lower energies the strength of the coupling
constant rises rapidly, greatly increasing the complexity of low energy
interactions [12].

To understand QCD at low energies where, αs is larger, two main approaches

have been taken:

� Phenomenological models: These attempt to reproduce significant results

while simplifying aspects of QCD, allowing the results to be solved

analytically. These approaches are discussed further in Section 1.3.1.

� Numerical methods. These utilise computational power to simulate QCD

under special conditions. The most successful of these is called Lattice QCD

(LQCD) which is discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.2.
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In order to constrain these models and allow a greater understanding of the

nature of QCD, further experimental evidence is required. Mapping out the

range of hadronic states and their properties provides additional information to

allow the underlying mechanisms of QCD to be understood and predictions to

be verified. This process is called Hadron Spectroscopy and is discussed in the

following section.

1.2 Hadron Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy, or the study of the interaction between electromagnetic radiation

and matter, is an approach that has its origins in the 17th century, most famously

through Newton’s study of the spectrum of light using prisms. In the early 20th

century, atomic spectroscopy was used to study the absorption and emission

spectra of elements. This allowed us to map out the quantised energy levels

available for electron transitions and led to Bohr’s quantised model for the

structure of the atom which helped to constrain the early development of quantum

mechanics [13]. Based on the success of this approach, Hadron Spectroscopy

utilises a similar model to study the spectrum of hadronic states.

� Excite the subject of interest to a higher energy state

� Measure the decay (protons, neutrons, π’s, ω’s, photons, ...)

� Map out the spectra

Attempts to determine the spectrum of lower energy hadronic states identified a

number of symmetries between states, along with a series of quantum numbers

which are maintained within each group. An early example of this was that after

the neutron was discovered, it was postulated that the proton and the neutron

were two different states of the same particle, because of their nearly identical

mass [6].

To provide further structure to this description, consider the quantum number

hypercharge (Y):

Y = B + S + C + B̃ (1.1)
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Where B, S, C, and B̃ are defined as baryon number, strangeness, charm and

beauty. Each of these is associated with the particular quark composition of a

hadron.

To differentiate between hadrons with the same quark composition but a different

charge, a further quantum number is required, called isospin projection I3. This

can be defined in terms of hypercharge and electric charge (Q) as:

I3 = Q− Y

2
(1.2)

Within a nucleon only B=1 is non-zero and hence the values for a proton and

neutron are I3 = +1/2 and I3 = -1/2 respectively.

The same principles can be applied to other hadrons, based on the number of

differently charged states available. For example, for pions all contributions to Y

are 0 and there are 3 different states, π+, π− and π0. Therefore the I3 numbers

of these pions are +1, -1 and 0 respectively.

These groupings can also be extended in hypercharge space, for example

extending nucleons to include other baryons with a differing combination of

quarks, including strange quarks, whilst maintaining the same total spin and

parity, often written JP . This is shown in Figure 1.3 forming an octet.

Figure 1.3 A octet of baryons with each each having same total spin and parity.
Each baryon is formed from combinations of u,d and s quarks, with
lines determined by the respective charge and strangeness of each
baryon [14].

A grouping including the lightest mesons, pions, for JP = 0− can also be
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Parity and Charge Isospin = 0 Isospin = 1

−− ωJ ρJ
++ fJ aJ
+− hJ bJ
−+ ηJ πJ

Table 1.2 Typical naming conventions for light unflavoured mesons. The total
angular momentum index, J, is often omitted for states with J = 0, 1.

represented in a similar manner as shown in Figure 1.4. This group is referred to

as pseudoscaler mesons.

Figure 1.4 The pseudoscaler JP = 0− meson nonet. Each meson is formed
from combinations of u,d and s quarks, with lines defined by the
respective charge and strangeness of each meson [15].

To describe the spectrum of possible states two additional quantum numbers are

required which are both conserved in strong interactions. First the total Isospin

(I), which accompanies the directional I3 to describe the Isospin of a particle.

Secondly G-parity (G), which is an generalisation of parity to allow it to apply to

particle multiplets such as π+, π− and π0. Quantum numbers of hadronic states

are typically described using the notation IG(JPC), and these properties are used

to define the naming conventions in hadronic physics. Particles with the same

parity, charge and Isospin can be grouped together for example those used for

mesons are shown in Table 1.2.
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1.2.1 Hadronic Resonances

Decays from excited nucleon states proceed predominantly via the strong

interaction. Because of the magnitude of the strong interaction, decays tend to

occur over very short times and therefore can produce very broad mass resonances,

as expected from the uncertainty principle.

∆E∆t ≥ h̄

2
(1.3)

For example, a ρ meson with a lifetime of 4.41× 10−24 s has a resonant width of

149.1 MeV/c2 [5]. The width of these resonances is often much greater than the

energy difference between them, resulting in overlapping peaks, which makes them

much more complex to isolate than typical resonances in atomic spectroscopy. A

mass spectrum alone is rarely enough to isolate any but the most well known

decays, so higher level analysis techniques are required. An example of this is

gaining additional information from polarisation observables by considering the

scatter distributions of particles which are dependent on the particle properties,

beam and target polarisations. Another example is partial wave analysis, where

all contributions to a reaction are considered as an interacting sum of partial

waves based on their angular momentum contributions. Considering the different

possible contributions to a reaction, resonant structures can be reconstructed by

finding the most likely resolution of these partial waves. This can potentially

extract overlapping signals from one another and reconstruct resonant structures

previously hidden behind other contributions.

Focusing on investigating the spectrum of mesons, the simplest bound quark

state, reduces the number of degrees of freedom for interaction, making it easier to

understand the characteristics of QCD. Many of the lower energy meson states are

well constrained, with extensive experimental data collected on their properties

[5]. However, beyond this there is often limited experimental data, with masses,

widths and cross-sections of decays poorly determined; consequently there is lower

confidence in the results. However, with the advance of technology and access to

higher energy and more intense beams, these states can be probed with greater

precision allowing extraction of the resonance properties.

Higher order states containing more than 3 quarks are also predicted by QCD.

Some of these more exotic states are predicted to contain either further quarks
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such as 4-quark tetraquarks (qq̄qq̄) or 5-quark pentaquarks (qqqqq̄) [16, 17].

Others are expected to include gluonic degrees of freedom such as hybrid mesons

(qqg) or glueballs (gg) [7, 18]. Early models used a flux tube to model a gluonic

component to hadrons [19, 20]. However, recent developments in theory allow

these to be modelled directly from QCD [21]. A clear signature of these exotic

states would be particles detected with previously forbidden quantum numbers,

that could be accessed only by particles with additional degrees of freedom not

available to standard hadrons. The search for these is one of the primary aims

of the new Forward Tagger for CLAS12 [22]. This forms the focus of the second

part of this thesis.

Calculations from Lattice QCD predict the lightest of these exotic states to be

found as low as 1.8 GeV/c2, with others accessible just a few hundred MeV higher

[23–25]. This energy range is accessible through the beam energies available

in CLAS12 and photoproduction is the ideal tool to investigate this exotic

spectrum. This is because a quark interaction involving spin-1 photon, rather

than a spin-0 pion, does not require a further spin flip of one of the quarks in the

produced meson to produce a meson with exotic quantum numbers. Therefore

a major factor suppressing the production of exotic states is removed. Some

literature even predicts that the rate of production of hybrid mesons should be

comparable to normal mesons through photoproduction [26]. This is quite unlike

the production mechanisms in pion beam experiments, which currently represent

the vast majority of experimental datasets.

There is a growing amount of experimental evidence for the existence of some of

these exotic states; however many of the results are strongly disputed and require

independent measurement in multiple decay channels before any discovery can

be confirmed [27, 28].

1.3 Theoretical Models of QCD

There are many different models that aim to reproduce the mechanics and

behaviour of strong force interactions. Some of these begin from the underlying

QCD Lagrangian while others seek to reproduce phenomenological features

through models.
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1.3.1 Phenomelogical Models

Constituent Quark Model

In the constituent quark model, a nucleon is modelled as being composed of three

valence quarks, each accounting for a third of the mass of the nucleon. These

quarks provide all the degrees of freedom of the system and the gluonic field

is not excited [29]. There are variations of this model, though all require some

approximations to allow them to work; but even with these, they can accurately

predict many of the masses, orderings and spacings of current experimentally

determined excited hadronic states. Significantly though, these models predict

many more states than have currently been observed experimentally; a typical

ratio would be 4:1 predicted to detected. Whether or not this discrepancy is due

to lack of experimental sensitivity or flaws in the construction of the model is still

to be resolved. However recent Lattice QCD simulations have predicted a similar

quantity of states, if not all located in the same locations. This is discussed

further in Section 1.3.2.

Diquark Model

The diquark model attempts to address the difference in the number of predicted

and observed states. It achieves this by considering a nucleon as a system of

a tightly bound diquark pair and a separate valence quark, as shown in Figure

1.5. This restriction reduces the number of degrees of freedom in the system,

leading to a reduction of the number of states predicted [30]. This model has had

some success in mapping the structure of hadronic states [31]. However there

is currently no evidence from deep inelastic scattering of any point-like diquark

structure in the nucleon; LQCD simulations have also observed little contribution

from diquarks [32]. The existence of a diquark structure in nucleons is still an

unresolved area in physics.

Figure 1.5 A simplified representation of the diquark model with a bound
diquark pair and a valence quark [33].
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Bag model

Bag models attempt to address the problem of confinement in a phenomenological

way. They model nucleons as if they are a part of a hadronic phase generated by

a concentration of energy that creates a ‘bubble’ in which quarks and gluons can

propagate. However, gluons are confined within the boundaries of the system and

‘drag’ the quarks along with them. The volume which is maintained is a balance

between the vacuum pressure of the energy contained within the system and

the surface tension of the ‘bubble’ that surrounds it. Within these boundary

conditions, perturbative QCD can be resolved and predictions made for the

hadronic spectra generated by it [34]. Several variations of the Bag model have

been developed, including the MIT Bag Model[35], the Soliton Bag model [36]

and the Cloudy Bag Model [37]. Bag models have had some success in predicting

the lower mass hadronic spectra, as shown in Figure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 Mass spectrum predictions using the MIT Bag Model. Experimental
values of the states are also included, marked with dotted lines [38].

1.3.2 Lattice QCD

Lattice QCD is a non-perturbative method for resolving QCD calculations by

formulating them on a discrete Euclidean space-time grid. The description places
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quarks and gluons as the primary degrees of freedom within strong interactions;

fields representing quarks are defined on lattice sites and gluonic fields act between

neighbouring points. At finite values of lattice spacing (a), there are no infinities

and each site can be resolved separately to one another. In addition as a → 0,

and the size of the lattice tends to infinity, continuum QCD is recovered [39].

In principle, a lattice framework could also be used to perform perturbative QCD

calculations; however, this would be much more complex than using standard

continuum methods. Its real benefits come from its suitability for calculations

to be split up and run simultaneously, using powerful parallel computational

methods. The calculations involved are extremely computationally intensive and

this is one of the main limiting factors to the continued development of QCD

calculations. A major part of international efforts in the area is devoted to

developing more efficient algorithms to process the calculations.

Numerical simulations of LQCD are calculated utilising Monte Carlo simulations

of Euclidean path integrals. This introduces statistical errors along with the

systematic errors inherent from the lattice spacing. Minimising these errors and

properly understanding them is a critical part of utilising the method. This adds

again to the computational loads involved in calculations [39].

Apart from the parameters of the lattice, the only other variables used in LQCD

are the strength of the coupling constant, αs, and the quark masses. Setting

these parameters based on experimental results allows the system to predict

the spectrum of other hadronic states. Alternatively, adjusting the strength

of αs allows the correlation between quark masses and the running coupling

constant to be investigated. It should be noted that, with current theory and

computational resources, it is necessary to calculate LQCD results with quark

masses much higher than is experimentally observed, as it reduces the complexity

of the simulation. The results are then extrapolated to experimentally observed

pion masses using phenomenological models based from QCD.

There is rapid progress towards lowering the simulated quark masses and reducing

the spacing of lattice sites in order to improve the quality of simulations. However,

even with these limitations, recent developments in the technique have allowed

predictions for the masses of the lowest mass hadronic state to within 1% of

experimental values [40].

In comparison to the results of more phenomenological methods, QCD predicts

a diverse variety of hadronic states, similar in quantity to the predictions of the
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constituent quark model and far more than the diquark model. It also predicts

the existence of exotic states that have additional dynamic degrees of freedom.

1.4 Summary

QCD describes the complex mechanics of the strong interaction between quarks

and gluons. The self-interacting property of the gluons which act as mediators

for the force, greatly increases the complexity of interactions, in comparison

to QED. Currently QCD can be solved analytically only in the high energy

limit, where the coupling constant of the interaction, αs, is small. At lower

energies, phenomenological models have been proposed that can predict, with

some accuracy, many of the experimentally determined properties. A numerical

method, LQCD, that models QCD as a space-time grid in Euclidean space, has

provided a formulation to model non-perturbative QCD, without compromising

the fundamental principles behind the theory. However, the method is extremely

computationally intensive and only in recent years has technological advancement

allowed the method to make sufficiently accurate predictions for the hadronic

spectra.

In order to constrain the theoretical models of QCD, Hadron Spectroscopy is

required to study the mass spectra of hadrons in a similar manner to the way

in which atomic spectra have been studied in the past. There is extensive

experimental data for the lower mass regions of the hadronic spectrum; however,

outside this there is great uncertainty, leaving little information to constrain

the mechanics behind QCD. With the upgrade of JLAB to a 12 GeV, CLAS12

will gain access to this higher energy regime in which LQCD predicts a wide

variety of new hadronic states, including exotic mesons, some of which have

quantum numbers forbidden to normal hadronic states. In order to study this

higher energy regime, new hardware is required with performance surpassing

anything previously developed, to create the resolution needed to detect these

exotic decays. Chapter 2 will provide some background on JLAB and the wide

acceptance CLAS detector situated in Hall B. Part II of this thesis will go on to

discuss the new forward tagger, and the hodoscope system within it, which has

been the main focus of this PhD. Finally, Part III will cover the investigation of

the γp→ ωππ channel from CLAS data. This is intended to prepare the ground

for the search for exotics in the same channel in CLAS12.
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Chapter 2

Jefferson Lab and CLAS

2.1 Background

The Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, more commonly known as

Jefferson Lab or JLab, is a U.S. national laboratory located in Newport News,

Virginia, U.S.A Its physics program is designed to probe the structure of hadrons

in order to better understand the fundamental properties of nuclear matter.

The research program at the laboratory is based around the Continuous Electron

Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), a superconducting radiofrequency based

accelerator employing two anti-parallel linacs, linked by 9 recirculation beam

lines that allow up to 5 passes through the system. The facility produces a

continuous wave electron beam with energies exceeding 6 GeV and luminosities

of up to 1038 cm-2s-1. Luminosity describes the intensity of the beam, in this case

the number of electrons incident on a target per second, per cm squared. For

further information on CEBAF see [41].

The primary beam is separable and the facility is capable of delivering them

concurrently to three different experimental halls for simultaneous experiments.

The experimental halls at JLab are designed to be complementary, providing

different facilities to address a broad range of physics goals.

In June 2010 construction began on an $338 million development to Jefferson Lab,

upgrading the beamline to a maximum energy of 12 GeV and adding a fourth

experimental hall to the facility (Hall D). The investment also includes upgrades
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for the existing experiments in Halls A, B and C. This presents new challenges,

but also new opportunities for the working groups.

Hall A is equipped with a pair of identical high resolution spectrometers capable

of processing luminosities of 1038 cm-2s-1. Its research program includes work on

nucleon structure functions and nucleon form factors [42].

Hall B houses the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS), a wide

acceptance detector designed to study electron and photon induced nuclear and

hadronic reactions. The detector requires efficient detection of both charged and

neutral reaction products in order to be able to study exclusive reactions, where

all reaction products are detected [43].

In Hall C, the main focus is a pair of high momentum spectrometers;like hall

A, it can also utilise the full luminosity of CEBAF. The working group studies

topics including Separated Longitudinal and Transverse Structure Functions and

the weak charge of the proton [44, 45].

The research in the newly constructed Hall D is based around a hermetic detector

utilising a solenoidal magnetic field which has been specifically designed to study

the gluonic field inside mesons, by studying the spectrum of exotic mesons [46].

The work presented in this thesis is focused around physics undertaken in Hall B

at JLab and the CLAS detector situated within it.

2.2 CLAS

CLAS, which is situated in Hall B at JLab, is a wide acceptance detector utilising

a toroidal magnetic field. Its primary design aims are to measure the momentum

of charged particles with high resolution, covering a wide geometric area, and

to keep a magnetic-field-free region around the target; this allows the use of

dynamically polarised targets.

The magnetic field in CLAS is generated by six superconducting coils that are

arranged symmetrically around the beamline. These produce a field primarily

orientated in the φ-direction, perpendicular to the beamline.

The detector makes use of drift chambers to determine the trajectories of particles

[48]. It uses gas Cherenkov detectors to differentiate between electrons and
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Figure 2.1 A schematic diagram showing an overview of the CLAS detector
with the different subsystems highlighted in separate colours. The
beamline enters from the left of the picture, with the target region
inside the innermost of the 3 drift chamber regions (Marked in
Purple). The properties of particles propagating out from the target,
are measured by a series of specialised detector systems [47].
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pions in the detector [49] and scintillation counters for measuring the time of

flight (ToF) of particles through the detector [50]. Finally, there are two types

of electromagnetic calorimeters (Forward and Large Angle) to determine the

characteristics of particle showers and measure the energy deposited [51, 52].

A diagram showing the different sub-systems of CLAS, and their orientation in

relation to one another, is shown in Figure 2.1.

The design means the detector is essentially composed of six independent

magnetic spectrometers working in unison, with each sharing a common target,

trigger and readout mechanism. The detector is designed to be suitable for both

electron and photon beam experiments, but adjustments are made for different

beam conditions. When an electron beam is in use, a ‘mini-torus’ is added around

the target to shield the innermost drift chambers from electrons produced through

Møller scattering in the target. For photon beams, a start counter is added inside

the inner drift chambers, to provide precision timing for reactions [53].

2.2.1 Tagged-Bremsstrahlung

In CLAS, photon beams are produced by passing the CEBAF electron beam

through a thin target (the ‘radiator’) positioned just upstream of a magnetic

spectrometer (the ‘tagger’). The system uses electron Bremsstrahlung reactions,

during which an incident electron of energy E0 is scattered by the electromagnetic

field of a nucleus, causing an energetic photon to be released. The energy

transferred to the nucleus during the reaction is negligibly small, so the energy

conservation reaction can be written as:

Eγ = E0 − Ee (2.1)

Eγ is the energy of the photon and Ee is the energy of the post-reaction electron.

If the energy of the electron beam is known, then the energy of the photon can

be resolved from determining the energy of the scattered electron in a magnetic

spectrometer [54].

The production angle of the photon is dependent on beam energy, and at energies

greater than a few MeV, the photon and electron emerge at angles little deviated

from the beam direction. The scatter angle of the photon, θγ, is also dependent
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Figure 2.2 Diagram of the layout of the photon tagger in CLAS, with the
electron beam entering from the top left in the figure, incident on
a thin target. The system uses electron Bremsstrahlung reactions,
during which an incident electron of energy E0 is scattered by the
electromagnetic field of a nucleus, causing an energetic photon to be
released. The unscattered electrons are channelled by the magnetic
field of the tagger magnet, directly to the beam dump (bottom right
of figure). Scattered electrons are bent towards the hodoscope, that
measures their energy, allowing the energy of the energetic photons
to be deduced. These are unaffected by the magnetic field and pass
through a series of collimators, to produce a photon beam incident
on the target in CLAS [54].
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on the rest mass of the electron me and follows the relation:

θγ = mec
2/E0 (2.2)

The corresponding scatter angle of the electron, θe, is given by:

θe = θγEγ/Ee (2.3)

At the energies utilised at Jefferson Lab, both of these angles are of the order of

one mrad or smaller. As a first approximation, it can be taken that the photon

and electron travel in the same direction as the original beam. The photons pass

through the field produced by the tagger magnet and continue on towards the

beam target. These are further constrained by a series of collimators placed just

downstream of the tagger. Details of this arrangement and the structure of the

tagger are shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.2.

The strength of the tagger magnet is adjusted depending on the beam energy, to

ensure those electrons that do not radiate will follow an arc directly into a shielded

beam dump. Those that do will follow a tighter arc, with a spread dependent

on the percentage of incident energy transferred to the photon and the strength

of the tagger field. A flat plane segmented scintillator hodoscope is positioned

to cover the arc of electrons, covering an energy range of 20% to 95% of the

electron beam energy. This requires sufficient segmentation to provide adequate

energy resolution and fast enough timing resolution to be able to separate the

2ns separated beam bunches. In order to minimise the effects of re-scattering,

the electrons are passed through a thin exit window (made of aluminised Mylar),

just after interacting with the radiator, into a vacuum chamber, until they reach

the scintillators [54].

2.2.2 Torus Magnet

The magnetic field required for momentum analysis within CLAS is generated

by six superconducting coils, arranged in a toroidal shape around the beamline.

The combined arrangement forms a system of ∼5m in length and and 5m in

diameter. The symmetric design produces a magnetic field which is primarily

focused in the φ-direction, around the beamline, with some deviation close to
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Figure 2.3 Diagram of the Bremsstrahlung production mechanism and the
spread of electron trajectories for different energies, which allows
the energy of the photon beam to be resolved [54].

each of the magnetic coils. This also maintains a largely field-free region in the

centre of the detector, allowing for the operation of a polarized target. Figure

2.4 shows the vectors of the magnetic field from a viewpoint along the beamline.

The length of the vectors is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field at

each point [55].

Each of these coils that form the system is kidney shaped, producing a field

which more strongly affects particles scattered at forward angles (with typically

higher momentum), with more limited effects at wider scatter angles. At the

maximum design current of 3860 A, the integral of the field strength of forward

angles reaches 2.5 T, dropping to 0.6 T at a scatter angle of 90°. Field lines of

equal strength are shown in Figure 2.5 from a perspective between two of the

superconducting coils [56].

2.2.3 Drift Chambers

The magnetic field generated by the coils bends charged particles either away

or towards the beamline, with minimal effect in the azimuthal direction. The

particles’ trajectories are measured by a 6-way symmetric arrangement of 18

drift chambers split into 3 ‘regions’ (R1, R2 and R3), matching the natural

geometry arising from the arrangement of the 6 superconducting coils. The R1

drift chambers are positioned just outside the target area in a region of low

magnetic field [57]. The R2 drift chambers are positioned between the magnetic

coils in an area of high magnetic field [58]. The R3 chambers are positioned
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Figure 2.4 The vectors of the magnetic field lines in CLAS, from a viewpoint
along the beamline. The strength of the field at each point is
proportional to the length of the field lines [47].

outside the magnetic coils in a region of lower magnetic field. Their relative

positions and orientations are shown in Figure 2.6.

For optimal coverage and maximum sensitivity to the radius of curvature, the

drift chambers are positioned between each of the magnetic coils at 60° intervals,

approximately perpendicular to the bend plane. The chambers fill the wedge

shape detector volumes with field and sensing wires, spaced to form a series of

‘layers’ of concentric partial circles, with wires in each layer positioned half a wire

diameter along from the next.This forms an arrangement similar in geometry

to hexagonal close packing throughout the detector volume. The size of the

hexagonal structures increases in proportion to the distance from the centre of

the detector [48].

For improved tracking and azimuthal information, each drift chamber is split into

two ‘superlayers’, one axial to the magnetic field and the other with a 6° tilt to

provide stereo azimuthal information. An exception to this is R1; due to space

limitations it has only a single axial layer.

For safety and detector longevity reasons, the wire chambers are filled with a

88% − 12% mix of argon and CO2 which is controlled by an active feedback
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Figure 2.5 Field lines of equal strength are mapped for one of the kidney shaped
toroidal coils from a perspective between two of the superconducting
coils. The length axis is marked with the nominal target position
at zero and the direction of the beam in the positive direction. The
strength of the magnetic field is biased towards lower scatter angles
where the most energetic particles are produced. The dimensions of
the coil are highlighted in pink, one of six surrounding the beamline
[47].
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Figure 2.6 From a perspective along the beamline, the Drift Chambers positions
are highlighted in relation to the magnetic coils and Time of Flight
(TOF) counters in CLAS. The mini-torus included in this figure
is in place for experiments using electron beams. This system is
replaced with a start counter for photon beam experiments [47].
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system which maintains constant conditions, adjusting for any changes in the

surrounding environment.

The detector resolution is dependent on single wire resolution, along with

uncertainties from multiple scattering in the material, the true value of the

magnetic field strength and misalignments in the geometry of the detector system.

Single wire resolution is dependent on where within the cell a track passes.

There is increasing uncertainty when close to either the sensing or field wires

and improved resolution towards the middle of each cell. This is due to ion-pair

production near the sensing wire and divergence of the magnetic field and time

walk effects near the field wires in a cell. The resolution for a track pathing in

the mid region of a cell is 200-250 µm, with a whole cell average of 310, 315 and

380 µm for R1, R2 and R3 respectively [43].

2.2.4 Cerenkov Counters

The Cerenkov counters serve the dual purpose of differentiating between electrons

and pions and providing a trigger on electrons. They are designed to maximise

the solid angle coverage in each of the six sectors up to θ = 45°, whilst using

the minimum amount of material, to limit its effect on energy resolution. This is

achieved by placing the photomultiplier tubes and light collection cones in regions

in φ which are already shadowed by the structure of the toroidal magnets, and

covering as much of the solid angle as possible with mirrors.

Coverage of θ in each of the six sectors of CLAS is divided into 18 regions and

each of these is further subdivided into two modules bisecting the centre of each

of the 6 sectors. This results in a total of 12 identical subsectors about the φ-axis

for each of the 18 sections in θ, for a total of 216 Cerenkov modules [49].

2.2.5 Time of Flight Counters

This detector system covers the angle from the beamline, θ, between 8° and 142°

and works in conjunction with the start counter, when using photon beams, to

determine the time of flight (ToF) of particles within CLAS. Particles propagating

radially outwards from the target will, after passing through the drift chambers,

reach the ToF counters, and also the Cerenkov counters (but only if travelling at

forward angles).
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The detectors are composed of Bicron-408, a fast-responding plastic scintillator,

in sections 5.08cm thick, designed to produce signals of large amplitude from

minimum ionising particles passing through the detector. Each scintillator block

is positioned to be perpendicular to the mean propagation direction of reaction

products, covering ∼ 1.5° θ. The forward angle counters (θ < 45°) are 15 cm wide,

and those at wider scattering angles are 22 cm wide in the ∆θ direction. The

forward angle counters are between 32 and 376 cm in length and the wide angle

detectors are 371 to 445 cm in length, with timing resolutions of σ = 90 − 160

ps. For scintillators of these dimensions, the dominant contribution to timing

resolution is the varying path length of photons produced in the materials on

their way to the PMTs. For further information on the ToF counters see [50].

2.2.6 Electromagnetic Calorimeters

CLAS utilises a Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (FC) that covers its full

acceptance range in φ and up to θ = 45° and an additional Large Angle

Electromagnetic Calorimeter (LAC) that covers 2 of the 6 sectors of CLAS in

the range θ = 45°-75°. This section will focus on the main FC but the LAC has a

similar design. Additional detail can be found in [52]. The main functions of the

FC detector system are identification and triggering of electrons above 0.5 GeV,

detection of photons above 0.2 GeV (for reconstruction of π0 and η), and neutron

detection. It covers a range up to θ = 45° and is constructed from alternating

layers of lead and scintillator in a 0.24 ratio.

The system is split into 6 sectors positioned between the coils of the torus,

forming a shape approximating an equilateral triangle. There are 39 layers in the

detector system, composed of 10 mm of scintillator, followed by 2.4 mm of lead.

These layers follow a ‘projective’ geometry directed towards the nominal target

position, with each subsequent layer progressing radially outwards, covering a

linearly increasing area. Each layer is composed of 36 strips rotated through 120°

with respect to the previous layer and readout at one of the three edges of each

sector. Depending on their orientation, the 39 layers are split into 3 groups (U,V

and W) to provide stereo information on the location of the energy deposited.

These groups are further subdivided into an inner (5 layers) and outer (8 layers)

stack for greater longitudinal information in order to improve hadron and electron

separation.

Hit reconstruction requires a hit in U,V and W layers of the detector in either the
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inner or outer portions of a sector. Positions are calculated by reconstructing the

intersection points of strips triggered above threshold, weighting appropriately

for the timing of an energy response depending on the position of the hit in the

detector system. Hits recorded within 10 cm of the edge of the detector volume

are discarded, in order to ensure the full electromagnetic shower is contained

within the sensitive region of the detector. Using electrons as an example for the

performance of the detector, for those above 3 GeV, the sampling fraction of the

system is ∼ 0.3. Below this, the rate decreases, falling to 0.25 for electrons of 0.5

GeV. For electron showers that deposit more than 0.5 GeV in the scintillator,

the rms position resolution is ∼ 2.3 cm. Finally, the timing resolution for

electrons averages 200 ps across the detector system. For further information

on the forward electromagnetic calorimeter see [51].

2.3 The upgrade to CLAS12

The last experiments utilising CLAS were finished in 2012 before the laboratory

closed in order to allow the upgrade of the beamline to 12 GeV. To deal with

the increase in energy, the equipment in each of the experimental halls has been

upgraded. In Hall B the upgraded CLAS12 detector has retained many of the

features of the previous design, with some systems upgrades and some entirely

new ones added. The new design will provide increased resolution, kinematic

coverage and improved particle identification over the previous detector. The

detector will also be capable of operating at a luminosity of 1035 cm-2sec-1, an

order of magnitude improvement over CLAS [59].

Some of the significant upgrades and additions to CLAS12 will be covered in

the following section, before going on to cover in greater detail the new Forward

Tagger in Part II of this thesis, which has been the major focus of my PhD.

CLAS12 can be broken down into two major areas, the forward detector and the

central detector.

2.3.1 The Forward Detector

The forward detector generally covers the range between 5° and 40° and is based

around the same 6 fold symmetry as CLAS. The system is structured around a

new set of 6 superconducting toroidal magnets, effectively splitting the detector
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into 6 identical spectrometers, arranged at 60° intervals around the beamline. A

cross-section of the layout of the forward detector is shown in Figure 2.7, and the

major subsystems include:

� High Threshold Cherenkov Counter (HTCC)

� Forward Drift Chambers (FDC)

� Forward Time of Flight Counters (FTOF)

� Pre-shower Calorimeter (PCal)

� Ring Imaging Cherenkov Counter (RICH)

� Forward Electromagnetic Calorimeter (FEC)

� Forward Tagger (FT)

The CLAS12 forward detector maintains a similar configuration to CLAS with the

FDC, Low Theshold Cherenkov Counter (LTCC), FTOF and FEC for momentum

resolution and particle identification, with some upgrades to each. However there

are also a number of significant additions to the detector systems. The new HTCC

is positioned between the central detector and the first set of drift chambers,

in front of the toroidal magnets, and allows greatly improved electron-pion

separation with pion momentums up to 4.9 GeV/c. The detector is composed of

low mass composite materials to minimise the contribution of multiple scattering

to momentum resolution [59]. A RICH replaces the LTCC used in CLAS,

allowing greater momentum resolution and extending the kinematic range of the

detector system for particles momenta up to 8 GeV/c [60]. PCal is an additional

calorimeter placed in front of the existing forward calorimeter from CLAS. It will

provide additional granularity, improving the spatial resolution by a factor of 2.5

to allow the separation of high energy photons up to 10 GeV/c from π0 → γγ

background. Finally, the Forward Tagger acts as a replacement to the existing

photon tagger, covering the region between 2° and 4.5° from the beamline. This

subsystem is covered in much greater detail in Part II of this thesis.

2.3.2 The Central Detector

The central detector is based around a superconducting solenoidal magnetic field

with a maximum field strength of 5 T. The detector system surrounds the target
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Figure 2.7 CLAS12 cross-section focusing on the forward detector, showing the
relative positioning of the different components. From the perspective
of the diagram, the beamline enters from the left passing through the
different elements of the detector. The new RICH is highlighted in
bright green in the centre of the figure [47].
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volume symmetrically and its strong magnetic field allows the system to shield

the tracking detectors from background Möller electrons, which are produced as

the beam interacts with the target, and channels them down the beamline. It can

also act as a polarising field for dynamically polarised solid state target. To allow

this, the field needs to be very uniform with ∆B/B < 10−4 [59]. Other than

these, the detector systems main purpose is to provide momentum tracking and

particle identification, for particles scattered at more than 35° from the beamline.

The systems used in the Central Detector include:

� Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT)

� Central Time of Flight (CTOF)

� Central Neutron Detector (CND)

In the limited space available, very high magnetic fields and position resolution are

required for momentum resolution and particle identification. At more forward

angles, between 5° and 35°, the detectors systems work in conjunction with

those from the forward detector to greatly improve on the resolution available

to CLAS. The SVT is a combination between a barrel strip detector (BST),

which covers azimuthal angles uniformly with a momentum resolution of better

than 5%, and a forward strip detector which covers polar angles from 5° to 35°,

working in conjunction with the forward detector. The CTOF is composed of

50 fast scintillator strips providing complete coverage in the azimuthal angle and

provide timing resolution of 60 ps. The CND is placed just outside the CTOF and

provides neutron detection using a series of scintillator strips with 10% efficiency

and a momentum resolution of 5% [61].

2.4 Summary

Jefferson Lab’s (JLAB) research program places it at the forefront of experimental

research into the fundamental properties of QCD. The focal point of the

experimental facility is the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility

(CEBAF), that simultaneously delivers electron beams with energies up to 6 GeV

to the 3 experimental halls of the laboratory. Situated in Hall B, the CEBAF

Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) is designed to study reactions with both

electron and photon beams (via a radiator). Its strong toroidal magnetic field
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and wide acceptance in both the azimuthal and polar angular directions allow it

to resolve hadronic reactions with varied reaction products. It achieves this using

a combination of drift chambers, time of flight counters, Cherenkov counters and

electromagnetic calorimeters, to gain nearly complete information on the products

of a reaction.

In order to probe the spectrum of hadronic states at higher energies, the electron

beam at JLAB is being upgraded from a maximum energy of 6 GeV to 12 GeV. To

accommodate the new energy range, the experimental facilities in each of the halls

are being upgraded. In Hall B, the CLAS detector is undergoing a major redesign

(CLAS12), upgrading the maximum luminosity it can accept, and improving the

resolution, kinematic range and particle identification capabilities of the detector.

Utilising the new experimental facilities, it is hoped that exotic hadronic states

will be discovered which are predicted by LQCD but have yet to be experimentally

confirmed.

The new Forward Tagger for CLAS12 plays an integral role in the new physics

plan for CLAS12 and the search for exotic states. A detailed description of the

detector system and its constituent elements is covered in Part II of this thesis.
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Part II

A Fast Timing Hodoscope for

CLAS12
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Chapter 3

The Forward Tagger

After the upgrade of the beamline, CLAS12 will receive electron beams with

energies up to 11 GeV (only Hall D will receive the full 12 GeV beam). For photo-

production experiments, the previous method of producing real Bremsstrahlung

photons, tagged by a magnetic calorimeter, would require either significantly more

space or a much stronger magnetic field to work with higher momentum electrons.

Instead, an innovative redesign of the electron tagging system will be used,

scattering electrons at very small angles to produce quasi-real photons. Quasi-

real photons are virtual photons, such as those exchanged in electromagnetic

interactions, with very low momentum transfer (Q2 < 0.1 GeV/c2), and within

this limit have very similar properties to real photons. The scattered electrons

that produce the quasi-real photons during interaction with the target, will be

detected by the new Forward Tagger, which will act as an integral part of the

trigger mechanism for photo-production experiments in CLAS12.

3.1 Electroproduction at very small Q2

When electrons are scattered at very small angles (low Q2), they can produce

quasi-real photons. These photons have an intrinsic linear polarisation which can

be determined from the scattered electrons energy/momentum and scattering

plane. This is an advantage over the previously used method of producing

Bremsstrahlung photons, as only the average polarisation can be determined for

these. This knowledge provides extra information that allows the production
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mechanisms of reactions to be better contained, refining the accuracy of partial

wave analysis [62]. This method has been successfully used before at DESY [63]

and CERN [64].

One of the major objectives of CLAS12 is the search for exotic mesons. Most

previous meson spectroscopy experiments have used pion beams, CLAS12 will

utilise a photon beam that is expected to increase the probability of observing

exotic states. This is because utilising a spin-1 probe may favour the production

of meson states where both spins are aligned, which would increase the probability

of observing states with exotic quantum numbers [26].

3.2 Sub-systems of the Forward Tagger

The Forward Tagger is a new detector system designed to measure particle

properties at forward angles, between 2° and 4.5° from the beamline. It has

been designed to optimally detect the properties of electrons scattered at very

small angles, with an acceptance exceeding 99% [61]. The new detector will be

placed between the High Threshold Cherenkov Counter (HTCC) and the torus

magnet support within CLAS12, in a limited space, at most 40 cm in length,

just under 2 m downstream of the (nominal) target position. A simulation of the

geometry of the Forward Tagger is shown in Figure 3.1.

The detector is composed of three major sub-systems:

� Electromagnetic Calorimeter (FT-Cal)

� Scintillation Counter (FT-Hodo)

� Tracker (FT-Trck)

The FT-Cal will detect the electrons, measure the energy of the electromagnetic

shower, and provide a fast trigger for other detector systems in CLAS12.

The FT-Trck will measure the scattering angles (θe and φe). The FT-Hodo

provides electron/photon separation and further background reduction by taking

measurements in coincidence with the calorimeter.

The limited region available for the detector and the close proximity to the

beamline (2.5° corresponds to ∼8 cm) necessitates compact detector systems
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which are able to process the very high flux present, while remaining highly

resistant to radiation damage. All components are contained within a region <5°

from the beamline, to minimize interference with any of the other systems in

CLAS12.

An overview of the main subsystems of the detector will be given in the following

section, before going to explore in more depth the design of the FT-Hodo which

is the main focus of my thesis.

3.2.1 FT-Cal

The FT-Cal is a highly segmented lead tungstate based electromagnetic calorime-

ter which has to fulfil demanding requirements in a limited space. The detector

requires high light yield and a fast recovery time (∼10 ns) for high energy

resolution and minimal pile-up within the detector. Pile-up occurs where signals

arrive quicker than the recovery time of a detector element, these either distort the

original reading or are missed entirely. The FT-Cal also needs excellent timing

resolution for tagger events, in conjunction with other systems within CLAS.

Finally, it requires high radiation hardness, combined with a small radiation

length and Möliere radius within the detector. The Möliere radius is the typical

radius of the electromagnetic shower, perpendicular to the incidence vector of the

charged particle, produced when it interacts with a material.

To achieve these objectives, the detector was designed to be highly segmented in

the transverse direction, in order to maintain a sustainable output rate from each

pixel. In addition, the transverse size of each element should be comparable to

the typical Möliere radius of the electromagnetic shower produced in the detector.

This will minimise unnecessary pixel firing by containing the shower to a limited

number of crystals. A simple diagram of the FT-Cal is shown in Figure 3.2,

showing the arrangement of the crystals.

Lead tungstate (PbWO4) has been extensively studied and used in several large

scale detectors in recent years [65, 66]. It was selected for the crystals in the FT-

CAL because of its fast scintillation decay time (6.5 ns), short radiation length

(0.9 cm), and limited Möliere radii (2.1 cm). The main disadvantage of the

material is its limited light yield (0.3% of NaI(TI)). However, recent improvements

in manufacturing processes and cooling of the material below 0� have shown

an improvement in this by a factor of 6-8. With this configuration, an energy
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Figure 3.1 The geometry of the Forward Tagger used in a simulation of the
detector system is shown, from both an external view and in cross
section. The crystals of the FT-Cal are highlighted in light blue, and
the FT-Hodo’s in Dark Blue. The FT-Trck is highlighted in bright
yellow and red. The tungsten support pipe is coloured in green and
the Möller cone in orange [61].
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Figure 3.2 A simple schematic diagram of the geometry of the Forward Tagger
Calorimeter. With each of the individual lead tungstate crystals
highlighted in purple and the readout systems in yellow [61].

resolution of ≤ 2%/
√
E(GeV ) is expected.

The readout from the detector is required to operate in a high magnetic field,

which excludes standard photomultipliers. Instead, Avalanche Photo Diodes

(APD) were selected, as they have been shown to be both radiation hard and

able to perform well under such conditions. Further information on the design

and properties of the FT-Cal can be found in the forward tagger technical design

report [61].

3.2.2 FT-Hodo

The main design objective of the Hodoscope is to differentiate between photons

and electrons that interact with the Forward Tagger. The two particles produce

indistinguishable electromagnetic showers in the dense lead tungstate of the

FT-Cal. However, although electrons produce clear signals in the Hodoscope,

photons will predominantly pass through the low z materials without interacting.

Electrons will be identified in the Forward Tagger by observing near simultaneous

hits, correlated in both position and time in the FT-Hodo and FT-Cal. To

achieve this objective, the FT-Hodo must provide highly efficient charged particle

detection, with similar spatial and timing resolutions to the calorimeter.

The Forward Tagger comprises a two-layered array of fast response plastic

scintillator tiles, a thicker layer for improved timing resolution and a thin layer for
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Figure 3.3 A simple representation of the Hodoscope, highlighted in light blue,
is shown in relation to the Calorimeter [61].

enhanced background rejection. The positioning of the detector elements in the

Hodoscope will mirror the layout of the FT-Cal, ensuring uniform coverage across

the two detector systems. The restrictive geometry of the volume occupied by the

Forward Tagger precludes the use of standard light guides and photomultipliers.

Instead, each element is read out using embedded wavelength shifting fibres

(WLSF), which are flexible and enhance the performance of the readout silicon

photomultipliers (SiPM). Similar systems have been used in the past to achieve

the sub ns timing resolution required [67]. Figure 3.3 shows the position of the

FT-Hodo in relation to the FT-Cal.

The vast majority of particles incident on the Hodoscope will be highly

relativistic, leaving a fixed minimum ionising deposition in the detector, regardless

of particle momentum. As a result, having high energy resolution is not critical

for detector performance. The main requirements for high detection efficiency

and high timing resolution are the number of photons that reach the SiPMs and

the efficiency of these detectors.

3.2.3 FT-TrcK

The role of the FT-Trck is to provide precise positional information to reconstruct

the vertex angles of particles entering the forward tagger. It is composed of

two double layer Micromegas (Micro-MEsh Gaseous Structure) detectors with

a spatial resolution of ±200 µm [68]. These work using similar principles to
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Figure 3.4 The three major subsystems of the Forward Tagger are shown with
the FT-Trck, highlighted in brown and red, superimposed in front of
the FT-Hodo and FT-Cal [61].

wire chambers, collecting ionised electrons from small pockets of gas within a

wire mesh. Those used in the FT-Trck have a pixel width of 500 µm. Each

Micromegas detector will provide an independent measurement of the (x,y)

coordinates and act in conjunction with hits in the Hodoscope and calorimeter

to improve background rejection. Figure 3.4 shows the position of the FT-Trck

in relation to the FT-Cal and FT-Hodo.

This configuration of the FT-Trck is expected to achieve angular resolutions of ∼
1.7% and 2.8° in the polar and azimuthal angles respectively. Further information

on the design and properties of the FT-Trck can be found in the Forward Tagger

technical design report [61].

3.3 Summary

The Forward Tagger is a new detector system for CLAS12 which measures the

properties of particles scattered at shallow angles, between 2° and 4.5° from

the beamline. It is an integral part of the trigger system for photo-production

experiments in CLAS12, identifying the energy of the scattered electrons used in a

quasi-real photon beam. The detector system is formed from 3 major components,

the FT-Cal which measures the energy of the electromagnetic showers; The FT-

Trck which accurately measures particle scattering angles and the FT-Hodo which
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provides discrimination between electrons and photons. The FT-Hodo was the

focus of my work for the project and its design is discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4

Design of the Hodoscope

This chapter will discuss in more detail the design of the Hodoscope, outlining the

aims and constraints of its construction. Critical points will be highlighted and

the interconnected nature of different elements elaborated upon. However, deeper

discussion into the development decisions made and their consequences for the

operation of the Hodoscope are reserved for Chapter 7, where some important

sub-systems will be covered in more depth. A large proportion of the design,

development and testing of the different components of the detector system were

carried out by myself during this PhD. Many different experimental tests and

prototypes of components were produced and assessed, but only the final versions

are discussed in this chapter.

As discussed in Section 3.2.2, the main requirement of the Hodoscope is to

differentiate between electron and photon hits in the calorimeter, because these

produce nearly indistinguishable electromagnetic showers in the FT-Cal. It also

utilises a two-layered design to minimise photon misidentification and suppress

false events created through photon conversion. The detector will operate with

sub-nanosecond timing resolution, to function as part of the trigger system, so

as not to compromise the timing of the calorimeter. It will also achieve > 99%

particle detection efficiency for the lifetime of its use and achieve this under

conditions of 3.8 rad/h radiation flux and 5 T magnetic fields.

The hodoscope is positioned upstream of the FT-Cal fitting within a volume, no

more than 330 mm in diameter and a depth of 40 mm. This limited space and

harsh operating environment required an innovative approach to its development,

to optimise the performance of the detector system. To achieve these ambitious
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targets, the design of the FT-Hodo is based around a segmented array of plastic

scintillator tiles (EJ-204) [69], embedded with Wavelength shifting fibres (Kuraray

Y-11) [70] and read out by 3x3mm Silicon Photomultipliers (Hamamatsu S13360-

3075PE) [71].

4.1 Plastic Scintillator Tiles

The plastic scintillators provide fast timing, sufficient light yield and resistance

to radiation, necessary in the high flux environment of the Forward Tagger. The

limited space, radiation and magnetic fields present in the detector volume require

signals to be read out externally. WLS fibres were selected for their flexibility,

excellent optical characteristics and radiation resistance. These fibres shift the

wavelength of light produced by the scintillators into the ideal operation range for

the SiPMs, but their attenuation length is relatively short at 3.5 m [70]. Because

of the geometry of CLAS and the environment whilst the beam is active, the

light needs to be transported more than 5 m to reach the SiPMs. To resolve

this after ∼10 cm, still within the volume of the detector, the WLS fibres are

fusion spliced to clear optical fibres which have an attenuation length > 10 m

[72]. This combination allows the scintillation photons to be transported to the

readout SiPMs with a light loss of less than < 40% [61].

Each layer of the Hodoscope is comprised of 44 15x15 mm (P15) and 72 30x30

mm (P30) plastic scintillator tiles, arranged with four-fold symmetry about the

axis of the beam, covering the same acceptance as the FT-Cal, shown in Figure

4.1. At the centre, nearest the beamline, there is a continuous ring of P15 tiles

where the flux is expected to be at its highest. Outside this, the majority of

tiles are P30 type, with each one covering the same area as 4 crystals in the

calorimeter. This configuration provides greater resolution in the area of highest

flux, while increasing acceptance throughout the rest of the detector.

4.2 Wavelength Shifting Fibres

The photons produced in each of the 116 tiles in each layer of the Forward Tagger

are read out using embedded WLS fibres. These fibres absorb the typically ∼ 400

nm, photons produced in the scintillator tiles and re-emit them in green, ∼ 470
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Figure 4.1 Layout of the plastic scintillator tiles in the Hodoscope arranged
symmetrically around the beamline in the centre of the diagram.
15 × 15 mm elements are shown in blue with 30 × 30 mm elements
in red [61].
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Figure 4.2 A photograph of an unprepared 15 mm thick P30 tile occupied with 4
wavelength shifting fibres. The diagonally drilled channels for each
fibre can be clearly seen.

nm optical range, which is the ideal operating range for the SiPMs [70]. Each tile

has diagonally drilled channels just larger than the 1 mm diameter of the fibres,

four for a P30 tile and two for a P15. The channels are aligned to maximise the

fibre length inside each tile, increasing the photon capture cross-section of each

scintillation photon. The design also allows for the fibres to feed out naturally

from each tile, while maintaining almost complete acceptance of the detector

system. Figure 4.2 shows a photograph of a P30 tile, where the channels can be

clearly observed, along with the route of the fibres out of the element.

The WLS fibres used in the detector are multiclad Kuraray Y-11(200) S-Type

fibres 1 mm in diameter. This type of fibre has shown consistently excellent

performance across a wide array of academic studies [73, 74]. The multi-clad

fibres produce significantly higher light yield than traditional single-clad fibres,

as the two layers of differing refractive index outside the core have a much greater

photon trapping efficiency. The S-Type fibres were selected for their significantly

increased resistance to crazing and their transmission at small bending radii (< 40

mm) - Crazing describes micro-fractures that damage the transmission properties

of the optical components. The benefits of the S-type fibres come at the cost

of transparency, leading to a ∼ 10% reduction in attenuation length. This is

insignificant for the short lengths of WLS fibre used in the detector.

The WLS fibres inserted into the tiles are fixed into place, using radiation hard

optical cement of similar refractive index to the scintillator and fibre. This

approach minimises the photon loss across the transition and holds the fibre in
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Figure 4.3 A photograph of the full length spliced fibres, with protective sheeting,
after fusion splicing at Fermilab. The fibres are put into groups of 4
and placed into protective black PVC sheathing to shield them from
sources of UV light.
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Figure 4.4 A photograph of the Hodoscope with the carbon fibre lid from one of
the layers removed, exposing the tiles and fibres beneath.

place in any orientation of the Hodoscope. After 10 cm, each WLS fibre is fusion

spliced to a ∼ 5 m long section of Kuraray double-clad clear plastic fibre, with

much greater attenuation length. Fusion splicing melds the two fibres together

at high temperatures, producing a join with with minimal loss of light, < 2%.

This process was carried out at Fermi National Laboratory, with 10 cm lengths

of WLS fibre spliced to 6 m lengths of clear fibre. A photograph of the sliced

fibres laid out on laboratory benches is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.1 Fibre Routeing

After exiting the tiles, the fibres are constrained by the limited space available

above the tiles across the body of the detector. Ideally, each fibre would be allowed

to curve as smoothly as possible on its route out of the detector, minimising

the light loss due to the curvature of the fibre. However, there is limited space

available for fibre routeing within the detector. This necessitates careful planning

to avoid areas of over-density, which would restrict the fibres when exiting the

tiles, or too much crossover, which would limit the amount of fibres which can

pass through a particular area. These constraints are most significant in two
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Figure 4.5 A photograph of a fibre routeing test being carried out to optimise
pathing within the detector. The test utilised lengths of clear fibres
inserted into plastic tiles.

areas: firstly, near the bottom of the detector where all the fibres have to pass

on their route to the SiPMs, and secondly, near the centre of the detector where

the density of fibres exiting tiles is highest. Further details on the solutions to

these problems is given in Section 8.2.2. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the complexity

and density of the fibre routeing throughout the detector volume for one of the

layers.

4.3 Detector Enclosure

The base and lid of both layers of the detector are formed by a sheet of 0.5 mm

thick black carbon fibre, shaped like an elongated disc, with a diameter of 330

mm, extended outwards at the bottom of the detector, shown in Figure 4.6.

Between the carbon plates is a central support ring made of Polyether Ether

Ketone (PEEK), and, at the outer edge, 13 PEEK support pillars space the

carbon fibre plates and provide locations for countersunk screws, to hold the

outer and inner plates in place. Alternate holes pass directly through one layer

into the layer below, allowing the two layers to be held firmly together by the

supporting pillars. The outer pillars are positioned and individually shaped to

fit in the limited gaps between detector elements, without interfering with the

operation of the detector. A prototype of the carbon fibres disc and spacers in

shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.6 A CAD diagram of one of the 0.5 mm thick carbon fibre plates used
in the Hodoscope.

Figure 4.7 A cutaway showing a prototype of the outer spacers used to hold in
place and support the carbon fibre discs in the Hodoscope.
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Figure 4.8 A CAD drawing of the Hodoscope delta wing section that would be
connected to the thin layer of the detector.

The fibres in the detector exit each layer through a carefully designed 3D printed

component called the delta wing. This critical component acts to channel the

fibres out of each layer of the detector, holding them in place and helping to

facilitate a light-tight seal for the internal components of the detector. It also

acts as part of the supporting structure for the detector, replacing any supporting

pillars at the base of each layer. The fibres are held in place by lacing cords that

thread through holes in the base of each side of the delta wing. The component is

split into two interlocking pieces, one for each layer of the detector, with greater

depth allocated for the layer of thick tiles for improved fibre routeing. This is

shown in Figure 4.8. As in the main body of the detector, each side of the delta

wing is covered by a sheet of 0.5 mm thick carbon fibre secured by countersunk

plastic screws, sealing in the fibres it protects.

The outer edge of the detector is a flexible plastic strip that bridges the two layers

of the detector and is designed to allow the carbon-fibre discs to slot seamlessly

into channels that run along its length, two back-to-back in the centre and one

at the top and bottom, shown in Figure 4.9. It attaches to the detector system

though countersunk screws which fit into the outer pillars of the detector and the

delta wing at its base.

The spacing pillars and carbon fibre sheets combine to produce a lightweight but

rigid and relatively strong construction. The carbon-fibre plates are very stiff

in the direction of the weave of the carbon fibre, but they are inextensible and

brittle in the transverse direction. The pillars, outer rim and delta wing help to

offset these issues and the interlocking design spreads any weight-bearing across

the entire structure. The structure is also completely composed of materials with
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Figure 4.9 Photographs of the flexible plastic strip that forms the outer edge of
the Hodoscope. The channels for the outer and central carbon fibre
discs can be clearly seen at the top, bottom and near the centre of
the strip. The central channel is higher because of the difference in
spacing of the thick and thin layers of the detector.
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Figure 4.10 A deconstructed ‘fishtail’ connector image showing the smoothly
widening body, light-sealing lid and end connector which mounts
onto the SiPMs.

low atomic numbers, minimising the chance of any re-scattering being caused by

the detector system.

Between the delta wing connector and the electronics, the optical fibres are

grouped into bundles of four that are sealed from light and protected by flexible

black PVC sheathing with an internal diameter of 3 mm. These are grouped

together and pass through CLAS in cable trays, with weight bearing tethers

strategically positioned to ensure the weight of the bundles is not borne by the

fibres themselves.

4.4 Silicon Photomultipliers

The optical fibres join to the SiPMs via a 3D printed ‘fishtail’ connector, which

spreads and positions the fibres in ideal locations for optical transmission. Each

connector junctions fibres to supply eight different SiPMs, routeing up to a

maximum of 32 optical fibres. The connectors are composed of three interlocking

pieces, a smoothly widening body, a light-sealing lid and an end piece into which

the fibres are glued, cut and polished. The separate end piece allows for easier

insertion and replacement of fibres. A CAD drawing of this is shown in Figure

4.10.
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The fibres from each tile are read out by an individual SiPM. These have high

efficiency, high gain, fast timing response and are sensitive enough to trigger

on single photons. These properties make them well suited for a fasting timing

detector such as the FT-Hodo. SiPMs are highly sensitive to input voltages and

require high voltage supplies, stable to 0.01 V, for optimum operation. However,

their high gain allows for very clean signal separation from their main source

of background, thermal noise. An electron signal from a thick tile is typically

20-30 times the magnitude of larger thermal background signals. In order to

achieve a timing resolution < 0.5 ns, simulations indicate that SiPM signals with

a magnitude of at least 55 photons are required. This target is one of the essential

design requirements for the detector system.

In contrast to the Hodoscope, the FT-Cal utilises avalanche photo diodes instead

of SiPMs, because of concerns over possible radiation damage. However, the

APDs used in the FT-Cal are directly connected to the crystals in a region of

high flux. The SiPMs used in the Hodoscope are positioned several metres away

from the beamline and the main concern, neutron flux, is expected to cause

minimal damage over the lifetime of the detector at these distances [75].

4.5 Signal Electronics

The SiPMs are mounted on mezzanine boards in two groups of eight, with each

group supplied by a separate high voltage connection. There are 15 mezzanine

boards in total providing support for the 232 channels of the Hodoscope. All

the boards slot into a single VME crate, along with a control board, with a

single low voltage rail supplying a uniform voltage to all the electronics. The

controller board allows the high voltage supplied to individual channels to be

adjusted through variable resistors on the pre-amplifier boards. It also provides

monitoring for the temperatures of critical components in real time. The SiPMs

are matched into groups with similar voltage requirements, but adjusting the

voltage delivered to individual channels is necessary for optimal performance.

Signals from the amplifier boards are passed to the Flash Analogue-to-Digital

Converters (FADC) that form the data acquisition system. These boards

continuously digitise signals, using a fast Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC)

and store the waveform if a trigger condition is met. The FADCs replace the

ADCs and Time to Digital Converters (TDC) used in CLAS, thereby offering
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several advantages. Firstly, FADCs store the entire waveform and not simply

the charge deposited; this allows the potential for more sophisticated trigger

conditions and offline analysis. Secondly, the system works in a circular cycle, so

when a trigger occurs the current buffer is frozen and stored before readout, but

the system continues acquisition into another buffer, thus reducing the deadtime

in the system. Finally, there is no need for delay cables, as the time difference

between waveform digitisation and trigger arrival is programmable for up to 8 µs.

CLAS currently uses more than 50 km of delay cables just for the ToF systems

[61].

4.6 Signal Transmission

For optimal performance of the detector system, it is critical to maximise

the percentage of photons produced in the scintillators that reach the SiPMs.

Improving the capture cross-section and transmission of the WLS fibres is

essential to this. Compared to the volume of the scintillators, the surface area

of the WLS fibres is small; even if a photon enters this region, there is a limited

photon capture angle for transmission. To improve the chances of capture, each of

the tiles is coated in three layers of highly reflective TiO2 scintillator paint, with

a reflectivity of ∼ 96% in the spectrum of photon wavelengths produced by the

tiles. This ensures that many passes of the photons are possible before entering

the fibres. The ends of the fibres are mirrored, using the same material, to ensure

that photons that were captured by the fibre, but not in the transmission direction

of the fibre, are reflected back up the fibre towards the SiPMs.

TiO2 paint was selected for its consistency and ease of application across the 232

tiles and 784 fibres, as well as its high reflectivity.(After extensive testing, other

candidate materials, such as PTFE or Tyvek®, with theoretically higher reflective

indices proved either inconsistent or impractical to apply to the geometry and

volume of tiles and fibres).

Another critical element to signal strength is the quality of transmission of

light, both within and between material boundaries. This requires maximising

attenuation length in the materials, minimising air gaps and transitions, while

ensuring that those which exist occur between materials of similar refractive

indices. The quality and consistency of the application of optical cement used

between the tiles and fibres, the fusion splice, and the precision junction between
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the optical fibres and the SiPMs are all critical points for transmission.

4.7 Light Sealing

A signal of great amplitude is of limited use, unless outside sources of noise can

be minimised. The critical elements to this are sealing the detector system from

outside sources of light and isolating the channels from each other in order to

minimise crosstalk between elements. The entire detector is designed with these

twin considerations in mind.

The reflective coatings around the detector elements help maximise transmission

while simultaneously minimising possible crosstalk. Similar principles follow for

the optical fibres, where bend radii are kept above minimum thresholds to increase

transmission and reduce crosstalk.

Points of intersection between different elements of the detector, such as the

fishtail connector lids, are designed with recesses,in order to provide secure

connections between components, but also to maximise the length of light path

required to pass through, forcing light to reflect from multiple matt black surfaces

to enter. This reduces the amount of light that passes through any gap.

Most of the surfaces of the detector are made in black, both for low transmission

and beneficial absorptivity properties. Where possible, multiple precautions are

engineered into the design of components, to minimise the effect of external light

sources. For example, when groups of fibres pass between the head of the detector

and the electronics, they are sealed in protective lightproof black PVC sheeting

and further sealed by a surrounding layer of tedlar sheeting, which encompasses

all the fibre bundles, creating a seamless join between the delta wing of the

detector and the entrance to the fishtail connectors.

4.8 Summary

The FT-Hodo is a double layered fast timing detector capable of discriminating

between photons and electrons with sub nanosecond timing resolution and > 99%

acceptance. The detector uses plastic scintillator tiles read out by WLS fibres,

which are in turn fusion spliced to clear plastic fibres. These fibres transport
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the light over 6 m outside the region of high radiative flux, to be read out by

SiPMs connected to FADCs for data acquisition. The SiPMs are sensitive to

single photon signals with very high gain and with excellent signal-background

discrimination. The two-layered design allows for a thick layer for good timing

resolution and a thin layer for excellent background rejection.

The main head of the detector system, comprising 232 segmented detector

elements and 784 fibres, fits into a volume with a radius of 330 mm and a depth

of 38 mm. Fibres exit the system through a delta wing structure at the bottom

of the detector, which acts to align, support and seal the fibres from the outside

environment. In order to achieve the design requirements of the system and

accommodate the detector in such a tight volume, every element of the detector

system has had to be carefully designed, extensively tested and optimised.

The next chapter covers the simulations which were undertaken as part of the

proposal for this project, before my PhD began; these shaped the initial designs

of the detector.
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Chapter 5

Simulations

Two GEANT4 based simulations of the Hodoscope were developed in 2011 by

Derek Glazier at the University of Edinburgh. The first modelled individual tile

and fibre combinations in the Hodoscope and the transport of photons through

these to the SiPMs. Using this simulation, the dimensions, configurations and

properties of the tiles and fibres could be adjusted to optimise the design of the

system. The second simulation modelled the operation of the entire detector, in

conjunction with the calorimeter, to assess their performance working together.

Details of the results from the first simulation will be discussed in this section,

with further details available in [61].

The first simulation determined the energy deposited in the crystals using

standard GEANT4 physics models, with the properties of the components used

(light output, reflectivity, refractive index, etc) inserted, to model realistically the

detector element design.

The validity of the simulation was checked by using the same physics models to

simulate the CLAS inner calorimeter Hodoscope, the output of which is shown in

Figure 5.1 for a MIP, producing a peak of ∼18 photoelectrons. This correlated

well with the performance delivered by the actual detector system.
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Figure 5.1 Sample results from a validation simulation of the photon output
of a MIP in the CLAS Inner Calorimeter Hodoscope. The results
matched well with the performance of the detector system [61].

5.1 Tile Thickness

The amount of energy deposited in a tile by a MIP is proportional to its path

length when passing through the scintillator. A thicker tile will result in more

photons being released, but only a proportion of these will be trapped by the

optical fibres. The effect of changing the thickness of the tiles and varying both

the number and diameter of optical fibres was simulated; the results of this are

shown in Figure 5.2. It should be noted that the simulations modelled fibre

channels parallel to the surface, rather than the diagonally drilled channels used

in the final detector design.

The results show a strong correlation between the number of photons outputted

and increasing both tile thickness and the number of fibres, for both 15x15 mm

and 30x30 mm tiles. However, there is limited space available for both scintillator

and tile routeing, so limits must be placed on both. The simulations showed a

clear advantage of utilising four 1 mm diameter fibres over one larger 2 mm

diameter fibre for a 30x30 mm tile, which would occupy a similar volume within

the detector.

The simulations indicated that the geometry of the P15 tiles would outperform the

larger P30 tiles. A two-fibre P15 outperforms a four-fibre P30 at all thicknesses

simulated, although the gap closes with increasing tile thickness. However, four
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Figure 5.2 Simulations of the variation in the photon output of detector tiles
with changing thickness and different configurations of output fibres
[61].

Tile Type Thickness Expected Photons

[mm]

P15 7 70

15 150

P30 7 55

15 120

Table 5.1 Summary of the expected photon output of the detector tile dimensions
selected for use in the Hodoscope.

P15s with two fibres would require twice as many fibres for the same coverage as

one P30 with four fibres. In addition, using smaller tiles would result in a lower

acceptance for the detector, with additional space required for reflective materials

and unavoidable air gaps between the scintillators. A compromise utilising both

designs was selected, with a band of P15 tiles occupying the region of highest flux

at the centre of the detector and the majority of the acceptance covered by the

larger P30 tiles. A summary of the simulation results for the performance of the

selected tile thicknesses for the two layers of the detector is shown in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.3 Results showing how the timing resolution of detector elements varies
with thickness and different output fibre combinations [61].

5.2 Timing Resolution

Following a similar format to the results for tile thickness, the results for timing

resolution are shown in Figure 5.3.

The critical point to notice is that increasing the number of photons collected

improves the timing resolution of the detector elements. The absolute rate of

improvement is most significant at lower levels of photon collection, but the effect

continues throughout the range of thickness tested in these simulations. This is

likely a geometric affect related to the probability that the photons produced in

the scintillator are quickly captured by the optical fibres. The results indicated

that sub nanosecond timing resolution is achievable for the detector element

design, and 0.5 ps levels of timing could be achieved with photon output levels

of ∼55 photoelectrons. A summary of results for the tile dimensions used in the

construction of the detector is shown in Table 5.2.

5.2.1 Fibre Bending

Light losses due to the bend radius of fibres, both within the Hodoscope enclosure

and while routeing through CLAS12, were also simulated as part of these tests,
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Tile Type Thickness Expected Photons Timing Resolution

[mm] [ns]

P15 7 70 0.40

15 150 0.30

P30 7 55 0.50

15 120 0.35

Table 5.2 Summary of the expected timing resolution of the detector tile
dimensions selected for use in the Hodoscope.

Figure 5.4 Results of a simulation measuring the fraction of light lost in
wavelength shifting fibres at different bend radii [61].

the results of which are shown in Figure 5.4. The results matched closely with

the performance specified by the manufacturer of the fibres Kuraray. In terms

of the design of the detector, the results suggested that the bend radius should

be limited to no less than 2 cm (ideally higher), in order to minimize light losses

during transport.

5.3 Radiation Dose

In addition to the light transport simulations, a further study to determine the

radiation exposure of the Hodoscope was carried out by INFN Genoa. This study

aimed to determine the dose to which different elements of the Hodoscope would
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Figure 5.5 Results from a simulation of the radiation dose experienced by the
FT-Cal crystals in rad/h at a luminosity of 1035 cm-2s-1. Maximum
values of just over 5 rad/h were obtained for some of the inner
crystals, although averaged over each crystal in the Hodoscope this
represents a peak of 3.8 rad/h [61].

be exposed, in order to ensure that they would be suitably resistant, and that

their performance would not degrade significantly over the lifetime of the detector.

The simulations indicated that without the Møller electron shield in place, the

largest dose would be incurred by the inner pixels of the detector at a rate of

3.8 rad/h. Figure 5.5 shows a plot from the INFN simulation, with each pixel

representing one of the 15x15 mm tiles in the calorimeter, which is positioned

directly behind the Hodoscope.

Taking the average element value of 3.8 rad/h, and considering this to be the dose

for all elements across the Hodoscope, produces an annual dose of 33 krad for each

crystal. A large number of studies have shown that exposure to radiation can

change the properties of plastic scintillators, reducing the light yield and therefore
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the timing resolution of the tiles. Similar effects have been shown to occur in

wavelength shifting fibres and optical cements, reducing their transparency and

increasing attenuation length, thus lowering the performance of the materials.

However, most studies are carried out at radiation doses far higher than those

expected to be incident on the Hodoscope, considering doses in the 1-10 mrad

range delivered over a period of hours rather than years [76, 77]. The components

selected have been shown to be radiation hard well beyond the long-term doses

applied to the Hodoscope, so this is not expected to be a problem for the detector

system.

5.4 Summary

GEANT4 based simulations were carried out to determine the viability of the

initial designs of the Hodoscope, simulating both the process of photon transport

through the detector and the radiation dose incurred by the different elements

of the detector system over the lifetime of the project. The results of these

simulations indicated that the best compromise for the system design utilised a

layer of 30x30x15 mm tiles tiles, read out by four 1 mm diameter fibres for the

majority of the detector system. This was complemented by a ring of 15x15x15

mm tiles, for greater output and resolution in the region of higher flux close to the

beamline. The simulations of radiation dose indicated that the detector system

will incur an average annual dose of 33 krad, well below the tolerances of the

materials selected.

The simulations described in this chapter provided evidence for the viability of

the detector design and guided the direction of development. However, they were

indicative only of the potential of the system; several years of development and

testing were required to go from the early prototypes with minimal output to the

optimised final version of the detector system.

In the next chapter, the three sets of tests that were carried out using an

accelerated beam are described. These allowed prototypes of the Hodoscope to

be tested in conjunction with prototypes of the FT-Cal.
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Chapter 6

Beamtime

Throughout the development of the Hodoscope, many experiments have been

undertaken to gather more data on the performance of different elements of the

detector. Most of these were carried out using radioactive sources or cosmic rays.

Both of these sources are readily available, but are both limited, either by the

energy of the source or the rate of the cosmic rays. To truly test the detector’s

performance in an environment comparable to CLAS12 requires an accelerated

beam. There have been three beam tests throughout the detector’s development,

the first carried out at Jefferson Lab and the following two at the Double Annular

Φ Factory for Nice Experiments (DAFNE or DAΦNE) Beam Test Facility (BTF).

Each one was done in conjunction with a prototype of the FT-Cal, simulating the

operating environment in CLAS12. The first two tests were undertaken before

the start of my PhD, but are included for completeness.

6.1 First Test: Hall B at JLAB

The first test used only a single 15x15x10 mm tile, read out by 2 wavelength

shifting fibres. These were set into channels cut into the surface of the tile, rather

than inserted into holes.

The main aims of the test were to provide an initial proof-of-principle test of

the equipment and to provide further information to guide the development

of the detector system under beam conditions. The single Hodoscope tile was

positioned in front of one of the elements of the calorimeter, to take coincidence
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Figure 6.1 An example of the spread of energy deposited in the test set-up in
Hall B. The energy of hits in the Hodoscope vs the Calorimeter
are shown (In terms of the ADC channel). The cluster on the left
represents pedestal measurements while the cluster on the right shows
coincident hits between the two detectors.

measurements.

The results of the energy deposited in the Hodoscope and calorimeter tile can be

plotted in 2D, to determine the spread of hits measured in the test. An example

is shown in Figure 6.1, with a clear region of coincident hits measured between

the two detector tiles.

This initial proof-of-principle test of a simple readout situation was a success.

However, the light output and isolation of the tiles needed to be improved

significantly to reach the design requirements of the system.

6.2 Second Test: BTF at DAΦNE

The following set of beam tests took place at the DAΦNE e+e− collider situated

at the INFN Frascati National Laboratory, Frascati Italy. This facility primarily

collides electrons and positrons at a centre of mass energy of 1.02 GeV in order to

produce φ mesons which primarily decay to kaons, which are the main focus of the

experiments taking place at the accelerator. The electrons in the facility are first
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Figure 6.2 Schematic setup for the BTF tile tests. The configuration shown with
the beamline directed into the page with the calorimeter positioned
downstream of the prototype Hodoscope.

accelerated by a LINAC to 510 MeV before being injected into the accumulator.

However, when injection is not taking place, the beamline can be delivered to a

beam test area (BTF) [78]. The BTF facility is capable of delivering beam for a

wide range of energies and is mainly used for calibration experiments.

The main purpose was to test a range of Hodoscope elements at the same time,

in coincidence with multiple calorimeter elements. A total of eight tiles were

prepared: four larger P30 tiles and four smaller P15 tiles, with an even split

between thick (15 mm) and thin (7 mm) tiles. The elements prepared used early

designs for reflective materials, optical connections and electronics, with eight

Hodoscope channels being read out simultaneously.

The tiles under test were positioned in two layers, with two wider P30 and two

smaller P15 tiles used in each layer, with the thicker tiles mounted behind the

thinner layer. Each tile was aligned with corresponding elements in the prototype

calorimeter for coincidence measurements during the experiment. For ease of

readout while minimising attenuation, some fibres were connected using shorter

(∼ 0.2 m) and other longer (∼ 1 m) fibres. A simple diagram of the set-up is

shown in Figure 6.2.

The results of the tests were successful, taking data from the eight tiles

simultaneously in coincidence with the calorimeter. However, there were clear

problems with both the overall output of the tiles and the consistency of results

between them. An example of these is shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Sample results from the first tests run at the BTF (x-axis units are
photoelectrons). Results are shown for the 4 thin tiles (Top four
frames) and the 4 thick tiles (Bottom four frames). Results for both
single and double electron bunches can be clearly seen, most obviously
for the P30 thick tiles.
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Figure 6.4 The prototype configuration in situ in Frascati, prior to the start of
the beamtime.

The results obtained were well below the expectations from the simulations.

However, during the tests it was found that some of the tiles experienced both

poor and inconsistent optical connections, both tile→ fibre and fibre→ SiPM .

Attempts were made to adjust these during the tests, but more fundamental

adjustments to the design were required to resolve some of these problems.

The strongest performing tiles were the P30 thick tiles, which averaged ∼18

photoelectrons for a MIP.

6.3 Third Test: BTF at DAΦNE

A second set of beam studies at DAΦNE was carried out on a prototype

Hodoscope detector in November 2012. A similar detector configuration was

utilised as at the previous test, see Figure 6.4. However, the focus was placed

on improving the optical output of the tiles to demonstrate the viability of the

detector design. A variety of new tiles was tested, including some trialled at

the previous round of testing. I designed and implemented improvements to

the reflective wrapping of the tiles and optical isolation of the elements. I also

developed significant improvements in the quality of the optical connections tiles-

fibres and fibres-SiPMs; each group of fibres was glued into a SiPM connector,

before being polished, using a series of refining grades of optical sandpaper, in

order to ensure a clean optical connection to the SiPMs.
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Tile Thickness Fibre Length Source Photoelectrons

[mm] [m]

P30Thin 7 0.2 Eljen* 37± 6

P30Thin 7 1.0 Eljen* 28± 5

P15Thin 7 0.2 Eljen* 23± 5

P15Thin 7 1.0 Eljen* 19± 4

P30Thick 15 0.2 NE 78± 9

P30Thick 15 1.0 NE 35± 6

P15Thick 15 0.2 Eljen 29± 5

P15Thick 15 1.0 Eljen 23± 5

P30Thick 15 0.2 Eljen 46± 7

Table 6.1 Summary of tile performance during the second set of tests at BTF.
Tiles marked with a * were also tested at the previous beamtime at
BTF, but now with upgraded fibre→SiPM connections.

Nine different tiles were tested during the beamtime, with the P30 thick tiles

being switched between runs, the results are summarised in Table 6.1. The

overall performance of the tiles increased significantly from the results obtained

at the previous test, with the best performing tile peaking at just under 80

photoelectrons, shown in Figure 6.5. However, the results were still not consistent

across size, thickness and fibre length and the majority of tiles were still

performing below the potential indicated by simulations. This set of results

was promising and demonstrated that some tiles are able reach the level of

output required for suitable timing resolution of the detector. Further studies

were needed in order to allow every detector element to reach the same peak

performance.

6.4 Summary

During the course of the FT-Hodo’s development, prototypes of the detector

system underwent three separate beamtests, in order to evaluate the detectors

performance under conditions similar to those in CLAS12. The first was

undertaken in Hall B at Jefferson Lab and was a proof-of-concept test, to evaluate

the viability of the design. This was successful, but the prototypes performance

was not as high as required for the final detector. The second test focused
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Figure 6.5 A plot of the strongest performing tile from the second set of tests
at BTF. A peak approximating the shape of a Landau distribution
(expected of a MIP) is observed peaking around channel 2350 in
the ADC. The peak is well separated from the thermal noise across
almost the full range of the ADC, peaking at an energy equivalent to
just below 80 photoelectrons.

on the operation of the multiple detector elements simultaneously, working in

conjunction with a prototype of the FT-Cal. Extensive data was acquired from

the test, collecting results from multiple elements simultaneously, thus achieving

the goals of the run. However, again the individual elements performance was

inconsistent and well below expectations from the simulations. The third test

aimed to greatly improve the performance of the detector elements, by optimising

the output of the tiles, their optical connections and isolation from sources of

interference. I spent several months in the laboratory designing, testing and

optimising improvements to the optical performance of the prototypes. The

optical performance of the tiles in the third test was a dramatic improvement

over the highest performing tile, outputting over 4 times as much light as the

best performer in the previous test. However, there was still significant variation

between tiles. Significant improvements to the design and implementation of the

detector elements would still be required to achieve the design requirements of

the detector system.

The next chapter in the thesis covers the process of constructing the FT-Hodo,

discussing the techniques and design decisions made to ensure consistent high

performance from the detector system.
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Chapter 7

Sub-Systems, Testing and

Development

In the following section, the key interconnecting elements of the detector will

be discussed in more detail, highlighting some of the critical tests I carried out

during their development. Additional focus will be placed on the systems with

which I was most involved during my PhD.

7.1 Detector Redesign

Before going on to discuss the final designs of the detector systems and to

give more context to some of the development decisions, I want to highlight

a significant developmental change in the project that occurred roughly two

years into my PhD. It was discovered by another working group at JLab that

their original estimates for the dimensions of the new HTCC were incorrect; the

pressurised gas used in the detector system would cause a greater expansion than

previously expected. This left less space available for the Forward Tagger, which

is situated between the HTCC and the torus support structure. A reduction in

size of all elements of the Forward Tagger was necessitated, and for the Hodoscope

this required a reduction in depth from 44 mm to 38 mm.

At this stage in the development process, all the scintillating tiles had already

been ordered, (which make up 22 mm of the detector volume), and it was too late

to change their dimensions. This left just 16 mm of space, including tolerances,
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for all the detector structure and space for routeing the fibres out of the detector,

for both layers of the Hodoscope. This necessitated a complete redesign of the

structure and fibre routeing of the detector system, balancing the space available

for each layer. Previously there had been ample tolerances, allowing for a more

robust design and wider bending arcs for the fibres, but now every fraction of a

mm saved was significant.

Several mm were saved by shifting to a carbon fibre based interlocking design,

with all screws inset into the detector structure, to ensure no additional depth was

used. Fibre routeing paths had to be redesigned to deal with reduced space and

ensure no fibres had too tight a bend radius. To give an example, both layers of

the detector have the same number of fibres and thus require the same minimum

volume for them all to path out of the bottom of the detector. However, for the

thin tiles, the exit angle of the fibres is much shallower, therefore with optimised

pathing to minimise fibre density in critical areas, less volume is required above

the tiles in the thin layer than the thick. Many similar decisions had to be

made and at many points, compromises found, in order to ensure the detector

could deliver its design aims, despite reduced dimensions. Many of the final

designs discussed in this section were heavily influenced by the consequences of

this change.

7.2 Plastic Scintillator Tiles

The type of plastic scintillator selected for use in the Hodoscope, doped

polyvinyltoluene, was identified before I joined the project. However, the source

of supply of the material and the preparation of the tiles (cutting and drilling),

was still being considered.

I constructed prototypes to compare scintillator samples supplied by Rexxon and

Eljen. The scintillator tiles were wrapped in aluminised Mylar for the tests, and

sealed from outside sources of light with several layers of black electrical tape.

The test tiles were fitted with short lengths of wavelength shifting fibres, with air

connections between the tiles and fibres, and read out by SiPMs. Tile output was

evaluated from a cosmic ray spectra, measured with an oscilloscope, to find the

landau shaped spectra of the MIPs. With consistent set-up, tile performance is

a combination of the light output of the detector tiles and quality of the optical

connection to the fibres. Each supplier used a different specialist firm to drill the
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channels into the SiPMs, using cooled precision drill bits for an optically smooth

finish. On inspection, it appeared that the drilling technique employed on the

tiles from Eljen produced a superior quality of finish, producing clear channels

with few imperfections. The tiles supplied by Rexxon had obvious scratches from

drilling along the length of all the fibre channels.

The final results of the tests showed similar optical performance between the tiles

from the two suppliers. However, the tiles supplied by Eljen had to be tested

with only two of the four fibres fully inserted, as the two outer channels were not

drilled sufficiently wide to allow fibres to enter more than 3-4 mm. Therefore,

if adjustment could be made to the width of outer channels on the Eljen tiles,

they should provide significantly improved performance in comparison to those

supplied by Rexxon. Based on the results on these tests, Eljen was selected as the

supplier of the scintillator tiles, with assurances that the fibre channel dimensions

would be altered for the final product. Further details on the properties on the

selected scintillator can be found in [69].

7.3 Optical Fibres

The supplier of the optical fibres selected for use in the Hodoscope was also

determined before the start of my PhD, as Kuraray is a trusted supplier to JLab.

However, the optimal type still required further testing and investigation.

To transport light from the scintillators to the silicon photomultipliers (SiPM), a

combination of wavelength shifting (WLSF) and standard plastic optical fibres is

used. Photons produced in the scintillator are absorbed by a short length of WLS

fibre that is inserted into the tiles. After absorption the photons are re-emitted

in the ideal frequency range for detection efficiency in the SiPMs. The Y-11

fibres were selected to match the emission spectrum of the scintillators, shown in

Figure 7.1. These short lengths of WLF fibre are fusion spliced to 6 m of clear

optical fibre, of matching refractive index, producing a juncture with less than

2% signal loss. The photons have a much longer attenuation length in the clear

fibres, minimising the signal loss before reaching the SiPMs. The absorption and

emission spectra for Y-11 fibres used in the Hodoscope are shown in Figure 7.2.

Double clad S-type wavelength shifting fibres were selected for use in the

Hodoscope, for the best combination of photon transmission and resilience to
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Figure 7.1 The emission spectrum of EJ-204 plastic scintillator. Matching the
emission range of the scintillators and absorption range of the fibres
is essential for effective optical transmission [69].

Figure 7.2 The emission and absorption spectrum for different types of Kuraray
fibres is shown. The Y-11 type was selected for the excellent match
between its absorption range and the emission spectrum of the
scintillator, and its ideal emission spectra for the quantum efficiency
of the SiPMs [70].

tight fibre bend radii. S-type fibres have improved transmission at bend radii of

the order of 2 cm, at the cost of some attenuation length; however, as only 10

cm of WLSF is used before the fusion splice, the increased attenuation of the
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fibre type is minimised. The improved transmission with tighter bend radii is

of particular significance within the Hodoscope itself, because there is very little

space for the fibres to route through. This issue became much more significant

after the redesign to the detector system, where its depth was compressed from

44 mm to 38 mm. This required the fibres exiting the tiles to curve much more

rapidly, in order to fit within the space above the tiles. For further details on the

WLS and clear fibres used see: [70, 72].

After the reduction of volume of the detector system, it was critical to test the

transmission of the WLSF with tighter bend radii. Based on the Kuraray fibre

datasheets, there is a significant fall-off in fibre transmission below a critical

threshold; above this, transmission drops only gradually with smaller radii of

curvatures.

I carried out tests to measure these experimentally, utilising a ‘dark box’ designed

to be sealed from outside sources of light. The tests utilised several detector tiles

with ∼ 40 cm lengths of WLSF glued into the tiles. The tiles were set in fixed

positions and the fibres set up with varying bend radii, going through a 180° bend

before being read out by SiPMs, connected to a high performance oscilloscope.

Tests were carried out using both Sr90 and Bi207 sources, both dominantly β

emitters with a range of peak energy emissions. The amplitude spectrum of the

SiPMs was recorded for each bend radii measured, starting with wide arcs and

progressing down to radii smaller than the tightest undergone by fibres in the

Hodoscope. The results of these tests indicated that there was gradual reduction

in signal transmission as the bend radii of the fibres are reduced, but significant

light losses began to occur only at half the minimum radii used in the Hodoscope

enclosure. This provided confidence that losses due to the bend radii of fibres

would be minimal in the Hodoscope.

7.4 Reflective materials

High performance reflective materials are critical for optimising the optical

properties of the detector. The material used to surround the scintillating tile

elements requires the following properties:

� High co-efficient of reflectivity

� Consistent performance across tiles
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� Minimal thickness

� Radiation hard

These qualities are required to maximise the light collection of the wavelength

shifting fibres, improving the timing resolution of the detector. It allows them

to provide consistent performance across individual elements and also over the

lifetime of the detector, and finally, to optically isolate each element, ensuring

there is no potential for crosstalk, thus minimising the effect of any light leaks

into the system.

A high coefficient of reflectivity is critical, to keep photons produced through scin-

tillation inside the detector elements. This also provides additional opportunities

for photons which are not quickly captured by the wavelength shifting fibres to

reflect off the surfaces and be collected by the fibres. The coefficient of reflectivity

for a material is a function of the wavelength of light that it encounters. In this

case, the critical range is the emission spectrum of EJ-204, shown in Figure 7.1,

which ranges between 380 nm and 500 nm, peaking at around 410 nm. The

higher the coefficient of the material across the active range of the material, the

higher the potential light yield from the tile. The reflection coefficient at varying

wavelengths for several widely used reflectors is shown in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3 Reflection coefficient for several reflectors, including TiO2 as a
function of wavelength [79].

Consistency of response to an incoming charged particle is very important in

a highly segmented detector such as the Hodoscope, if results from different
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elements are to be interpreted together. The reflective material itself must be

consistent in both its response to photons and in its connection to the detector

elements. It must be able to be moulded with precision to the shape of the

detector blocks, without uneven surfaces or air gaps, and maintain its shape

over the lifetime of the detector, under the harsh radiation of the beamline. A

material which may theoretically be superior in an idealised situation may not

perform consistently when applied over many different elements. As a result,

systematic testing is required to ensure materials fulfil the design requirement;

ease of application becomes an essential factor.

One of the typical disadvantages of segmented detectors is a reduction in the

active area of acceptance because of gaps between elements. To keep this

reduction to a minimum, the tiles need to be of a uniform size which will tessellate

with minimal area covered by non-active materials. Therefore, the ideal reflector

is formed of a vanishingly thin layer of material; however, the reflectivity of a

material is also dependent on its thickness, with multiple layers improving the

coefficient of reflectivity. In addition, with minimal thickness comes fragility and

often inconsistency. A balance between these factors is required.

During operation, the detector and its reflective elements will be subjected to

significant levels of radiation, with a typical flux of 3.8 rads/h. The reflective

materials need to maintain their performance above design requirements, without

significant degradation over the lifetime of the detector. Replacement of the

material during its lifetime will not be possible, without substituting the complete

detector element and possibly causing further problems with nearby elements.

Only materials known to be radiation hard under these conditions were considered

for use in the detector.

Considering only materials which fulfilled the previously discussed criteria, sample

tiles were prepared with the reflectors shown in table 7.1. For each material, I

carried out tests using several samples of both P30 thin and P30 thick tiles,

checking for consistency of results and any effects of the varying geometry. Tests

also provided experience of the difficulty associated with preparing the tiles with

each reflector. Considering that batch production would be required for the final

system, in order to limit the possible variance of optical connections between the

tile and the SiPMs a simple air connection between the fibre and the tile was used,

which allowed the rest of the test configuration to be maintained constant for all

tests. Tests were carried out using both Sr90 and Bi207 sources, both dominantly

β emitters with a range of peak energy emissions. Although data collected
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Reflector Reflection Coefficient Thickness Reference

@440 nm [mm]

Titanium Dioxide Paint 0.955 0.14-0.18 [79]

PTFE Tape 0.99 n x 0.08 [79]

Tyvek® Paper 0.97 n x 0.11 [80]

Aluminium Foil 0.78 0.025 [80]

Table 7.1 Properties of reflectors selected for testing on prototype detector
elements.

utilising cosmic rays would provide a more precise measure of photon output, tests

conducted using sources can be completed much more quickly, with statistically

significant results. The trigger frequency for each tile-reflector configuration was

measured for series of discriminator values to ascertain a frequency spectrum for

each combination.

Of the materials tested both PTFE and titanium dioxide paint performed

strongly, with the highest mean output of light and they maintained this

level consistently across multiple detector tiles. The aluminium foil performed

consistently, but did not generate the same signal strength as the top performers.

Tiles wrapped in Tyvek® performed very inconsistently; this was probably a

result of the difficulty applying and attaching the material consistently to the

shape of the element volume.

Taking into account research from literature and tests carried out on tiles [79,

80], titanium dioxide paint was selected as the material which best satisfied the

demands required, with a high reflective index, consistent results and ease of

application; more specifically BC-620 was used [81]. The PTFE was both thin

and highly reflective, but the difficulty in wrapping the tiles with their projecting

fibres in a consistent manner, was a major drawback of this choice of reflector.

A combination approach applying PTFE to most of the tile and covering the

awkward areas with titanium dioxide paint was also considered, but discarded,

as PTFE did not significant outperform the BC-620 paint in the tests carried out.
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7.4.1 Mirroring the Scintillator End of the Fibres

Wavelength shifting fibres operate by absorbing a photon before remitting it in a

new frequency range. For this photon to be captured and transmitted down the

length of the fibre, it needs to be produced in a narrow emission range of a few

degrees. The vector of re-emission is not dependent on the angle of incidence of

the original photon. As a consequence, mirroring the scintillator end of the fibre

gives the potential for the angle of acceptance for capturing the photon within the

fibre to be almost doubled. This comes at the cost of blocking any photons that

may have entered through the end of the fibre, but for a fibre of any significant

length within a tile, the benefits outweigh the downsides.

The ideal reflector for this purpose shares many of the same characteristics as for

the scintillators, but it also has to attach to the end of a fibre that is inserted

into a narrow channel. In order to be effective, the reflector needs to fully cover

the end of the fibre, particularly as the multi-layered design of the fibres results

in the majority of light being transported in a narrow region near the edge of the

fibre. However, if it is fractionally larger than the fibre it will not fit, causing

damage or becoming damaged when placed into the channel. In most examples

in the literature, such as the study done by Joram [82], the mirrored fibres were

placed in flat channels which pass all the way across the scintillator, where there

was easy access to the ends of the fibres. However, the design of the Hodoscope

restricts this access, and the results of tests I carried out using a more idealised

reflector, such as thin discs of aluminised Mylar, were inconsistent. In addition,

it proved extremely difficult to position and attach discs of Mylar precisely to the

ends of a polished single fibre, even after I tried several alternative approaches

to the task. After these tests, the titanium dioxide paint used as the reflector on

the scintillators was considered, along with aluminium sputter deposition, which

would deposit a thin layer of aluminium directly onto the fibres. Initially TiO2

paint was tested and provided more than a 50% increase in photoelectron yield, in

comparison to unpainted fibres. The material was easy to apply and results were

consistent across the limited sample of tiles tested. After these successful tests

the costs of carrying out sputter sputter disposition on 800 fibres was deemed

excessive compared to the potential benefits of the technique. Therefore TiO2

paint was selected as the material TiO2 for this task.
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7.5 Supporting Structure

The design of the detectors structure has undergone many changes throughout

its development, most dramatically after the changes to the volume available.

Throughout my PhD, I have been actively involved with the development of

the structural design, whether this was through testing prototypes, or providing

detailed feedback at the University of Edinburgh to the mechanical workshop and

other technical staff, who were responsible for constructing the different elements

of the structure. Only the final version of these components is discussed in this

section, but this version was the result of many months of development time.

The superstructure of the detector supports the scintillator tiles and fibres and

ensures that they are isolated from sources of background noise, such as ambient

light in the detector hall. This structure must be rigid and robust, whilst being

composed of materials with low density, in order to minimise scattering effects.

There are also strict limitations on dimensions, as the detector system must

fit into a limited volume and maximise the space available for all the detector

elements.

The detector itself is split into two interlocking units which house the respective

7 mm and 15 mm thick detector elements. The units can be removed from each

other for maintenance and future applications, but while in situ at CLAS12 the

layers will form a single detector. Each layer is composed of a top and bottom

plate of 0.5 mm thick black carbon fibre. These are spaced by a series of PEEK

columns around the edge of each plate, which act to support and maintain the

rigidity of the structure. At the centre there is a collar made of PEEK that

fixes into the support structure which positions the detector on to the supporting

beampipe. The thin sheets of carbon fibre are extremely strong in the direction

of the fibre weave along the plate, but are very fragile in response to a transverse

force. The other support structures support the transverse load. The spacers and

the collar also act as an anchor to lock the two sections of the Hodoscope body

together, through nylon screws that pass from one layer to the other. At the base

of the plates is a delta wing, which channels the fibres out of the main body of the

detector and into the support structure beyond. Surrounding the outside edge of

the detector, covering the area between the four carbon fibre layers, is a curved

belt of flexible plastic, with grooves for the plates to fit into. This attaches to the

detector through nylon screws which run through the belt and into the spacers

around the edge of the detector volume. Prototypes were constructed to ensure
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the design provided the structural rigidity and strength needed to support the

mass of the detector system. Thorough testing on these demonstrated the design

could easily cope with the forces that could potentially be applied to the system.

7.5.1 Fibre Delta Wing

The fibre Delta Wing is the exit point of the optical fibres from the detector body.

It acts to channel the fibres into the limited space available for their passage. It

also holds the fibres’ protective PVC sheaths in place, spreading the load of the

fibre bundle across the detector structure. As the main exit point from the head

of detector, it is essential that the component can maintain the light seal required

of the detector structure, while providing a smooth path for the fibres out of the

detector.

The Delta Wing is constructed from four main components, two 3D printed

connectors, one for each side of the Hodoscope, and two carbon fibre lids, which

are screwed into place, helping to seal the system from outside sources of light.

The two connectors fit smoothly into one another and their depth varies across

the length of the component. This is to minimise the stress put on to the fibres

as they transition out from the two different sides of the Hodoscope. The two

pieces are held together and connected to the carbon fibre plates of the detector

by nylon screws, adding to the rigidity and improving the structural integrity of

the detector system. Within each connector, there is minimal structure, in order

to maximise the space available for the routeing of the fibres. Each connector

is mirrored down the centre line of the component and provides routeing for 12

stacks of 4 bundles of fibres. Under each stack are situated two sets of indented

holes, which contain flexible ties which can pass around four fibre bundles and fix

them in place. The sets of holes are staggered across the width of the connection,

so that the extra space required for the ties is spread along the length of the

connector.

The routeing of each fibre bundle was designed to optimise the light transport of

the fibres, and to minimise the stress placed on each component and any overlap

between fibres in the Hodoscope. Inside the Delta Wing, the fibres pass in groups

of four into protective black PVC tubing with an internal diameter of 3.0 mm and

a wall thickness of 0.3 mm, which isolates each group, protecting it from damage

and sealing it from outside sources of light. The protected bundles are tightly

packed, filling almost the entire internal volume of the delta wing. This adds an
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additional layer of protection for the light seal between the scintillator tiles and

any sources of light outside the detector volume.

7.5.2 Fishtail Fibre-SiPM Connector

The ‘fishtail’ connectors create a sealed juncture between the optical fibres and the

silicon photomultipliers. They act to guide the fibres precisely into position and

maintain their optical isolation from the external environment. The connectors

are 3D printed to create a consistent precise design to interface with all 30 groups

of SiPMs. The fishtail connector is composed of three components: firstly the

main body, comprising most of the length of the connector, which takes in the

appropriate fibres separating from the main transport bundle of the detector,

secondly, an interlocking end piece, which interfaces with the electronics board

and into which the fibre optic cables are glued, and finally, a lipped lid which

seals the construction from outside sources of noise. The fibres enter the main

body through a flared opening, which narrows to a channel just wide enough

for eight 3.6 mm sheaths to fit through, before curving more widely, following

a similar contour to a wine bottle. The flared entrance enables a wider angle

of acceptance of fibre bundles. The narrow opening helps to minimise any light

leaks into the component. The widening body allows the fibres to spread out

evenly and to be guided towards their respective SiPMs with a wide radius of

curvature, minimising any loss of light and stress on the fibres. The fibre bundles

pass through the main body, still encased in their protective casing, up to their

juncture with a recess into the end piece of the connector, maintaining isolation

of the fibre optics.

The connector positions each fibre less than 1 mm away from the SiPMs, with an

even spread across the surface area of each detector. This alignment maximises

the potential acceptance of the detector, spreading the light across the pixels

of the SiPM. Another important property is that both the separation distance

and spread of the fibres is consistent across different channels, to allow proper

calibration of the detector system.
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7.5.3 Electronics Enclosure

The electronics enclosure is designed to house the electronics rack where all the

mezzanine and pre-amplifier boards are situated, along with the control board.

The enclosure’s main purposes are to give protection from outside sources of

light and also to provide lightweight and robust containment for the electronic

modules, both in transit and in situ. Additional space is allocated above and

below the electronics rack for sets of fans, which passing air over the electronic

boards to reduce thermally induced dark current in the system. Pictures of the

completed unit during testing are shown in Figure 7.4.

Figure 7.4 Photograph of the rear of the electronics enclosure, where the output
from the pre-amplifier boards is read out through Lemo cables.

7.6 Silicon Photomultipliers

Silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) are highly sensitive radiation detectors with high

efficiency and potential for very precise timing resolution. They are designed to

trigger on single photons of light with high efficiency, producing a signal with

high gain and very low time jitter of less than 100 ps. They are designed to be

highly segmented, allowing many photons to be detected simultaneously, with

each element isolated from one another to avoid unnecessary background noise

and produce highly precise clean signals.

SiPMs consist of a matrix of highly sensitive micro cells (pixels) all connected
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in parallel. Each one is composed of a Geiger-Mode avalanche photon diode

(GM-APD) connected to a resistor for passive quenching, see Figure 7.5. When

operating above a breakdown voltage, (that is dependent on the particular SiPM,

but is ∼ 65 V in those used in the hodoscope) the diode rapidly discharges, once

triggered by a photon or another source of noise, producing a signal with a high

gain; then the resistor acts to quench the discharge and the cell will switch to

a recovery mode, where the capacitor in the diode is recharged ready to trigger

again.

Figure 7.5 A schematic representation of the parallel arrangement of Geiger-
Mode avalanche photo diodes with quenching resistors in a silicon
photomultiplier [83].

7.6.1 Photon Detection Efficiency

The probability of a pixel triggering on the arrival of an incoming photon to the

SiPM is known as the photon detection efficiency (PDE). This is defined as a

product of three factors: quantum efficiency, triggering probability and geometry

efficiency.

PDE(OV ) = Qe× Pt(OV )×Ge (7.1)

Quantum efficiency (Qe) expresses the probability that a photon is absorbed by

the silicon and converted in an electron/hole pair. Qe is a function of the photon’s

wavelength and angle of incidence upon the SiPM. This factor is the critical reason
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for the wavelength shifting fibres used in the Hodoscope. Triggering probability

(Pt) is the likelihood that an electron/hole pair successfully triggers a sustained

avalanche process, resulting in a current pulse. This value is highly dependent

on the overvoltage (OV) above breakdown applied to the circuit rising rapidly

with increasing voltage. Pt is also wavelength dependent, as the probability

of generating an avalanche depends on the creation position of the electron/hole

pair, which is dependent on the wavelength of the incident photon. The geometry

efficiency (Ge), also known as the fill factor, is a function of the amount of dead

area present on the surface of the SiPM. Areas that are not active if a photon

is incident upon them. Some dead area is necessary to accommodate structures

to isolate the pixels from one another; however, each new generation of SiPMs

improves geometry efficiency, increasing the acceptance of the devices.

7.6.2 Sources of Noise

The primary source of noise in SiPMs is the dark count rate (DCR), which appears

as uncorrelated pulses in the absence of light. These are a result of electron/hole

pairs created by thermal excitations in the active region of a GM-APD, mimicking

the appearance of a genuine single photo electron trigger pulse. The DCR for a

SiPM is dependent on temperature, approximately doubling every 10�. It scales

directly with the area of the device and is an increasing function of the overvoltage

applied to it. During operation, the DCR for the Hodoscope will be close to 1

MHz, however, because the pulses are uncorrelated, and have short rise and fall

times and tiny amplitudes compared to a signal pulse, the dark events can be

filtered with a simple discriminator at the level of 1.5 photo electrons [83].

In addition to the primary noise, there are two sources of correlated noise in

SiPMs, afterpulsing (AP) and optical crosstalk (OC). Both of these types of

events originate from an existing current event (either a photon event or a dark

event) and are largely dependent on the current density of the original event and

the trigger probability (Pt). Afterpulsing results from charge carriers, trapped in

silicon defects during discharge, which are released later during the recharge phase

of a cell. This results in a new current pulse produced on the tail of the true event,

typically a few ns after the original peak. Optical crosstalk involves photons which

are produced during an avalanche leaking into the active area of a neighbouring

cell, triggering another avalanche (known as direct OC), or becoming re-absorbed

into an inactive region of a cell. Those in the inactive region can then diffuse back
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into the active region of the cell, causing another pulse with a short time delay

(the order of a few ns), with respect to the original signal. Both AP and OC

increase more than linearly with overvoltage and quadratically with cell size; for

more detailed information see [84].

7.6.3 Operation in the Hodoscope

The high efficiency of SiPMs and their high gain, fast timing response and ability

to trigger on single photons make them ideal for a fast timing scintillating detector

such as the FT-Hodoscope. They are used in place of standard photomultiplier

tubes as the detection mechanism for the photons produced in each scintillator

tile. Each tile is read out by a 3x3 mm array of Hamamatsu SiPMs, with a pixel

pitch of 75 µm and a fill factor of 82%; this provides 1600 pixels for a maximum

expected signal size of 200 photons. Each tile is connected to a SiPM by fibres,

which shift the wavelength of the photons into the ideal range to maximise the

quantum efficiency of the SiPMs. The gain of the detectors is very sensitive to

the voltage applied; they require a supply stable to within 0.01 V to maintain

a consistent response level. The operating voltage for each SiPM is individually

calibrated and adjusted, using variable resistors assigned to each channel [71].

Another consideration is the operating temperature of the SiPMs, as this affects

both the dark count rate and the gain of the channels. Keeping the temperature at

the lower end of the operating range, (between -20� and 60� for the Hodoscope)

keeps the dark noise to a minimum; it needs to be stable to properly calibrate

the gain of the detector. At lower temperatures, which suppress the level of

dark noise in the detector, higher overvoltages can be applied to the system,

increasing the probability that a photon generated electron/hole pair will trigger

an avalanche, increasing the photon detection efficiency of the SiPM [85, 86].

A typical signal from a minimum ionizing particle, interacting with a detector

element in the Hodoscope, will result in a signal with a magnitude of between

40 and 100 photoelectrons. This is far larger than the levels of signals produced

through dark noise, typically 1-3 photoelectrons when crosstalk is included. As

a result, the signal peaks can be easily separated from the dark noise by a

simple discriminator cut at the 5-10 photoelectron level, without signal loss. As

a result, although desirable to maintain operation at a lower temperature, the

main consideration for the Hodoscope is temperature stability during operation.

While in operation in Hall B, the detector will be maintained at a nearly constant
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temperature, around 25�, by the atmosphere control systems in the hall.

When in operation, signals from electron triggers arriving at a SiPM will involve

a large number of photons arriving almost simultaneously. In this situation,

several parallel cells can trigger independently, so that the amplitude and area

of the pulse generated is proportional to the number of cells which fired. This

allows both the integral of the pulse and the pulse height to be used to determine

the amount of photoelectrons generated in the SiPMs. A signal of around 10

photoelectrons in magnitude would be enough to have confidence that a pulse is

a signal not generated through thermal excitations. However, simulations indicate

that producing a signal of 55+ photoelectrons is required to produce the < 500

ps timing resolution which the detector is designed to surpass.

7.7 Electronics

The electronic circuit boards used for mounting the SiPMs and the pre-

amplification stage of signal processing were designed and assembled by colleagues

at the L’Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare in Genoa. The designs passed

through several prototypes which were tested and evaluated in Edinburgh before

a final design was reached. In this section, some further details of these boards will

be discussed, along with information on the flash analogue-to-digital converters

used to process signals post amplifications.

7.7.1 Mezzanine and Pre-Amplification Boards

On each mezzanine PCB are mounted two groups of eight SiPMs, with each

set having access to an individual high voltage supply. Each board fits into a

standard electronics rack, with 15 boards required to supply the 232 channels

necessary for the different elements of the Hodoscope, leaving 8 channels of free

capacity. An additional pre-amplifier board is required for each group of 8 SiPMs

and these are connected to the back of each mezzanine board. The pre-amps

are designed to allow the full dynamic range of signals produced in the SiPMs

to be processed, with clean signals from one photon electron, up to over 200 for

particularly energetic depositions. Signals refined in the pre-amps are read out

through lemo cables from the back of the electronics crate. Figure 7.6 shows an

overview of the electronics crate with a single fishtail connector attached.
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The SiPMs used on the boards are matched into their groups of eight, ensuring

a tailored voltage can be applied to each grouping. In addition, the voltage

supplied to each channel on the pre-amplifier boards can be adjusted within a 2

V range through a variable resistor, for precision calibration of each channel. All

of the boards are managed through a single control board, which also serves as

the input point for the low voltage supply, which is spread across all the boards in

the crate. Through the user interface, the controller board can be used to adjust

the voltage supplied to each channel, monitor the temperature of each SiPM and

provide additional higher level functionality for the control software.

Figure 7.6 Overview of the amplifier crate with a single fishtail connector
attached. The other sets of SiPMs are covered to protect them from
damage.

7.7.2 Flash ADCs

The flash ADCs process the output signal from the electronics, taking a

continuous readout of the spectrum of signals arriving at the electronics, rather

than simply recording the integrated charge like a standard ADC. When trigger

conditions are met, a ‘snapshot’ of the signal trace is taken and stored to disk,

which allows opportunities for additional offline analysis, based on the shape of
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the pulse waveform. The modules are also designed to work with a continuous

duty cycle, continuing to record data reaching the detectors, while triggers are

stored to disk, by reading the results into a set of memory buffers. This design

minimises the dead time of the detector system, maximising acceptance and

allowing it to process the very high trigger rates expected at CLAS12 luminosities.

7.8 LED Flasher

In order to gauge any changes in the optical performance of the detector system

over time, a fibre optic flasher has been installed in the Hodoscope. The system

will allow the optical output of the fibres to be measured separately to the files,

by using a driver of constant magnitude to radiate the system and measure the

level of output, throughout the lifetime of the detector. The flasher includes three

diffusers in each layer of the Hodoscope, which are attached to the carbon fibre

lid and spread throughout, so that four different areas of the Hodoscope can be

studied. The diffusers can be illuminated by spreading light onto the fibre optics

in a sector.

The use of the flasher will be most significant pre-run and post-run, to assess

any changes in response of the fibres and the effect of any annealing, repairing

damage from radiation. The system will allow the response of the optics to be

considered separately, rather than just as a convolution of the fibre/tile output.

The LED Flasher was developed by the Nuclear Physics department at the

University of Glasgow. The main testing of the flasher was undertaken at JLAB

after the construction of the detector.

7.9 Summary

The design process for every element that forms part of the completed Hodoscope

detector was the result of several years of research, simulation, design, prototyp-

ing, testing and optimisation. A design that may seem superior in theory is often

inconsistent, or has unexpected consequences for other elements of the detector

system. Therefore, the development process is very complex, requiring detailed

tests, adjustment to the resources available and inventiveness in finding solutions

to unexpected problems. The designs have also needed to be flexible, because
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of the dramatic changes enforced on the dimensions of the detector system more

than two years into my PhD.

The next chapter of the thesis covers the process of constructing the FT-Hodo,

turning the optimised designs discussed into this chapter into a single high

performance detector system able to provide consistent results when installed

at JLab.
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Chapter 8

Construction of the Hodoscope

The Hodoscope was constructed in a purpose-built environment in a laboratory at

the University of Edinburgh. The space was designed to minimise dust levels and

exposure to UV light and to provide a temperature controlled environment for

testing. The tent was constructed to isolate the detector elements for construction

and fitted with an air filtration system and specialised UV lighting, which blocked

out wavelengths shorter than the red part of the visible spectrum.

8.1 Tile and Fibre Preparation

A rigorous and meticulous approach to preparing each of the individual tiles and

fibres was critical to the absolute performance and consistency across the many

different channels of the detector. Initial testing of the tiles and fibres was carried

out on a small sample order, to allow the preparation process to be optimised.

8.1.1 Tile Preparation

The plastic scintillator tiles were cut to size and polished by the supplier before

being outsourced to a specialist firm to drill the channels for the wavelength

shifting fibres. All the tile dimensions were measured and visually inspected for

signs of crazing (micro-fractures due to stress) or any other damage; any damaged

tiles were excluded from use. All this data was stored for future use in optimising

the arrangement of the tiles in the detector. Initially, a subset of these tiles was
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prepared to check the quality and consistency of the scintillator tiles, to ensure

the accurate performance of the detector. Once these checks were passed, each

tile was hand painted with three thin coats of TiO2 reflective paint, brushing

from the centre of each side towards the edge to minimise edge lapping. After

painting, each side was lightly sanded, with P1200 grit paper, to produce a smooth

finish. The width of the coat of paint was then measured at multiple points, using

vernier callipers, and compared to the tile dimensions previously collected. This

is to ensure a thickness of 0.15-0.2 mm for optimal reflective properties, without

excessively increasing the dimensions of each tile. This process was repeated for

every side of each tile and final dimensions collated for positioning optimisation.

Where corrections were needed, the painted sides were first smoothed with a layer

of P1200 grade sand paper, before refining the surface with 3 µm grade optical

lapping film until smooth.

Small variations across a number of successive tiles can combine to produce

significant asymmetries and misalignments across the detector volume, hence the

need for such meticulous control over this process. Figure 8.1 demonstrates the

inherent gaps present within tiles; minimising these is critical to maintain the

alignment and acceptance of the detector system.

Figure 8.1 Illustration of the inherent gaps present between tiles (highlighted
in red). Minimising these is critical for the alignment of detector
elements, maximising the acceptance of the detector [87].
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8.1.2 Fibre Preparation

Once preliminary inspections and testing were successfully completed, the major

batch of clear and wavelength shifting fibres was shipped to Fermi Lab to be cut

and prepared for fusion splicing. Each length of fibre was checked for any signs

of damage, before 6 m lengths of clear fibre and 10 cm lengths of WLSF were

polished using the Ice Polishing method [88], before being fusion spliced together,

with the join protected by a protective jacket. The initial lengths used are more

than 0.5 m longer than the juncture between the tiles and the SiPMs. The fused

fibres are required to follow paths of varying length in the finished detector and

are trimmed to size later in the construction process. After being fused together,

the combined 1 mm diameter fibres were then put into groups of four and slid into

protective 3 mm diameter black PVC sleeving, which acts to protect the fibres

from damage and seal them from outside sources of light. The final stage of the

preparation process was to put a reflective mirror on the end of the WLSF end of

the spliced fibres. Each end was cleaned, using a lens cloth and IPA (Isopropanol)

solution to remove any dust. Two thin (∼ 0.05 mm) coats of TiO2 were then

applied to the end of the fibre and any excess on the sides removed with IPA.

The mirroring must reach the very edge of the fibre, in order to effectively reflect

the majority of light which is carried near to the edge of the fibre. However, it

must not exceed the boundary, or the fibre will not fit into the channels in the

scintillator tiles.

8.2 Assembly

Once the elements were prepared, the first stage of the assembly process was to

arrange and attach the scintillating tiles on to the carbon fibre sheets which form

the base of each layer of the Hodoscope.

During construction, the Hodoscope was split into its two layers and each group

of scintillator elements was arranged and affixed to their respective carbon fibre

sheets separately, before the two layers were combined for the later stages of

construction.
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8.2.1 Tile Arrangement

The tiles are cut to size to a tolerance of less than 0.1 mm; however, these

small differences, particularly combined with further uncertainty introduced by

the thickness and smoothness of the reflector, can create small but significant

gaps between tiles. To maximise the acceptance of the detector, an optimisation

algorithm was written by Jamie Fleming at Edinburgh to arrange the detector

tiles to minimize the gaps between them. It also prioritised the minimization in

regions close to the beamline, which are affected by a higher luminosity than the

regions at higher scatter angles.

The regions most strongly affected by any deviation from the standardised size

are those where several P15 tiles are grouped together, marked in blue in figure

8.2. In these regions, there are twice as many tile edges as in a similar space filled

with P30 tiles, thus amplifying the effect of small differences. To compensate for

this, one P15 tile in the centre of each row of scintillators around the centre of

the detector (element 16) was cut slightly slimmer, to maintain the uniformity of

the detector tile arrangement.

Figure 8.2 A schematic view of the numbered scintillator tile arrangement in
the Hodoscope, with P30 tiles highlighted in red and p15 tiles in
blue. The sectors and tiles are numbered starting from the top left
whilst maintaining 4 fold rotational symmetry about the beam axis.
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The critical central P15 elements were positioned using a 3D printed plastic jig,

positionally aligned by affixing it to the central ring of the detector. Outside

this, the optimised P30 tile groupings of even sectors were positioned and aligned,

using a bespoke metal jig; the set-up is shown in Figure 8.3. This configuration

ensured orientation with respect to the tiles in the calorimeter. The critical P30

tiles closest to the centre of the detector, which are exposed to the greatest level

of flux, were aligned first, with the others progressing radially outwards in the jig.

After this, the odd sectors were aligned with the even sectors already in place,

again working radially outwards in each sector. Finally, the inner ring of P15

tiles was added to complete the arrangement.

Figure 8.3 A photograph of the plastic and metal jigs used to align the detector
tiles in the even numbered sections of the detector. The plastic jig
provided alignment relative to the beam pipe, while the metal jig
spaced the inner ring of P15 tiles and constrained the locations of
the first P30 tiles to be positioned in each sector.

While quality control can minimize the effects of asymmetries developing towards

the edge of the detector, in a design that attempts to maximise acceptance there

will always be some asymmetries produced. These can be clearly seen in Figure

8.4 where a limited number of tiles extend beyond the limit of the detector volume

after positioning. These excesses were cut in the machine workshop in Edinburgh

and the process of polishing, sealing and quality control repeated for the new

edges.

Once all tiles had been positioned and optimised, each one was individually

lifted using vacuum tweezers and glued into position, using a two part epoxy
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Figure 8.4 An example of tiles protruding over the radial limits of the
Hodoscope.

adhesive, which cures over two days. A slow curing Araldite was selected for its

known radiation hardness and gradual release of heat during the curing process,

minimising the impact on the tiles. After glueing, a foam support layer was

placed over the tiles, held down with small weights to minimise the chance of

movement during curing. Once all tiles were attached in place, a survey was

carried ou, marking the corners of all the tiles on a sheet of clear acetate to map

their positions in relation to the central structure of the detector. The results of

this will be critical when relating data taken from both layers of the Hodoscope,

along with results from the FT-Trck and FT-Cal.

8.2.2 Fibre Arrangement

Fibre pathing throughout the main detector volume, through the transition into

the confined space in the delta wing, will be discussed in this section. There

is limited space within the detector volume and a large number of fibres to

route. As a result, I had to design a compromise between the ideal path for

each individual fibre, and the collective effect on the system. It is also critical

that each scintillating element performs above the design requirements, so tiles

which have more restricted pathing need to be prioritised, to ensure a suitable

bend radius for their fibres and sufficient light output from the elements.

When optimising the routeing it is critical to consider a number of factors:
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� Tiles further from the delta wing have more flexibility for routeing.

� There is a tight limit on the vertical height between the tiles and the roof

of the detector volume.

� Minimising cross-over between fibres helps to improve packing efficiency.

� Certain tiles cannot be routed to the nearest exit points because it would

require too tight a bending radius.

� The critical point for the fibre exit is the juncture at the base of the detector

at the edge of the final row of tiles, where the maximum number of fibres

have to fit through a limited space.

Considering these factors and testing arrangements with prototypes in the

laboratory led to the grouping shown in Figure 8.5. There are twelve groups

of four bundles with four fibres in each one, for each half of each layer, with a

mirrored arrangement in the opposite half.

Each group was allocated a column in the delta wing, numbered from the centre

outwards, with the closest elements to the delta wing filling the lower rows of

the columns. In groups which included P15 tiles, which have only two fibres per

element, two tiles were routed into the same fibre bundle. This was essential

for space management in the delta wing, and the fibres could be split again

to separate SiPM channels upon reaching the electronics. The fibres from tiles

further back from the delta wing tended to take a wider arc, closer to the edge

of the detector, leaving additional room for the densely packed fibres emanating

from the P15 tiles at the centre of the detector.

The bundled fibres in the delta wing are held in place with elasticated cords that

pass around each column of four bundles, through holes at the base of the delta

wing, and are tied in place at the top of the delta wing. Each column of bundles

is fixed in place at two points and the points shift along the length of the delta

wing, to minimize the space taken up by the cords.

8.2.3 Fibre Glueing

Once the scintillator tiles were aligned and affixed into position for each of

the layers in the Hodoscope, the next stage in the construction process was to
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Figure 8.5 The groups of tiles allocated to different columns in the Hodoscope
delta wing. Column numbers ascend from the closest point to
the central pillar in the delta wing outwards towards the edge.
The arrangements are mirrored symmetrically for both sides of the
detector and apply to both the thick and thin layer.
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embed the WLS fibres into the channels in the tiles, following the fibre pathing

design, taking each fibre through the detector body and into position in the delta

wing. This required affixing the fibres into place in a specific order, addressing

problematic tiles as a priority, and then progressing from the tiles closest to the

delta wing back up the detector and radially outwards.

The optical glue used to fix the fibres into place was Epotek 301-2, a radiation

hard (no significant reduction in performance at the radiation levels experienced

in the hodoscope) clear optical adhesive with a similar refractive index (1.54)

to both the scintillator tiles, (1.58) and WLS fibres (1.42 and 1.59) [69, 70, 89].

Epotek 301-2 is a two part adhesive which requires an overnight cure to solidify.

The glue was prepared in small batches, 2-3 g, enough for around 8 P30 tiles.

The ratio of the components of the two-part glue was accurately measured, by

first measuring the weight of the more viscous component on scales accurate to

0.01 g. The secondary component was then added by a fine syringe up to the

total weight for an exact ratio. The two parts were then blended with a mixing

baton for five minutes, following a figure of eight pattern, to evenly mix the

components. The combined glue was then placed in a vacuum chamber and the

pressure was lowered gradually until just below the boiling point of the epoxy and

then visually inspected for trapped gasses. This process removed any air bubbles

which had been trapped in the mixture without compromising the quality of the

adhesive. Samples from each batch of glue were stored between microscope slides

and marked for future reference, along with notes on the fibres glued with each

batch.

Once the glue was prepared, the tile channels were cleared of any debris, using

pressurised air, before a small quantity, 20-30 µg of glue was inserted, using a

syringe directly into the very bottom of each channel. The lengths of fibre to

be inserted were given a final clean with IPA, before being inserted one by one

into the channels. Insertion of the fibres forced the pooled glue upwards, pushing

any air trapped in the channel up and out of the channel ahead of the glue

and creating a smooth even connection between the fibre and the scintillator tile.

Once glued in position, the fibres were left raised up, so gravity ensured the fibres

stayed in position, filling the entire length of the channels. Tiles were glued in

small batches to ensure ideal conditions for curing.

The fibres also needed to be glued into the fishtail connectors which form the

junction with the SiPMs, in order to ensure a stable connection. In this case,

the glue joint is not an optical connection, and the Araldite glue which was also
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Figure 8.6 Ends of the fishtail connections after the fibres were glued into place
then polished. The connectors from the layer of the Hodoscope which
is currently open are clearly differentiated by the captured green light
which is radiating from the ends of the connectors.

used for affixing the tiles to the carbon sheets was the preferred option. The

fibres for each element were inserted into the channels in the end pieces of the

fishtail connectors, leaving an overshoot of at least ∼5 cm. The exact amount

was dependent on the fibre path length between the specific tile and SiPM being

used for each channel. About 100 µg of glue was then applied to a ∼2 cm

length of this overshoot next to the connector, and this was pulled back into the

connector block for curing overnight. Once cured, the fibres were trimmed using

fibre cutters, before being polished flush with the edge of the connector. The

fibres were then smoothed using several grades of optical lapping film down to

3 µm, for improved optical transmission [90]. Figure 8.6 shows the ends of the

polished fibre connectors after completion of the glueing process, with the fibres

of the open half of the Hodoscope illuminated with green light clearly visible.

8.3 Sealing and Transport

After all the elements of the detector system were glued into place, the final

stage of the process was to seal the detector system from outside sources of light.

This was done separately for each layer of the detector once it was ready, before

rotating the entire detector as a unit and starting work on the other layer.
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Figure 8.7 The sealed head of the detector, before the Kapton® was applied.

The head of the detector system was sealed by first placing a small bead of

black silicon putty, approximately 1 mm thick, around the end of the detector

rim, including the delta wing and the the central ring. The carbon lid was then

positioned and secured down using nylon screws, taking great care to minimise

any unnecessary pressure on the WLSFs. The edge of the detector system was

then sealed, with a layer of Kapton® tape securing the layer in place. These

steps ensured that the head of the detector system was sealed from external

sources of light. A picture of the sealed head of the detector, before the Kapton®

tape was applied, is shown in Figure 8.7 Between the end of the delta wing and

the electronics unit, the fibres are bundled together and wrapped in a layer of

black tedlar, creating a light-tight seal between the end of the detector and the

electronics unit.

Transporting the completed detector system from Edinburgh to Jefferson Lab

required specially designed storage which was designed via consultation with

Seabourne Group. The storage crate was based around laser-cut high density

foam, made to measure for the Hodoscope’s dimensions. This was designed to

minimise any movement during transport and protect the fragile components of

the detector. The CAD design of the storage crate, along with a photograph of

the packed detector is shown in Figure 8.8.

The Hodoscope was shipped from Edinburgh at the beginning of 2016 and arrived

in JLab in mid January, ready for testing in conjunction with the completed FT-

Cal.
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Figure 8.8 The specially designed transport crate for the FT-Hodo. Top: A
CAD picture of the design. Lower: An overhead view of the FT-
Hodo packed before being sealed and transported to Jefferson Lab.
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8.4 Testing at JLAB

A team of four from Edinburgh, including myself, arrived at JLAB in late January

2016 to set up and test the Hodoscope. The primary aims of the trip were to:

� Inspect the Hodoscope for any damage during transport.

� Set up the detector for some preliminary testing in Jefferson Lab.

� Make repairs to any damaged channels or components

� Begin testing in combination with the FT-Cal.

After unpacking, the detector was inspected for any obvious signs of damage. The

primary concerns were cracks in the fragile optical fibres or detector elements,

along with possible damage to the fishtail connectors. A couple of the end pieces

of the fishtail connectors had been cracked in transport, but otherwise there were

no obvious signs of damage. These could be easily replaced by cutting small

sections from the fibres and reinserting them into a new end piece.

The next aim was to set up the detector and electronics to test for any problems,

gradually moving through the sectors before attempting to test all channels

simultaneously. Testing the channels in this manner allowed any dead or poorly

performing channels to be identified and investigated to find the cause of the

problem. The detector was positioned on top of the FT-Cal and connected up

to the electronics, with improvised supporting structures constructed to support

the fibre bundles. This is shown in Figure 8.9.

The Hodoscope was tested in conjunction with the FT-Cal, using cosmic rays

and a pair of large scintillator panels as a trigger. This allowed both systems to

be run simultaneously with an outside trigger, before attempting more complex

tests using the detectors themselves as the trigger mechanism.

Early testing showed that there were a few problems with some channels in the

electronics, but all the channels of the detector were working well. This was the

first time the Hodoscope had been tested in conjunction with the finished FT-Cal

and also read out using flash ADCs. This was only the beginning of the calibration

and optimisation of the detector in conjunction with the full electronics set-up,

but the initial results were very positive.
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Figure 8.9 Setting up the Hodoscope for testing at Jefferson Lab. An improvised
structure was used to support and hold in place the fibres during
testing. This arrangement minimised mechanical stress on the fibres
and ensured stability for several months of testing.

My major contributions to the development of the Hodoscope ended with the

successful test at JLab. I continued to attend group meetings and contribute my

experience to discussions, but after this point I devoted the majority of my time

to the analysis covered in Part III of this thesis.

8.5 Current Status of the Hodoscope

Since the successful initial tests of the constructed detector at JLab, the main

focus of development has been developing and optimising the software which

will be used to control the function of the detector system. Alongside this,

calibrations have been undertaken to find the optimal voltages and temperatures

for operation of the detector system. A few of the results at the time of writing

will be presented in this section, along with a brief overview of the timeline for

the detectors installation into CLAS12.

Figure 8.10 shows a plot of the amplitude of low level noise present in the SiPM

from sector 8 element 5 in the detector system (one of the thin tiles). A clear

peak can be observed at ∼ 11 mV, which is the noise generated by thermal

electrons producing signals equivalent in size to one photoelectron. A second,

much smaller peak can be seen at ∼ 22 mV, a double photoelectron peak, caused
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Figure 8.10 A fit to the single photoelectron peak of one of the channels in the
Hodoscope. This is predominantly a result of the thermal noise
present in the SiPMs. This peak can be used in conjunction with
the smaller second photoelectron peak (also visible) to calibrate the
output of each individual channel for signal events.

by 2 pixels triggering almost simultaneously. The distance between these peaks

can be used as a calibration of the detector system, to determine the number of

photons arriving in a signal peak. The minor peak before the single photoelectron

peak, is a pedestal peak, caused by latent current, left residually in the system,

producing signals of very low amplitude.

Figure 8.11 shows the typical Landau distribution of a charge spectra produced

by collection of cosmic ray data in the flash ADCs. Using this in conjunction with

the data collected from the single and double photoelectron spectrum shown in

Figure 8.10, the average number of photoelectrons produced by each element of

the detector system can be determined. This is shown for the thick and thin tiles

in sector 4 in Figure 8.12.

The results for the number of photoelectrons produced by the channels in

a representative sector are shown in Figure 8.12 demonstrating the detector

elements are performing above design requirements. The elements from the thick

layer of the detector, which are critical for the timing resolution of the system, are

averaging over 100 photoelectrons. This is almost double the number estimated

to be required from simulation to achieve 0.5 ns timing resolution. The thin

tiles are not performing as strongly as the projections from simulations, but

nevertheless they are averaging ∼ 50 photoelectrons. This is well beyond the

requirements for clean background rejection. These levels of performance are
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Figure 8.11 A typical distribution of the charge deposited by data collection with
cosmic rays. The dataset follows a Landau distribution with a long
tail at higher energies.

a dramatic improvement over the performance levels of the detector elements

achieved in the first beam test at DAΦNE, Section 6.2, just before I joined the

project, with the highest performing element in this sector producing almost eight

times the number of photons as the highest performer in that test.

Currently, the Forward Tagger is scheduled to be installed into Hall B at the

beginning of July 2017, ready for an engineering beam test in September 2017.

Once the detector is fully installed and has access to beam conditions, full

calibration and optimisation can begin. The results from current testing indicate

that the sub-nanosecond timing required of the detector should be achieved and,

with proper calibration, a much lower timing resolution is achievable.

8.6 Summary

The Forward Tagger Hodoscope was constructed in a purpose built environment

at the University of Edinburgh. This first involved preparing the 232 scintillator

tiles and 784 WLSF ready for assembly. Once the laborious process of preparation

and quality control was complete, the detector assembly could begin. This process

followed a very detailed plan to ensure the optimum performance of the detector

system, carefully mapping and detailing the process as it progressed. Once
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Figure 8.12 The average number of photoelectrons produced by each tile in
Sector 4 of the Hodoscope for a calibration run with cosmic rays.
The thick tiles (red squares), used for improved timing resolution,
produce an average of over 100 photoelectrons. The thin tiles (black
circles), used for improved background rejection, average around 50
photoelectrons.

assembled, the detector was sealed and the delicate elements of the detector

carefully arranged in bespoke packaging, designed to protect the system during

transport to Jefferson Lab.

The system sustained minimal damage during transport and any poorly perform-

ing channels were repaired, while the Hodoscope was tested for the first time with

the constructed FT-Cal. Joint tests were carried out, utilising cosmic rays to take

coincidence measurements, with the two detector systems working in unison. The

results from these initial tests were highly successful and the system underwent

an extended period of testing, where the software for its operation in CLAS12

was further developed.

Current results from the Hodoscope show the thick and thin tiles producing

signals with an amplitude equivalent to a 100 photoelectrons and 50 photoelec-

trons respectively. This is well beyond the design requirements expected of the

Hodoscope and, with this performance, sub nanosecond timing resolution will be

achieved. Optimisation of the algorithms to determine the timing resolution is

ongoing, with an aim of achieving sub 500 ps timing resolution. In July 2017,

the Forward Tagger, including the Hodoscope, will be installed into Hall B at
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Jefferson Lab, and in September 2017 the first engineering beam run is planned

to occur. With proper access to beam data, full calibration and optimisation

of the Hodoscope will begin, working in conjunction with all the other detector

systems in CLAS12.
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Part III

First Measurement of the

γp→ ωππp Decay Channel
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Chapter 9

The γp→ ωππp Decay Channel

In parallel with my work on the Forward Tagger, I carried out an analysis of

the γp→ ωππp decay channel, using data collected from the g11a run period of

CLAS. This is a study in meson spectroscopy, utilising a dataset from a photon

beam on a liquid hydrogen target. This is the first time this decay channel has

been studied using data from a photon beam, and it is of particular significance

for resonant decays via b1(1235)π → ωππ that is predicted to be a decay channel

of the lightest hybrid meson [26]. In addition it also includes a number of

resonant decay channels for which there are limited experimental datasets. This

reaction channel has been identified as one of the ‘golden channels’ for meson

photoproduction in CLAS12, and this study is a preparatory investigation into

the channel at CLAS6 energies. The details of the analysis and its results are

discussed in the following sections.

Before going any further it is important to define the Mandelstam variables, s, t

and u, for the scattering processes of two particles to two particles are defined as:

s = (p1 + p2)
2 = (p3 + p4)

2 (9.1)

t = (p1 − p3)2 = (p4 + p2)
2 (9.2)

u = (p1 − p4)2 = (p3 − p2)2 (9.3)
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Channel Branching Ratio

ω → π+π−π0 89.2%± 0.7%
ω → π0γ 8.28%± 0.3%
ω → π+π− 1.53%± 0.1%

Table 9.1 The major decay channels of the ω meson [5].

Where p1 and p2 are the four-momenta of the photon and target proton and p3

and p4 are the reaction products after the interaction. These define the s-channel,

t-channel and u-channel processes that are shown in Figure 9.1.

Figure 9.1 Diagrams of s-channel, t-channel and u-channel processes [91].

9.1 The ωππ Final State

ω is a well established vector meson JPC = 1−−, with a mass of 785.65 ± 0.12

MeV/c2 and a narrow decay width of 8.49 ± 0.08 MeV/c2 [5]. However, due to

its short lifetime, (7.75± 0.07)× 10−23 s it is always reconstructed from its final

state particles. The main branching ratios for its decay are listed in Table 9.1.

ω predominantly decays to the ω → π+π−π0 final state. This leaves the γp →
ωππp reaction as typically a six particle final state, seven if you include the

dominant decay branch of π0 → γγ. This is a complex final state which requires

a wide acceptance detector and a high statistics dataset to ensure a large data

sample. CLAS is ideally suited for this purpose and the high statistics g11a run,

discussed in detail in section 9.3, provides an ideal dataset for this analysis.

In the energy range available in the g11a dataset, the decay channel is open

to a wide range of possible decay routes, including seven different intermediate

meson states ending in ωππ. The properties of most of these mesons are poorly
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Meson IG(JPC) Mass Full Width Branching Ratio

(MeV/c2) (MeV/c2) (ωππ)

a2(1320) 1−(2++) 1318.3± 0.5 107± 5 (10.6± 3.2)%

ω(1420)∗ 0−(1−−) 1400− 1450 180-250 seen

a0(1450) 1−(0++) 1474± 19 265± 13 seen

π1(1600)∗ 1−(1−+) 1662± 9 241± 40 seen

ω(1650) 0−(1−−) 1670± 30 315± 35 seen

ω3(1670)∗ 0−(3−−) 1667± 4 168± 10 seen

π2(1670)∗† 1−(2−+) 1672.2± 3.0 260± 9 (2.7± 1.1)%

Φ(1680) 0−(1−−) 1680± 20 150± 50 not seen

Table 9.2 Resonances decaying to ωππ in the energy range of the g11a dataset.
∗ Can decay via b1(1235)π → ωππ. † Going via ωρ→ ωππ [5].

understood, with great uncertainty in the mass, decay width and branching ratios

for the particles decaying to ωππ. The currently accepted values, according to

the annual particle data group review (PDG) [5], are shown in the Table 9.2.

Amongst these states, only the a2(1320) is easily distinguishable from other

potential decay routes, with a relatively narrow decay width and a clear separation

in mass from other decay paths. The two states around 1450 MeV/c2 and

the five states around 1670 MeV/c2 are much more challenging to isolate, with

the possible exception of the π2(1670), as a cut can be placed on the mass of

the combined detected 2π around the mass of a ρ meson. This highlights the

π2(1670)→ ρω decay which has a branching ratio of 2.7± 1.1%.

9.2 Previous Work on the ωππ Final State

There is limited previous work considering decays to the ωππ final state. This

section will focus in more detail on the work studying the a2(1320), as this state is

fairly narrow with a significant branching ratio to the ωππ final state. A summary

will also be given on previous work on the other possible resonances in the decay

range, at the end of the section.

According to the particles data group, there are no studies able to suitably

determine the mass of the a2(1320) or its width for this reaction channel, with

the vast majority considering the 3π final state. However, there are four papers
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which provide data for branching ratios of the decay with respect to the majority

3π mode, typically via the ρπ channel: [92–95]. All the papers date from 1973-74

and use data collected from hydrogen or deuterium bubble chambers. The studies

mostly used pion beams, although the data from Defoix et al. was taken from

a proton anti-proton experiment. The yield of a2(1320) observed varies between

60 and 279, providing limited statistics on the decay channel; from these were

determined branching ratios of between 0.10± 0.05 and 0.28± 0.09, normally for

Γ(a2 → ωππ)/Γ(a2 → ρπ).

At the time of writing, none of the analyses used by the PDG to provide values

for the a2(1320) mass and decay width studied the a2 → ωππ decay mode. The

studies highlighted provide evidence only for the branching ratio of the particle

to this decay state. Each of these studies was quite limited in its statistics

and its methods for background subtraction and fitting. Mass spectra were

fitted, by selecting either a Gaussian or a type of Breit-Wigner, in combination

with a polynomial or unspecified modified phase space background, or even in

some cases a hand-drawn background. Little justification for these choices was

provided, beyond that adding a typical resonant structure such a Breit-Wigner

improved the quality of the fit. Several mentioned, but none properly addressed,

the combinatorial background inherent in this channel, and they made little

attempt to remove any bias created by selecting combinations which fitted with

expectations for the ω or a2(1320) mass. The conclusions of these studies varied

significantly, with quite large errors arising from the methodology.

Table 9.3 provides a summary of the experimental methodologies used to

determine the properties of the resonances listed in Table 9.2. It also highlights

whether any of the datasets studied the ωππ final state.

With the exception a2(1320) and π2(1670), across the range of resonances listed

there is limited available experimental data. There is great uncertainty in the

masses, widths and decay cross-sections for these particles. For the ωππ decay

channel, there is even less data available, with the last listed studies in PDG for

the a2(1320)→ ωππ from the 1970s, and only one listed study for π2(1670) ending

in a ωππ final state. In addition, the dominant means of production is via pion

beams, with some electron annihilation experiments; none of the studies used

photoproduction. The current analysis utilises the high statistics g11a dataset,

in order to undertake the first measurement of the γp→ ωππp decay channel.
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Meson Typical Beam and Target ωππ Final State Reference

a2(1320) π−p none [96]

ω(1420) e+e− some [97]

a0(1450) p̄p none [98]

π1(1600) π−p some [99]

ω(1650) e+e− some [97]

ω3(1670) π−p some [100]

π2(1670) π−p some [99]

Φ(1680) e+e− some [101]

Table 9.3 Summary of some of the previous experiments studying the resonances
decaying to ωππ in the energy range of the g11a dataset.

9.3 The G11a run period

This analysis uses data collected during the g11a run period in CLAS, part of

experiment E04021, Spectroscopy of Excited Baryons with CLAS: Search for

Ground and First Excited States [102]. The runtime utilised a photon beam with

a maximum energy of ∼ 5 GeV, produced via a Bremsstrahlung radiator from the

CEBAF electron beamline. The primary aim of this experiment was to determine

more about the nature of a possible pentaquark state which had previously been

observed at several labs around the world. However, it also provided an extremely

high statistics dataset for meson spectroscopy of rare and exotic decays.

The target for the experiment was composed of liquid hydrogen, kept in this state

using cryogenics. The target cell was cylindrical, 40 cm in length with a radius

of 2 cm, and constructed from Kapton®. The temperature and pressure of the

target was measured approximately once per hour, to allow the density of the

target to be determined over time.

The trigger condition during the g11a run required a coincidence between the

photon tagger Master OR (MOR) and the CLAS level 1 trigger. The entire

tagger was live and collected data during runs, a but only the first 40 segments

of the tagger (highest photon energy) were enabled in the trigger. To satisfy the

requirements for the level 1 trigger, for any of the 6 sectors in CLAS, a signal was

required in any of the 4 start counter paddles and any of the 48 ToF scintillators

within a timing window of 150 ns. To satisfy the level 1 trigger as a whole, at
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least 2 separate sectors were required to fulfil the requirements listed above. In

addition for g11a, a coincidence was required between the photon tagger MOR

and the start counter within a timing window of 15 ns [103]. These trigger

conditions were designed to select events with 2 or more charged particles and a

photon beam energy higher than 1.5 GeV.

During the run period, the toroidal magnets were run with a current of 1920 A,

compared to the maximum 3861 A. This configuration improves the detector’s

acceptance of negatively charged particles, at the cost of momentum resolution

gained from a stronger magnetic field.

Data collection ran from May 17th to July 29th 2004, producing a total of 20

billion triggers, and 21 TB of data were recorded. The dataset is well understood,

with extensive corrections and calibrations applied to published analyses over

time.

9.4 Summary

γp→ ωππp is expected to be one of the ‘golden channels’ for meson spectroscopy

in CLAS12. The current analysis was designed as preparation for further

investigation at 12 GeV energies, by studying the decay channel at the energy

range used in CLAS6. It is the first photoproduction measurement of the decay

channel and it uses the g11a run from the CLAS detector. The dataset utilises a

photon beam of up to 5 GeV incident on a liquid hydrogen target, producing a

high statistics dataset of over 20 billion triggers. The wide acceptance of CLAS

and the high statistics of the dataset provide an ideal environment to study rare

meson decays, such as those that decay to ωππ. For this decay channel, there

are eight different known meson resonances in the energy range available to the

dataset. However, most of these are poorly constrained, broad resonances with

little previous experimental data to determine their properties. This current

analysis hopes to provide new insight into this area and provide a foundation for

further investigation at CLAS12 energies.
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Chapter 10

Data Preparation

In this chapter, the process of turning the raw data into data suitable for physics

analysis is described. The chapter is structured in a sequential order following

the corrections and adjustments which the data undergoes.

10.1 CLAS Cooking

The raw datasets collected by the detector systems in CLAS are first processed

through a stage known as ‘cooking’. This converts the output of the detectors

into physics variables, such as position or momentum, and is a consistent process

applied to all analyses done on a dataset collected in CLAS. The g11a cooking

process is detailed in [104]. The analysis carried out in this thesis begins with

the cooked data.

10.2 Run Selection

Data collected during the g11a run period was grouped into runs, each of which

contained approximately 10 million events. The beamtime covered runs 43490 to

44133, of which the vast majority were undertaken with a beam energy of 4.019

GeV. Runs 44108 to 44133, at the end of the beamtime, were taken at a higher

energy of 5.021 GeV.

The run selection used in this analysis follows the same logic outlined in the PhD
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Run Reason for Exclusion

43490-43525 Commissioning Runs

43558 Anomalous ω Yield

43675-43676 Different Trigger Conditions

43777-43778 Different Trigger Conditions

43871 Data Processing Error

43981-43982 Drift Chamber Problems

43989-43991 Data Acquisition System Problems

44013 Different Trigger Conditions

44108-44133 5.021 GeV Beam Energy

Table 10.1 g11a runs that were excluded from the analysis.

thesis of M. Williams for analysis of g11a data [103]. The small number of runs

taken at higher energy is excluded, to avoid any possible systematic differences

between the runs, thus avoiding statistical uncertainties in the total dataset.

Runs 43490 to 43525 were commissioning runs, preparatory work to ensure the

smooth operation of the equipment. These were not meant for use in physics

analysis and therefore have been excluded. Twelve other runs have also been

excluded, either for unusual trigger configurations, noted problems with the run,

or an anomaly where the normalised yield ω yield was much lower than in other

runs. The excluded runs are summarised in Table 10.1.

10.3 Corrections and Particle ID

Particle reconstruction within CLAS requires a precise understanding of the

kinematics of particles passing through the detector systems. After the raw data

is collected, several corrections are applied, in order to better represent the true

properties of the events collected in the detector.

10.3.1 Energy Corrections

Energy corrections are applied to the detected proton and pions, to correct for

energy lost due to passage through materials in the detector. At the energies

used in CLAS, this primarily occurs through ionisation and atomic excitation.
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The corrections apply to energy lost within the target volume, interaction with

the beam pipe, the start counter and the air gap between these and the region

one drift chambers. The magnitude of these is calculated using the Eloss

software package written by Eugene Pasyuk, an extensively reviewed set of energy

corrections for particle transport through CLAS [105].

An additional energy correction is required because of a misalignment of the

photon tagger’s focal plane [106, 107]. This leads to an inaccurate determination

of the photon energy. This correction was developed by M. Williams for all the

runs of g11a data, by analysing the (γ)p → pπ+π− data, to determine directly

the beam energy from the detected final state particles. A method of kinematic

fitting was used to find the most likely solution to energy differences. This was

done on an event by event basis, applying energy and momentum corrections

from the previous iteration to the three final state particles and calculating the

beam energy from this. The difference between this and the measured value

was determined and the results split into bins of beam energy. For the final

correction the Gaussian mean of each bin was extracted and added to a beam

offset calculated for each run of the g11a dataset. For further detail on the

methodology and results see [103].

10.3.2 Momentum corrections

Initial momentum corrections are applied during the cooking process to account

for the non-uniformity of the magnetic field in CLAS. This corrects for the

adjusted trajectories in the drift chambers. However, variations from the expected

magnetic field map, and/or discrepancies in the drift chamber surveys require

empirically determined corrections, specific to the g11a runs. These corrections

were again developed by M. Williams, through analysis of the high statistics

γp → pπ+π− decay channel, utilising a method of kinematic fitting. Just as for

the energy corrections this is done on an event by event basis but for 3 hypotheses

γp → pπ+(π−), γp → p(π+)π− and γp → (p)π+π− [103]. For each iteration,

energy and tagger corrections are applied, and the properties of the missing

particle is calculated from the others. The momentum corrections are calculated

for 72, 5° bins in the azimuthal direction, φ, and 15 bins in the polar direction,

θ, with greater resolution at smaller angles in θ. Within each bin the mean

properties are extracted and used to determine the corrections for momentum,

θ and φ which are dependent on the initial momentum, incident direction and
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charge of the particles. Again for further detail on the methodology and results

see [103].

10.3.3 g11a filter code

The cooked datafiles which were selected for analysis needed to be filtered in

order to identify possible reactions of interest from the wider dataset, reducing

file sizes to manageable levels for analysis. The filter code includes energy loss,

momentum, and photon tagger corrections which have been developed over the

years for g11a datasets. Particle ID is also finalised at this stage of the code,

identifying the proton and pions for later use in the code.

Filtering was done using broad selection, requiring a specific number of positive

or negatively charged particles, a property easily identified by the passage of

charged particles through the drift chambers. In addition to this, to restrict the

file size to a manageable level, a broad cut was used, requiring a missing mass of

the system of particles to be in the range 0.68-0.92 GeV/c2.

10.3.4 Particle Identification

The quality of particle identification produced by the filter code was assessed by

comparing how well a hypothesis of the particle type compares to the empirically

measured value after processing. This was done using the quantity:

∆β = βmeas − βcalc (10.1)

Here βmeas is the experimentally determined value for β and βcalc is the value for

a hypothesised particle. This can be rewritten as:

∆β = βmeas −

√
p2c2

m2
pc

4 + p2c2
(10.2)

Here mp is the mass of the hypothesised particle, p is the magnitude of its

momentum and c is the speed of light. If particle identification is working

well and the detector systems well calibrated, then ∆β will be close to zero.

Misidentified particles will appear as additional structures in two-dimensional
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plots of ∆β against particle momentum. Examples of the ∆β plots produced are

is shown in Figures 10.1 and 10.2.

The particle identification study indicated that the methodology used in the g11a

filter code worked in the vast majority of cases, correctly identifying protons and

pions, with minimal contamination from other particles. It should be noted that

in the analysis framework there are additional cuts and calibrations included,

which should exclude contamination from other beam bunches responsible for

some of the minor structures in Figures 10.1 and 10.2.

10.4 Analysis Framework

This analysis utilises the HASPECT (HAdron SPEctroscopy CenTer) analysis

framework, the development of which I have been an integral part of over the

course of my PhD [108]. It is a customisable package designed to standardise,

optimise and accelerate the process of meson spectroscopy analysis. The

configuration makes use of the ROOT large scale data analysis framework [109],

integrating a number of its higher level features such as PROOF, scalable multi-

core processing [110] and ROOTSTATS, advanced statistical analysis tools [111].

The HASPECT framework was developed to be computationally efficient and

scalable, taking advantage of well established and developed tools already present

in ROOT. The software’s flexible structure allows users to tailor the software to

fit their needs, whilst still utilising the integrated tools. Its consistent structuring

allows users’ analyses to be cross checked more efficiently by the collaboration. It

also enables more efficient development, with less time spent in the complicated,

but largely standardised, procedures for reading in and processing data, by

transferring this information into formats more useful for physics analysis, such

as constructing particle objects with mass, momentum, etc. This consequently

allows a faster transition between data collection and higher level physics analysis.

Development of the framework began close to the start of my PhD, and

throughout I have acted as the primary beta tester for the framework as it

has developed, highlighting any problems I encountered, suggesting changes for

improved ease of use or additional features that would be beneficial. Throughout

this period, the software has changed enormously, with new features added

regularly over time; my own codebase has been completely restructured on
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Figure 10.1 A logarithmic plot of ∆β against momentum for the detected π+.
The vast majority of the dataset is correctly resolved, with the
intense red region centred around ∆β = 0. Structure at positive
values of ∆β indicate misidentified particles of higher mass. At low
momentum, a small band of misidentified kaons can be observed
between 0 and 0.1 in ∆β and, extending further out, a limited
number of misidentified protons can be seen. Finally, a limited
sample of correctly identified but mistimed pions, from a different
beam bunch, can be observed around ∆β = 0.1 parallel to the main
intensity in the figure.
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Figure 10.2 A logarithmic plot of ∆β against momentum for the detected
protons. The vast majority of the dataset is correctly resolved,
with the intense red region centred around ∆β = 0. The additional
structure in the plot, most prominently a green band between 0
and 0.05 in ∆β is due to protons which have scattered within the
internal structure of CLAS, causing their momentum to be poorly
reconstructed.
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multiple occasions throughout the process. However the framework’s design

allows this to occur more quickly, making use of the TSelector framework in

ROOT.

10.5 Code Structure

After the g11a filter code, the skimmed data is split into < 2 GB root files for

further analysis.

The rest of the analysis code is split into a number of stages which allow flexibility

and the ability for the analysis to diverge at different stages. Shorter codes also

allow the programme to be run more efficiently, with only essential stages run

each time.

1. Conversion to particle 4 vectors

2. Apply additional data members and corrections

3. Generate histograms or weights

4. Apply background subtraction methodology and generate histograms

The first stage converts the ROOT trees, produced by the filter code, into

particle objects in ROOT, incorporating all the critical information such as vertex

position, momentum, mass etc. This step simplifies the following physics analysis

by creating objects which have a uniform structure for all events. These are

then used to select events which correspond to the designated reaction channel

of interest, and to discard any events which do not contain exactly the right

selection of particles. In addition to these factors, events are selected only if there

is merely a single beam photon registered and all registered hits occur within a

2 ns timing window (the gap between beam bunches). These cuts further refine

event selection from the cooking process, to minimise desynchronised events.

The second stage of the process generates any additional data of interest, such as

the reconstructed ω, and also introduces any necessary corrections or additional

frames of reference for particle analysis.

The third and fourth stages are where background subtraction occurs; this will

be discussed in more detail in Sections 10.7.1 and 10.7.2.
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10.6 Detector Simulations

Monte Carlo simulations are used as complementary sources of data for the

ongoing data analysis. They provide a cross check for the significance of any

results and are a useful tool to test the consistency of the analysis software.

Simulated ‘Pseudo data’ is first produced in a 3 step process:

1. Particle Generator

2. Detector Simulation

3. Data Post Production

In the first step, a particle generator was used to create a set of events to be

passed through the detector simulation. A program called EdGen, created by

Lorenzo Zana, was used to generate these events. The properties of the particles,

such as their type, decay route and their distribution in θ and φ were customised

on each run, to suit the requirements of each simulation [112].

Once generated, the events were passed through the standard GEANT3 based

detector simulation of CLAS known as GSIM [113, 114]. This models the physics

processes and acceptance effects incurred by real events originating from the

target volume, with energies defined in the particle generator.

The simulated events were then passed through the GEANT post production

programme known as GPP. This programme reconstructs the events in a similar

manner to CLAS cooking; however, first the values produced by the simulation

are smeared to match the detector resolution. The exact properties known from

the simulation are stored as separate variables,in order to allow properties such

as detector acceptance and the quality of particle ID to be determined.

These simulations were used repeatedly throughout the analysis; the specific

simulations are discussed in more detail in later sections, where relevant.
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10.7 Reaction Selection

10.7.1 γp→ ωπ+π−p→ π+π−π+π−(π0)p

Initial studies in this analysis considered the reaction:

γp→ ωπ+π−p→ π+π−π+π−(π0)p

This requires detection of 5 particles in the final state, with a missing π0.

π0, which predominantly decays to 2γ, which are poorly detected in CLAS.

Reconstructing the properties of the undetected π0 provides a better selection.

The lifetime of ω is short, (7.75 ± 0.07) × 10−23 s, resulting in minimal path

length between the point of creation and decay. Consequently, within the spatial

resolution of CLAS there is no detached vertex for the 3π which originate from

the decaying ω. Therefore, all 5π appear to originate from the same point and

have to be treated as separate combinations, each potentially arising from the

decay of the ω. The combinations are designated based in the order in which the

π− and π+ are detected within CLAS, in the following scheme:

1. π−1 π
+
1

2. π−1 π
+
2

3. π−2 π
+
1

4. π−2 π
+
2

Figure 10.3 shows plots of one of the ω candidate combinations (one combination

of π+π−π0) and Figure 10.4 shows distribution for all four combinations with the

same π0 missing mass cut.

CLAS is a wide acceptance detector able to detect many different types of particle;

however, there are areas with no acceptance, such as at angles less than 5° in θ

from the beamline, or the regions in the shadow of the toroidal magnets. Even

for particles with a high probability of detection, the requirement that all of the

final state particles need to be detected limits the statistics available for analysis,

as any independent event with one or more particle undetected is excluded. For
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Figure 10.3 [Upper] A plot of the reconstructed ω vs the missing mass of the
reaction, for the highest momentum combination of π+ and π−

for each event. One of 4 possible combinations of π+π−. The
intense red region peaks around a mass around 0.78 GeV/c2 close
to the mass of ω, with a missing mass of around 135 MeV/c2

corresponding to the missing π0. A smaller peak with the same
missing mass occurs around a mass of 0.55 GeV/c2 showing a
contribution from the η meson, which also decays to π+π−π0.
[Lower] A projection of the 2D plot [Upper] onto the y-axis with
a selection on the missing mass of pπ+π−π+π− around the mass
of π0. The figure shows a multi pion background with a clear ω
peak visible just below 0.8 GeV/c2 and a smaller peak around the
mass of η around 0.55 GeV/c2.
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Figure 10.4 Plots showing distributions of the reconstructed ω mass for the 4
possible combinations of π+π−, with a selection on the missing
mass of pπ+π−π+π− around the mass of π0. Higher momentum
pions are listed first: [Top Left] π−1 π

+
1 , [Top Right] π−1 π

+
2 , [Bottom

Left] π−2 π
+
1 and [Bottom Right] π−2 π

+
2 . A clear ω peak can

be observed in each just below 0.8 GeV/c2, with a peak at the
mass of η around 0.55 GeV/c2, that is more prominent for
some combinations. The shape of the multi pion background
also fluctuates for each combination, depending on the typical
momentum of the pions.
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example, consider 100,000 events entering CLAS, a two-particle final state with

both having a 70% chance of detection leaves 49,000 detected. Increasing the

number of final state particles reduces the probable number of complete events

detected multiplicatively. For example, five final state particles at a 70% detection

efficiency would produce 16,807 detections.

During the g11a run, the polarity of the magnetic field used bent positively

charged particles away from the beamline and negatively charged particles

towards the beamline. Consequently, negatively charged particles were detected

only above a minimum production angle in θ. This effect is also positively

correlated with the momentum of negative particles; those that are more energetic

are more likely to avoid the dead zone around the beampipe. As a result, the

cross section to detect negatively charged particles was significantly lower (in

simulations the ratio of detected π− / π+ ∼ 0.55) and the momentum distribution

of these is skewed to higher energies. Figure 10.5 shows a comparison between

the true particle ID of generated phase space data and the particle ID of those

that were reconstructed after passing through a simulation of the CLAS detector.

This final state is closest to previous literature studies on this channel. However,

the harsh requirements of detecting five particles in the final state and the inherent

combinatorial background present in the channel led to the decision to move the

focus of the analysis away from this final state. Instead the focus was shifted to

the reaction:

γp→ ωπ+π−p→ (ω)π+π−p

This final state mode results in vastly increased statistics in the signal region and

avoidance of potential bias from combinatorial selection, at the cost of significant

increases in background and the signal-to-noise ratio in the dataset. There is

also the possibility of introducing acceptance bias as a result of this selection,

requiring only one π+ and one π− to be detected. This possibility should be kept

in mind when considering acceptance corrections to the dataset. However, by

utilising more advanced background subtraction techniques, this analysis aims to

better understand this decay channel and its possible decay modalities.
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Figure 10.5 A comparison between generated particle identification, ID, of 100
k phase space Monte Carlo events, [Upper], and the reconstructed
particle ID after passing through the CLAS reconstruction
simulation, [Lower]. A greater percentage of π+ (211) than π− (-
211) is detected after passing through CLAS. This is expected from
the polarity of the magnetic field during g11a which bent negatively
charged particles towards the beamline. As expected, no π0 particles
are detected, but some of the decay γ (22) are reconstructed. Small
numbers of electrons(11) and muons (13) are also detected. These
are either misidentified, or produced through interaction with the
detector system. A small number of pions, misindentified as kaons
(311 and -311) is also shown. Finally, the reconstruction shows a
large number of neutrons (2112) (although none were incident),
a greater number than the reconstructed protons (2212). Some
of these will be misidentified protons, but many will instead be
energetic photons badly reconstructed in the detector.
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Figure 10.6 Missing mass distribution for the γp → π+π−(ω)p final state for
the g11a dataset, centred around the expected mass of ω. A clear ω
peak is visible above the background, peaking around 0.78 GeV/c2.

10.7.2 γp→ ωπ+π−p→ (ω)π+π−p

This analysis has focused on considering the final state with ω reconstructed and

only pπ+π− detected in the final state. This final state was selected to greatly

increase the available statistics in the signal region, at the cost of increased levels

of background. This can be seen clearly in Figure 10.6 for a small sample of the

dataset; the ω peak is seen clearly above the background. Filtering of the full

dataset used a narrower selection to limit file size and reduce processing time.

This reaction channel avoids selection bias from different combinations; however,

a significant fraction of the time, even in a signal event, one or more of the detected

pions may have originated from the missing ω. Therefore the combinatorial

background must still be taken into account.

With intrinsically higher levels of background, the techniques used to extract the

signal contribution are critical. In this analysis two methods were investigated,

sideband subtraction and sPlot fitting. These are discussed in more detail in

Chapter 11.
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10.8 Summary

The process involved in turning the raw data collected from CLAS into a

dataset suitable for analysis has been described. This begins with turning the

detector results into physics observables and correcting these for any energy and

momentum losses between the interaction vertex and the detector. Corrections

are also applied for inconsistencies in the response of detector elements. The

processed data is then filtered to select a restricted dataset including the reaction

of interest, in this case γp → ωππp. The reduced sample is then converted to

4-vectors for physics analysis and final corrections are applied to prepare the

dataset for background subtraction.

Two methods of background subtraction have been used in this study to provide

independent methods for analysis. These are discussed in the next chapter in this

thesis.
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Chapter 11

Signal Selection

This chapter will cover the two different methods of background subtraction

used in this analysis, Sideband Subtraction and sPlot Background Subtraction.

Utilising two different methods allows the results of each to be compared against

one another, providing greater confidence in the significance of any results

obtained. Where the two methods disagree, they provide extra information on

the cause of the discrepancy, helping to identify possible problems in the analysis.

11.1 Sideband Subtraction

Sideband subtraction is one of the most commonly used methods of background

subtraction in hadron physics. The methodology attempts to separate signal

events from background in a ‘signal region’, by subtracting a convolution of the

background present in the regions above and below the signal range:

Centre(Signal) = Centre(Signal+Background) − Sideband(BackgroundNormalised).

A simple example would be a Gaussian shaped signal, with a background

represented by a polynomial which extends across and beyond either side of the

signal region. The signal region is defined as the mass range which includes the

full width of the signal function, Figure 11.1. The sidebands are regions on either

side of the signal region which are purely background, Figure 11.2. To separate
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Figure 11.1 A plot of the data included within the ‘signal’ region for use in
sideband subtraction studies. A clear peak around the mass of the
ω meson is seen around 0.78 GeV/c2, on top of a large multi pion
background.

the signal from the background in the signal region, data is collected from the

background on either side of the signal region. The left and right sideband regions

are combined and normalised to the magnitude of the background in the signal

region. This is then subtracted from results in the signal region, to leave only the

signal component in the area.

Sideband subtraction requires that the background can be represented as

a continuous function across the sidebands and signal region, allowing the

background under a signal peak to be inferred directly from the sideband

contributions. It works best when used to identify signal events from a peak

well separated from other resonant contributions to the data. If the fraction of

signal to background is small - as is the case in this channel - the results are very

sensitive to the parametrisation of the signal and sideband regions. Therefore, it

is essential that systematic studies are undertaken to ensure the stability of results

caused by varying the width, position and normalisation of the sidebands used

for determining the background contribution. Without this, artefacts created by

statistical variance in the sidebands can dramatically affect the structure of the

signal region post subtraction.
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Figure 11.2 A plot of the data included within the ‘sideband’ regions for use in
sideband subtraction studies. The data can be modelled as a simple
polynomial with no significant structure visible.

11.1.1 Sideband Subtraction Methodology

Sideband subtractions in this analysis were carried out using the missing mass

of the system as the discriminating variable. A selection for the signal region is

taken by a fit of a convolution of a third order polynomial (background), plus a

Gaussian signal in a region around the mass of ω. A Gaussian was selected for the

signal function as the width of the ω resonance is narrow, and the detected width

is dominated by the resolution of the CLAS detector, which is best represented

by a Gaussian function. An example of this is shown in Figure 11.3.

The simplest method of considering the sidebands would be to consider regions

on either side of the signal peak, of equal width to the signal region. If the

background could be considered as a 1st order polynomial, a sideband subtraction

could be simply undertaken, on a bin by bin basis, by summing the contribution

of the two sidebands and dividing the total by two, to represent the value of the

background in the signal region.

In reality, background functions can rarely be represented well by something

as simple as a straight line; the width of the sidebands needs to be varied, to

ensure that the stability of the results is not dependent on this quantity. A

more sophisticated method for normalising the magnitude of the background

contribution involves fitting appropriately the background shape and normalising

the contribution of the left and right sidebands, to properly represent the
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Figure 11.3 Determining the width of the signal region before sideband selection.
The fit to the data is undertaken using a combination of a Gaussian
and a 3rd order polynomial. This method uses a similar method of
fitting to the initial stage of the sWeights technique discussed in
Section 11.2

magnitude of the background in the signal region. Figure 11.4 shows an example

of such a fit.

To normalise accurately sidebands of any width and a background shape,

dependent on the cuts applied, a separate fit to each set of changes is required.

To achieve this, the sidebands of a given set of data are fitted using the

discriminating variable, missing mass, using a 3rd order polynomial, f(x), that

describes the shape of the background. The integral of this function in the signal

region (bgsignal) and in each sideband is then taken. The left (bgleft) and right

(bgright) sidebands are weighted according to the ratio between their values, and

normalised to the magnitude of the integral of the background in the signal region,

using the formula shown in Equation 11.1:

NormalisationFactor =

∫
f(x)bgsignal∫

f(x)bgleft +
∫
f(x)bgright

. (11.1)

The values of each bin in the sidebands are multiplied by the normalisation factor,

before being summed together and then subtracted from the values of the bins

in the signal region.

In the specific case where a histogram being constructed includes the discrimi-

nating variable, the bins of the sideband are matched with the most appropriate

bins in the signal region. The bin with the lowest energy in the left and right
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Figure 11.4 Fitting the background in the sidebands to determine the shape of
the background in the signal region using a 3rd order polynomial.

sidebands would be coupled with the bin of lowest energy in the signal region.

If the widths of the sidebands compared to the signal region differ, then the

corresponding binning is adjusted, to match for appropriate subtractions across

the regions.

11.1.2 Sideband Subtraction Systematic Studies

As previously discussed, sideband subtraction assumes that the background

can be treated as a continuous function, and that the two sidebands used for

background subtraction are representative of the background in the signal region.

The magnitude of the background subtraction is normalised to the width of its

function in the signal region; however, the stability of the subtraction, which is

dependent on the width of the sidebands, needs to be tested.

The regions immediately beside the signal region are used to infer the background

under the signal. Keeping these narrow reduces the probability of contributions

from other significant structures, by attempting to select only the phase space

background immediately surrounding the region of interest. However, reducing

the size of the sidebands increases statistical uncertainties, by averaging over

fewer results and subtracting highly weighted results from the signal region. In

an example where the sidebands are much less broad than the signal region, small
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Figure 11.5 Plots of the mass of ωππ for varying widths (SBW) and gaps (SBG)
between the signal region and sidebands. Testing the stability of
results from sideband subtraction. (SBW,SBG) All numbers in
MeV/c2: Red (30,0), Blue (60,0), Green (15,0), Pink (30,30).

changes in statistics, or the presence of a localised structure in either sideband,

can have a big impact on the background subtracted results.

Figure 11.5 shows the result of a systematic study varying the widths of sidebands

used for background subtraction, ranging from the twice the width of the signal

region, down to half the width of the signal region. The structure of the datasets

remains broadly similar, with a significant peak around 1.3 GeV/c2, protruding

from a distribution that rises to a maximum around 1.45 GeV/c2, before falling

away with an enhanced shoulder around 1.65 GeV/c2, and finally shows evidence

of over subtraction at high mass values around 1.85 GeV/c2. The choice of

sideband width can enhance some of these features; for example, quite clearly at

high mass, wider sidebands selection (shown in pink and blue) result in significant

over subtractions, due to the extended kinematic range of the wider sidebands.

Considering the results of these studies and the inspection of the structure of the

background distributions, a compromise was selected, with each sideband covering
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Figure 11.6 A combination of 10 sideband subtraction studies on MMpπ+π−

binned in the mass of ωππ. The distribution is well centered around
the mass of ω on the x-axis for all bins, with some correlation
observed between the 2 quantities, most obviously in the band
around 1.3 GeV/c2 in the mass of ωππ. Some consistent over-
subtraction is also observed at higher values of MMpπ+π−.

an area half the width of the signal region. This avoids any significant variations in

the background shape, whilst including sufficient statistics to minimise statistical

errors.

Two Dimensional Mass(ωππ) vs Missing Mass(pπ+π−)

The analysis in this thesis relies on reconstructing the missing ω from the missing

mass of the pπ+π− system, and using this to investigate higher mass resonances

which decay to this state. As a result, there is a strong dependence between

the quality of the reconstruction of the ω and the significance of inferences

about possible ωππ resonances. To investigate this further, the M(ωππ) was

investigated as a function of the ω mass. The dataset was split into 10 bins in

M(ωππ) and each of these underwent separate fitting and sideband subtraction,

in order to allow for any variance in the shape of the signal and background for

different ranges of M(ωππ). The results of the 10 separate bins are combined

together and shown in Figure 11.6.

The general features of the distribution indicate that it is well situated around
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the centre of the ω mass at 0.782 GeV/c2. However, there is clear evidence of

some over-subtraction at higher values of ω mass (seen as the dark blue regions

on the plot), and probably some corresponding under-subtraction at lower values

of ω mass. This produces some systematic bias towards any background effects

occurring at lower mass of ω. In addition, there is a slight but significant negative

correlation between the mass of ωππ and the mass of ω, most clearly seen by

considering the band around 1.3 GeV/c2, which produces the clear peak in the

one dimensional plot of M(ωππ). This is due to a standard correction applied to

the reconstructed ω, to set its mass to its known mass. Looking closely at the

band, it is symmetrical about the centre of the plot, with its slope proportional

to the difference between the measured and set value of the ω mass. Finally of

significance in this plot is the distribution of the band at ∼ 1.3 GeV/c2. It peaks

at the centre of the mass of ω, with a distribution following a broadly Gaussian

shape across the range, when allowing for some over-subtraction at higher values

of the mass of ω. The symmetry of this distribution indicates that this structure

may be a product of decay from an ω meson; it is less likely to be an artefact

introduced by asymmetric sideband subtractions.

11.2 sPlot Background Subtraction

Another widely used methodology for background subtraction is called sPlot. The

basis of this technique is that a distribution can be described by a combination of

functions that represent different species of events. Each event in the distribution

can then be assigned a sWeight which values its contribution to the signal or

background portions of a distribution. Multiplying each event by the calculated

sWeights can then be used to construct distributions of other uncorrelated

variables.

A simple example would be a Gaussian shaped signal peak with a flat background

function for the mass of a particle. Fitting the distribution with a combination

of these functions allows the signal events of interest to be separated out, and

the distribution of the contributing factors reconstructed. sWeights generated

from the fit to the mass spectrum could then be used to construct the scatter

distribution in φ for the same dataset, separating the signal and background

contributions.

To properly reproduce distributions, sPlot requires that the discriminating
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Figure 11.7 sWeights fit to a discriminating variable MMpπ+π−, using a
Gaussian and a 3rd order Chebyshev polynomial. The ω signal
peak (SIMm) is resolved to within 0.01 GeV/c2 of the PDG value.
The width (SIMw) is also in good agreement with literature values
for ω, within the limits of the resolution of CLAS.

variable used for fitting is uncorrelated to other variables of interest. If there

is a correlation, then systematic errors are introduced which can be difficult to

quantify. A deeper discussion on the methodology and its merits can be found in

[115].

11.2.1 sPlot for ωππ

The missing mass of the reaction was selected as the discriminatory variable, fit-

ting around the ω mass peak to discriminate signal from background. Accurately

fitting the dataset is essential for the successful use of sPlot, as all results are

dependent on the quality of the fit to the discriminating variable. A combination

of a Gaussian signal function and a 3rd order Chebyshev polynomial was found

to be the best fit combination for the dataset. A Chebyshev polynomial was

selected over a regular polynomial, because they are less prone to approximation

errors introduced by fitting with polynomials of higher orders. An example of

this fit to the dataset is shown in Figure 11.7, along with the functions used for

signal and background.

The mass range used for the background fit was varied in each study, in order
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to test the stability of results. Restriction of the background fit mass range to

no more than three times the full width of the signal function ensured that the

effect of processes far from the signal region, and probably not present in the ω

mass region, were minimised. For each set of parameters, the process of fitting

was carried out ten times, with varied initial parameters, to try to find the global

likelihood maxima rather than just a local one. For each set of cuts, new fits

and separate sWeights were calculated, to ensure that results were as accurate as

possible to the particular restricted dataset.

One of the main aims of this study is to consider resonant states of ωππ. However,

when using sWeights this creates a problem, as there is an inherent correlation

between the missing mass used as the discriminating variable and the mass of ωππ.

As discussed in section 11.2, using sWeights with variables that are correlated

with the discriminating variable introduces systematic errors that need to be

accounted for. To help adjust for this error, the fit to the missing mass is split

into ten mass bins in M(ωππ), with the top and bottom mass two bins twice

combined, because of limited statistics, and separate fits are carried out for each

dataset. The number of bins used is a balance between statistical uncertainty

and the significance of the effect of the correlation.

11.2.2 sPlot Systematic Studies

Finding a function to accurately fit the data is essential to properly determine

appropriate sWeights for the dataset. To ensure this, several types of function

were tested before settling on 3rd order polynomial for the background and a

Gaussian for the signal function. For a narrow resonance such as ω, the width

of the peak is dominated by the detector resolution, therefore a Gaussian should

most closely represent the shape of the signal distribution. The widths of the

background function modelled were selected in line with the choices made for

sideband subtraction, to minimize the effects of artefacts in the background and

to allow both methodologies to be directly compared. In addition, every time

a fit was undertaken, the process was repeated ten times, with varying initial

parameters, to try to find the best available option.
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11.3 Summary

Two different methodologies of background subtraction have been discussed which

will be used separately throughout this analysis. Sideband subtraction proposes

determining the background contribution under a signal as a convolution of the

background in a region either side of the signal region (the sidebands), which

can then be normalised and subtracted to leave the separated signal. sPlot

background subtraction describes a distribution as a combination of a signal

function and a background function for a particular discriminatory variable. The

results of these distributions can then be used to weight the data (sWeights) on

an event by event basis, and to reconstruct the distributions of other variables of

interest. However, where there is correlation between the discriminatory variable

and another variable of interest, systematic errors are introduced, which can be

mitigated by binning in the variable and carrying out multiple fits for each bin.

Throughout most of the results section of this analysis, which follows in Chapter

12, the impact of both methods of sideband subtraction have been compared.

This provides further insight into the results of each technique, based on the

variance between the two methods.
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Chapter 12

Results

In this section, the results of the analysis will be presented. Those obtained using

both sideband subtraction and the sPlot technique for background subtraction

will be presented together in each section for ease of comparison. The structure

of the results section of this analysis is as follows:

� Section 12.1 is focused on the search for resonanances decaying to ωππ by

considering the mass distribution for the combined reconstructed ω and the

two detected pions. This is covered for 3 regions in both beam energy and

t.

� Section 12.2 covers a Monte Carlo simulation of decays of the a2(1320) →
ωππ.

� Section 12.3 presents a simulation into a possible background channel

η(1295)→ ωππ.

� Section 12.4 describes a study looking for resonant contributions to the ωππ

mass distribution decaying via b1(1235)π.

� Section 12.5 also covers searches for resonant contributions to the ωππ mass

distribution but for decays via ωρ→ ωππ.

� Section 12.6 presents a study into the effects of detector acceptance using

a phase space Monte Carlo Simulation of γp→ ωππp.

� Section 12.7 will cover an exploratory study into the use of Van Hove Plots

to separate decay modes based on the kinematics of the reaction.
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12.1 The Reconstructed Mass(ωππ)

The first area to be discussed is possible resonant states observed in the reaction:

γp→ Xp→ ωππp (12.1)

where X is an intermediate excited state which could be a meson of higher mass,

such as the a2(1320), which is known to decay to ωππ. A full list of possible

meson decays in the available energy range is shown in Table 9.2. The combined

ωππ is constructed from the reconstructed ω and the two detected pions.

Figure 12.1 Mass(ωππ) signal region (red) and sideband regions (blue).

12.1.1 Sideband Subtraction Results

ωππ photoproduction has a threshold of Eγ = 1.1 GeV. Plots for reconstructed

ω candidates between Mω = 0.752 − 0.812 GeV/c2 around the mass of ω and

the sideband regions, before normalisation, are shown in Figure 12.1. Because of

the large proportion of background in the signal region, there is little obvious

structure in Figure 12.1. However, once the sideband subtraction is carried

out, several significant structures are obvious; these provide hints of resonant

contributions in addition to the multi pion background. This is shown in Figure
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12.2.

A purely phase space distribution of the ωππ system is expected to follow a

smooth curve rising up before tailing off, Figure 12.5. However the sideband

subtracted mass of ωππ, Figure 12.2, shows clear structure, most obviously a

peak just below 1300 MeV/c2 and a shoulder to the distribution around 1650

MeV/c2.

Figure 12.2 The signal region of Mass(ωππ) after sideband subtraction. A clear
peak is visible centred just below 1.3 GeV/c2, with a shoulder to the
distribution around 1.65 GeV/c2. Negative values occur at high
mass values due to over subtraction. This is because the greater
kinematic range of the upper sideband distorts the distribution.

The obvious candidate of interest for the peak around 1.3 GeV/c2 is the a2(1320)

which decays directly to ωππ. However, this peak in the data occurs around

30 MeV/c2, below the established mass of a2(1320). The width of the peak is

also considerably narrower than the 107± 2 width of the a2(1320) [5]. A Monte

Carlo simulation of a a2(1320) dataset is covered in Section 12.2, where possible

explanations for these discrepancies are discussed.

The enhancement seen around 1650 GeV/c2 is in line with 5 possible decay

channels, π1(1600), ω(1650), ω3(1670), π2(1670) and Φ(1680). However all of

these are broad resonances, each with limited experimental results to determine

their properties. In addition, any structure seen, if due to a resonance, may result

from a combination of the above states. Disentangling these contributions would

require higher level analysis, such as partial wave analysis, which could identify
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the states from their quantum numbers.

Also of interest is the region between 1.4 and 1.5 GeV/c2, because the ω(1420)

and the a0(1450) are predicted to decay via this channel. However, any structure

is less pronounced and would be a convolution of the two contributions, along

with the multi pion background. Again, higher level partial wave analysis would

be required to untangle these decay resonances.

It should be noted that at high energies there is some over-subtraction, resulting

in ‘negative’ yields. This is because of the phase space range available to events

that occur in the higher mass sideband, when compared to the signal region. The

same trend can be observed towards the phase space limit for all the plots in

this section. The consequence of this issue is a reduced confidence in any of the

results towards the limit of the mass range above around 1.7 GeV/c2 for these

figures. The primary focus of this analysis will be in regions well away from this

range, where the statistics are much higher and phase space limitations have a

minimal contribution.

Figure 12.3 Comparison of Mass(ωππ) after sideband subtraction for 3 ranges
of t: [0-1] GeV2/c4 (red), [1-2] GeV2/c4 (blue), and [3-5] GeV2/c4

(green) GeV2/c4 values of t.
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Mass(ωππ) Binned in t

The t observable reflects the momentum transferred in the reaction process.

For the t-channel meson production, it is expected that the processes should

be enhanced at small t. Figure 12.3 shows the distribution of ωππ for low,

0-1 GeV2/c4, middle, 1-2 GeV2/c4, and high, 2-4 GeV2/c4, values of t. The

contribution to the peak just below 1.3 GeV/c2 is enhanced at values of t=0-

2 GeV2/c4 in t. This is indicative of a meson resonant contribution to the

structure. The distribution for t=0-1 GeV2/c4 has an enhanced contribution

between 1.35 and 1.6 GeV/c2, in comparison to the middle and high distributions,

which are comparatively flat between 1.4 and 1.6 GeV/c2. The distribution of

t=1-2 GeV2/c4 contains a greater contribution to the mass range around 1.65

GeV/c2, where several ωππ resonances occur.

Figure 12.4 Comparison of Mass(ωππ) after sideband subtraction for low(red),
1.5-2.7 GeV, medium(blue), 2.7-3.3 GeV, and high(green), 3.3-
3.9 GeV, values of beam energy. Higher beam energies strongly
correlate with a higher mass in ωππ, as would be expected.

Mass(ωππ) binned in beam energy

The beam energy constrains the possible kinematics of a reaction and can also

influence the reaction mechanism. Figure 12.4 shows the distribution of ωππ for

low, 1.5-2.7 GeV, middle, 2.7-3.3 GeV and high, 3.3-3.9 GeV, values of beam
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energy. Higher beam energies strongly correlate with a higher mass in ωππ, as

would be expected.

The contribution to the peak around 1.3 GeV/c2 is dominated by the lower energy

events highlighted in red, and, to a lesser degree, by the middle energy events

marked in blue. However, even in the high beam energy range 3.3-3.9 GeV, there

is a visible enhancement just below 1.3 GeV/c2.

Mass(ωππ) phase space Monte Carlo

For comparison to the experimental data, an ωππ phase space simulation passing

10 million events through CLAS was also processed through the same analysis

code. The sideband subtracted plot of ωππ is shown in Figure 12.5. Limited

structure is observed, with the simulated data following a similar distribution to

the background samples from the main dataset. However, the statistics available

for analysis from this simulation are much lower than the for the experimental

dataset.

Figure 12.5 Mass(ωππ) after sideband subtraction for a phase space Monte
Carlo dataset of 10 million events.

12.1.2 sPlot Comparison

This section covers the same ωππ reconstruction, but using sPlot signal and

background separation rather than the sideband method.
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Figure 12.6 The extracted background Mass(ωππ) spectrum after sWeights
are applied. No significant structures are observed, as would be
expected.

The background extracted using the sWeighted dataset is shown in Figure 12.6.

This distribution shows a smooth spread across the energy range, with little

indication of structure.

The background subtracted yield is shown in Figure 12.7. The general shape is

similar to the results from sideband subtraction. There is an enhancement at

around 1.3 GeV/c2; however it is less sharply defined than in the results from

sideband subtraction. There is also evidence of a shoulder to the distribution

occurring in the range close to 1.65 GeV/c2.

Similar distributions to Figures 12.3 and 12.4 are observed in Figures 12.8 and

12.9 this time for sWeighted distributions, rather than for sideband subtracted

data. Contribution to the structure around 1.3 GeV/c2 is again dominated by

events at lower t and beam energy. Middle values of t are more biased towards

outcomes with higher values of ωππ mass in comparison to low t. The range of

ωππ mass accessible is also still highly correlated with beam energy.
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Figure 12.7 The separated signal Mass(ωππ) after sWeights are applied. Note
the enhancement around 1.3 GeV/c2 and the shoulder around 1.65
GeV/c2.

Figure 12.8 Comparison of Mass(ωππ) after sWeights are applied for 3 ranges
of t: [0-1] GeV2/c4 (red), [1-2] GeV2/c4 (blue), and [3-5] GeV2/c4

(green) GeV2/c4 values of t.
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Figure 12.9 Comparison of Mass(ωππ) after sWeights are applied for three
ranges of beam energy: 1.5-2.7(red), 2.7-3.3(blue), and 3.3-
3.9(green) GeV.

12.1.3 Comparing Mass(ωππ) for the two methods of

background subtraction

The signal portion of the dataset, after sWeights are applied, is shown in

comparison to the sideband subtracted result

The mass of the ωππ system for sideband subtracted and sWeighted data are

compared in Figure 12.10. The two methodologies extract very similar yields,

∼ 239k for the sideband subtracted data and ∼ 238k for the sWeighted dataset.

Between 1.1 and 1.28 GeV/c2 the distributions agree well, within statistical errors.

Both also have significant structure occurring around 1.3 GeV/c2. However, in

the sWeighted dataset there is no dip, simply a shoulder in the dataset after the

rapid rise. This disagreement is in a significant region, around where resonant

contributions as a result of the a2(1320) are expected to occur.

Between 1.4 and 1.7 GeV/c2 the datasets follow similar trends, although the

sideband subtracted dataset is around 10% higher than the sWeighted data. Both

also have a shoulder in the region of interest around 1.65 GeV/c2, where multiple

resonances are expected to be significant. Beyond 1.7 GeV/c2, the sideband

subtracted dataset becomes more unreliable, as phase space limitations start to

significantly impact the shape of the distribution, culminating in the negative

values observed above 1.8 GeV/c2.
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Figure 12.10 Comparison between the distribution of Mass(ωππ) after sideband
subtraction (red) and with sWeights applied (blue). The datasets
follow similar trends with significant divergences around 1.3
GeV/c2 and around 1.8-1.9 GeV/c2. Detailed analysis in Section
12.1.3.

12.2 Exploring the structure around 1.3 GeV/c2 in

the mass of ωππ

To better understand the a2(1320) candidate peak for the reconstructed ωππ,

Figure 12.2, a Monte Carlo simulation was carried out for events decaying

from a a2(1320) to ωππ. A million events were generated, passed through the

reconstruction of CLAS and the analysis code, in the same manner as for the

phase space simulations. The sideband subtraction carried out on this dataset,

reconstructed ωππ to produce a clean a2(1320) peak, with a mass of 1318 ± 7

MeV/c2 and a FWHM width of 75 ± 2 MeV/c2 FWHM. This is right on the

expected mass for the particle, however the width is narrower than the 107 ± 5

MeV/c2 listed by PDG [5]. The narrower width seems to be due to over-

subtraction on the right side of the peak, as the distribution falls away rapidly in

this region, in comparison to the generated Monte Carlo. This may provide an

explanation to the shape of the ωππ distribution in this region observed in Figure

12.10, because an unexpectedly narrow peak is also observed in the sideband

subtracted dataset.

Figure 12.11 shows the generated mass distribution before reconstruction and
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Figure 12.11 The generated Mass(ωππ) for a2(1320) from the Monte Carlo
data before being passed through the reconstruction of CLAS.

Figure 12.12 Mass(ωππ) after sideband subtraction for the reconstructed
a2(1320) Monte Carlo dataset after passing through the analysis
framework. A clear peak at the a2(1320) mass is recovered,
however it is narrower than the input from the generated dataset.
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Figure 12.12 shows the ωππ distribution after passing through the reconstruction

code and analysis software.

It should be noted that, in comparison to the dataset, the signal to background

ratio in this simulation was very large, with only a limited background, resulting

from the resolution of the CLAS detector and limitations in reconstruction. This

does not discount the possible effect of the background subtraction methodology.

However, systematic studies of the method indicated that this structure is not

only a result of a particular set of parameters for the background subtraction,

but a consistent peak in the dataset.

12.3 Study of the η(1295) Background

Sideband subtraction assumes that the contribution of background channels

is a continuous function across the signal region. However, if a structure is

significant in only one sideband, it may cause distortions to the signal region

after subtraction. These background induced artefacts can lead to misleading

results.

To study this situation further and to gain additional insight into the peak

observed around 1.3 GeV/c2 in the ωππ spectrum, a Monte Carlo simulation

was conducted of 600k events of the process:

γp→ η(1295)p→ ηπ+π−p→ π+π−π0π+π−p (12.2)

This process has the same final state as the dataset used in this analysis, but

it should be excluded by the selection of π+π−π0 around the mass of ω and the

subsequent background subtraction.

The events were generated and passed through the simulation of CLAS, before

passing through the same filtering, corrections and analysis process as the real

data. Figure 12.13 shows the reconstruction of the missing mass for the final state

with pπ+π− detected and π+π−π0 missing. The figure shows a clear peak at the

mass of η, with low and high energy tails. These are caused by a combination of

detector resolution and pion combinatorial background, resulting from selecting

a pair of pions that did not both decay from the η. Significantly, the high energy

tail extends beyond the region of the mass of an ω, indicating that results from
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Figure 12.13 Missing mass spread of simulated η(1295) decays to ηππ after
passing through CLAS, and reconstruction of the decays. A
dominant η peak is prominent over a misidentified multi-pion
background. The tail of the background extends to high energies,
crossing the ω mass region.

this decay channel could contribute to the main dataset used in this analysis.

The simulated results are processed through the analysis code, selecting events as

if they were pions produced from ω decays. If the tail of the distribution would

allow the η(1295) to be reconstructed, a peak would be observed at its mass in the

distribution of π+π−(η). The analysis code is not able to differentiate directly

between the tail of the missing η and a missing ω. It relies on background

subtraction to suppress this contribution.

The results from analysing the η(1295) pseudo-events with the ωππ analysis code

are shown in Figure 12.14. Before sideband subtraction, the distribution is heavily

weighted towards lower energies, peaking at around 1.3 GeV/c2. However, after

subtraction there is only a very minimal sample of events remaining, with no

clear structure appearing around 1.3 GeV/c2. Within the limits of the statistics

available, this provides some further evidence that sideband subtraction can deal

with the effect of background tails extending into the ω mass region. This also

limits the likelihood that the peak seen at 1.3 GeV/c2 in the ωππ spectrum is

due to an artefact such as this.
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Figure 12.14 Mass of misidentified ωππ from the high energy tail of ηππ, from
Monte Carlo of η(1295). The signal region distribution is shown
in red, sideband in blue. Results are near identical within errors,
therefore any significant contribution from this channel should be
removed through sideband subtraction.

12.4 Searching for the b1(1235)

From the resonant channels of interest, ω(1420), π1(1600), ω3(1670) and π2(1670)

can all decay to b1(1235)π, which decays dominantly to ωππ. Observing an

enhancement around the mass of b1(1235) would be interesting on its own and

also provide a indication of the four higher energy resonances mentioned at the

beginning of this paragraph. To investigate this, the mass of a reconstructed ωπ

for both π+ and π− has been constructed.

There is strong agreement between the mass distributions of ωπ+ for both

methods of background subtraction, shown in Figure 12.15. However, there is

greater disparity between the results for ωπ−, with a relative bias towards a higher

mass range in the sideband subtracted dataset, when compared to the sWeighted

data. For both methods, the distribution of ωπ− has many more events in the

b1(1235) mass range, providing greater potential for observing states decaying

via this channel, as shown in Figure 12.16. The asymmetry in the distributions

of ωπ+ and ωπ− is primarily an acceptance effect as a result of the polarity of

the magnetic field during g11a. In the configuration used, negatively charged

pions would typically require a higher momentum, or a wider production angle,

to be detected than positively charged pions. The reaction selection requiring
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Figure 12.15 Plots of ωπ+ combinations of both Sideband Subtracted data (red),
and sWeighted data (blue), looking for resonance contributions
from the b1(1235). There is strong correlation between both the
sWeighted and Sideband Subtracted datasets. Minimal structure
is observed around the mass of the b1(1235)

Figure 12.16 Plots of ωπ− combinations looking for resonance contributions
from the b1(1235). There is a much greater divergence between the
two methods in comparison to Figure 12.15. The sWeighted data
(red) trends above the Sideband Subtracted data (blue) between
1.00 and 1.15 GeV/c2, and the reverse is true between 1.15 and
1.35 GeV/c2. There is also significantly more data in the b1(1235)
mass region for ωπ−.
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the detection of only one π+ and one π− biased the distribution of detected

π− to higher momentums and wider production angles. In the energy range of

this dataset, the ωπ− combinations are more likely to have enough energy allow

the possibility of a decay from b1(1235). Therefore, this selection was chosen for

assessing the significance of any contribution to the shape of the ωππ distribution.

Figure 12.17 The mass of ωπ−π+ with a selection cut around the b1(1235) mass
in ωπ−, 100 MeV/c2 wide, looking to enhance resonances that
decay via this channel. The selection significantly enhances the
shoulder in the distribution around 1.65 GeV/c2 in comparison
Figure 12.7. This region corresponds to the mass range
of π1(1600), ω3(1670) and π2(1670), that can all decay via
b1(1235)π.

In order to select b1(1235) events and enhance resonances that decay to this state

in the ωππ spectra, a cut was placed around the mass and width of the b1(1235)

in ωπ−, 100 MeV/c2 wide. The mass of ωππ for this selection was then plotted as

shown in Figure 12.17. The kinematic range for this plot starts at the b1(1235)π

threshold and extends up to higher energies. A significant structure is observed

in the distribution between 1.62-1.68 GeV/c2 where the distribution flattens,

resulting in a shoulder in this energy range. A fit with a background polynomial

and a gaussian to the enhancement shows a contribution centered around 1.65

GeV/c2. This is very close to the centre of the mass range of π1(1600), ω3(1670)

and π2(1670), which all decay via b1(1235)π; if they were present, we would expect

such a shift in the distribution with these cuts. To determine which one of these,

if any, is responsible for this structure would require a high level partial wave

analysis to disentangle the magnitude of each contribution.
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12.5 ρ cuts

As discussed in the introduction to this analysis, five mesons with masses around

1.65 GeV/c2 are expected to decay via ωππ to the 5π final state analysed in

this dataset. All of these are expected to be broad resonances typically 200-300

MeV/c2 wide, but little is known about these decays, with significant uncertainty

over their masses and cross sections. With each resonance being broad, with a

similar mass, disentangling the decays from one another is challenging. However,

only the π2(1670) decays via ωρ→ ωππ and a cut on M(ππ) around the mass of

ρ can provide a selection to accentuate this decay mode.

Figure 12.18 Mass(ωππ) with a selection around the mass of ρ with varying
widths in the combined detected ππ. An enhancement is observed,
centred around 1.68 GeV/c2, with cuts close to the width of the ρ
meson, 146.2± 0.7 [5]. 110 MeV/c2 (green), 150 MeV/c2 (blue),
200 MeV/c2 (red), 300 MeV/c2 (pink). Wider or narrower
selections dilute this enhancement, indicating a contribution from
decays via ωρ, a clear signal of the π2(1670) meson.

The mass of ωππ with a cut on M(ππ) around the mass of ρ with varying widths

is shown in Figure 12.18. If the π2(1670) resonance is present, cuts closer to

the width of ρ, around 150 MeV/c2, should produce an enhancement in the ωππ

spectra around 1670 MeV/c2. Cuts narrower or wider than this should reduce the

significance of this, by diluting the relative significance of π2(1670) events. The

cuts of width 150 and 200 MeV/c2 peak at around 1.65 GeV/c2 with a clearer

enhancement around this mass than the wider or narrower cuts. This provides
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an indication of the presence of the π2(1670) events in the spectrum.

It should be noted that at higher energies, nearer the limit of the phase space,

there is a tendency for sideband subtraction to over subtract the signal region

due to the increased phase space available to the upper sideband. Also at this

point, statistics are more limited and the phase space of the spectrum will be

cut off due to energy conservation considerations. If there was a broad resonance

peaked around 1.65 GeV/c2, the shoulder of this at higher energies would be

diminished simply due to limitations in the available energy. Repeating this

analysis with access to a dataset encompassing reactions at higher energies, such

as those available in CLAS12, would allow access to these regions without these

phase space limitations.

12.6 Detector Acceptance

A further study was carried out on 10 million phase space γp → ωππp Monte

Carlo events, in order to better understand the origins of any structure in the

dataset. The generated ω peak is narrow, with a width ∼ 8 MeV/c2, significantly

lower than the ∼ 20 MeV/c2 resolution of CLAS. After reconstruction, selecting

only the γp→ (ω)ππp events, the signal peak broadened significantly. The ratio

of events in the region considered ‘signal (for sideband subtraction) to those

in the sidebands also reduces significantly. Adjusting for region width, before

reconstruction the ratio is ∼ 21 : 1 signal to sideband. After reconstruction it is

just over 2:1. These changes are a consequence of factors such as CLAS resolution,

the selection of pions which decayed from the ω instead of the spectator pions,

and beam spreading, where events that originated in one energy bin end up

being resolved in another. The effect of these changes to the distribution are

more clearly seen in Figure 12.19. This show the distribution of the Monte Carlo

data and the reconstructed events for the mass of ω against the mass of ωππ.

This analysis is focused on the distribution of the mass of ωππ; in order to

better understand this, the acceptance of the detector system also needs to be

considered. Figure 12.20 [Upper] shows the ωππ mass distribution present in

the Monte Carlo for the left and right sideband regions. Slightly more events

are observed in the right sideband, and the distributions follow a similar trend,

with limited differences observed, apart from at the low mass region in the right

sideband, where kinematics restricts events.
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Figure 12.19 Missing Mass(pππ) vs Mass(ωππ) for generated Monte Carlo
[Upper] and the reconstructed Monte Carlo data [Lower] after
passing through CLAS. The generated data shows a narrow
ω peak as would be expected. The reconstructed data shows
significant broadening of the ω peak range, along with significant
background away from the peak from misidentified final state
pions. In addition, the figure demonstrates low acceptance for low
momentum pions, with the mass of the reconstructed ωππ peaking
around 1.35 GeV/c2 in Mass(ωππ) compared to 1.1 GeV/c2 for
the generated data.
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Figure 12.20 [Lower] shows the ωππ distribution for the reconstructed Monte

Carlo data. Both the reconstructed distributions show significantly reduced

acceptance in the lower mass range. The reconstructed mass distributions peak

between 1.3 and 1.4 GeV/c2, whereas the original datasets peak at the low energy

1.1-1.2 GeV/c2 range, which is a minimum for the reconstructed data. Low

momentum pions may struggle to be reconstructed by CLAS if they fail to pass

through the drift chambers, Cherenkov and ToF systems. They can also be more

likely to miss the detector system entirely (e.g. low momentum π−s are likely to

be bent towards the beamline because of the polarity of the magnetic field during

the run).

Also significant is that the relative number of events in each sideband has shifted,

with more events in the left sideband after reconstruction; the reverse was true in

the Monte Carlo generated events. A study on the pre and post reconstruction

values of ωππ indicated that a significant fraction of this effect is due to beam

migration, with a greater number of events bleeding into the left sideband from

the signal region than to the right. This effect is greatly amplified in a Monte

Carlo study that includes only ωππ events, rather than the full range of processes

present in a real dataset.

Finally, and potentially significant for the structure of the ωππ distributions

(see Section 12.1), there is a significant structure observed in the reconstructed

left sideband dataset just above 1.3 GeV/c2, which is not prominent in either

the right sideband or signal region of the dataset and is not observed in the

un-reconstructed data. For comparison, the signal region before and after

reconstruction in shown in Figure 12.21. The statistics are not large, but this

indicates an asymmetry in the left sideband region, due to an acceptance effect

that could significantly alter the region of interest close to the expected mass of

the a2(1320).

To see whether potential acceptance effects are also significant in the real dataset,

the same distributions of data need to be studied. Figure 12.22 [Upper] shows

the distribution of the experimental data across the signal and sideband regions

against the the mass of ωππ. The ω signal peak is clearly visible at the centre of

the distribution. Figure 12.22 [Lower] shows a projection of this figure onto the

mass of ωππ for the signal region of the dataset. This can be seen to follow a

pattern close to a normal distribution, but with a slight kink in the distribution

observed just below 1.3 GeV/c2. Figure 12.23 [Upper] shows the same projection,

but for the left sideband region. This distribution follows a similar trend, but
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Figure 12.20 Mass(ωππ) for the generated Monte Carlo data [Upper] and
the reconstructed dataset [Lower], present in the left and right
sideband regions. Comparing the two plots, very few of the
low energy particles, 1.1-1.3 GeV/c2 in the generated data are
reconstructed by CLAS. The generated datasets show more events
present in the right sideband (blue) compared to the left (red).
After reconstruction, the situation has reversed and significantly
more events are found in the left sideband, in comparison to the
right. A significant fraction of this effect is due to beam migration
with more events, originally present in the signal region, ‘bleeding’
into the left sideband than the right.
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Figure 12.21 Mass(ωππ) for the generated Monte Carlo data present in the
signal region [Upper] and the reconstructed dataset for the signal
and both sidebands [Lower]. In the lower plot a significant
structure is observed in the left sideband (red) just above 1.3
GeV/c2, which is not seen in the signal (green) or right (blue)
sideband regions of the dataset. This indicates an asymmetry in
the acceptance of the detector, close to the region of interest for
the a2(1320) meson.
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there is a much more abrupt kink just above 1.3 GeV/c2; this is in the same mass

range as that in which the structure was observed in Figure 12.20 [Lower] for

the reconstructed Monte Carlo dataset. The projection for the right sideband is

shown in Figure 12.23 [Lower]. Again this follows a similar but more continuous

distribution, without such obvious structure.

The structures observed in Figure 12.20 [Lower] and 12.23 [Upper] may indicate

that there is an acceptance effect occurring in the left sideband, which would cause

an over-subtraction from the distribution of ωππ, in the region just above 1.3

GeV/c2. This artefact may account for the larger ‘dip’ observed in the sideband

subtracted distribution shown in Figure 12.10 in the same mass range. This

is the mass range in which there was significant disagreement between the two

methods of background subtraction. If this is due to acceptance, then the method

of sWeighting has been less strongly affected by the artefact, and the results from

it can be interpreted with greater confidence.

In order to resolve this uncertainty, the next step is to apply a full acceptance

correction to the dataset. This would need to be done using Monte Carlo

simulation with very high statistics, making sure that the dataset was represented

properly, binning in variables such as t and beam energy. However, the 10 million

events that are currently available are just a small fraction of the events necessary

to undertake such a correction, without introducing large statistical uncertainties.

I estimate that I would need at least a 100 fold increase in statistics to be able

to apply a reliable acceptance correction to the data. These simulations will

take more than a month to complete with available computational power. The

simulations have been initiated, and I will correct the results before publication,

but within the time limits available to this thesis the results will have to remain

in their current state.
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Figure 12.22 Missing Mass(pππ) vs mass(ωππ) for the experimental dataset
[Upper] and a projection of the signal region onto the y-axis
between 0.752 and 0.812 GeV/c2 [Lower]. In the upper plot a
clear peak is observed about the mass of the ω meson, along with
a band of background stretching across the range covered on the
x-axis. The projection of the signal region onto the y-axis, shows
a close to normal distribution with a limited ‘kink’ in the dataset
around 1.3 GeV/c2.
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Figure 12.23 [Upper] A projection onto the y-axis of the left sideband between
0.722 and 0.752 GeV/c2 in Figure 12.22 [Upper] and also the
corresponding right sideband between 0.812 and 0.842 GeV/c2

[Lower]. A pronouced ‘kink’ is observed around 1.3 GeV/c2 in
the left sideband projection [Upper] with none in the right sideband
[Lower] at the same energy.
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12.7 Van Hove Plots

Van Hove Plots or, as they are also known, Longitudinal Phase Space (LPS)

Plots, separate reactions based on the kinematics of the particles involved. The

technique separates reactions into sectors, based on whether each individual

particle is travelling forwards or backwards in the frame of reference of the

reaction. For ωππp this results in 14 possible sectors, with different combinations

of particles propagating either forward or backwards in the reaction frame.

Sector Forward Backward

0 ωπ+π− p
1 ωπ+p π−

2 ωπ−p π+

3 π+π−p ω
4 ωπ+ π−p
5 ωπ− π+p
6 ωp π+π−

7 π+π− ωp
8 π+p ωπ−

9 π−p ωπ+

10 ω π+π−p
11 π+ ωπ−p
12 π− ωπ+p
13 p ωπ+π−

Table 12.1 The combinations of particles propagating forward and backward in
the centre of mass frame of the ωπ+π−p final state. This defines
the numbering of the LPS sectors used in this analysis.

This technique attempts to isolate reactions that favour certain kinematics over

others. For example, it may separate s-channel N* resonances from more t-

channel favoured meson resonances. In the case of γp→ ωππp, it may be possible

to enhance resonant contributions, by selecting in sectors where the three mesons

are travelling in the same direction and the proton is travelling away from them,

as would be the case in a γp → a2(1320)p reaction. Sectors where two mesons

are travelling in the same direction may also show enhancements, as limits of

the resolution and reconstruction of the detector leads to some bleeding between

sectors.

The improved selection comes at the cost of statistics, particularly for reactions

with a greater number of final state particles. For a 3 particles final state, such
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as γp → ππ, there are only 6 combinations. For a 4 particle final state, such

as γp → ωππp, this rises to 14. If we were to consider a 5πp system or even

the 4πp2γ, the final state of ωππp, the number of sectors would be 62 and 126

respectively. Splitting the data up into so many sectors greatly limits the statistics

of each one, particularly as the split is not uniform and depends on the kinematics

of the reaction. To illustrate this, the sector split for γp → ωππp from the g11a

dataset is shown in Figure 12.24. The kinematics of the different sectors for the

ωππp final state are shown in Table 12.1.

Figure 12.24 The split of events into the different LPS sectors in the ωπ+π−p
final state. The sectors are defined in Table 12.1. Not all
reaction kinematics are equally likely to be detected, with some
combinations containing more than 30 times more events than
others.

Utilising Van Hove plots, when the particles used to determine sectors are not

the detected final state particles(e.g ω), relies on accurate reconstruction of the

intermediate states. In addition, when not all final state particles are detected,

reconstruction can lead to misidentified background slipping into sectors. As

a final layer of complexity, in the reaction studied γp → (ω)ππp, where ω →
π+π−π0 there is an additional problem of multiple combinations of final state

pions, making it difficult to select only those that decayed from an ω. Inevitably,

some combinatorial background enters the system, leading to some results being

allocated to the wrong sector. Despite all these issues, the technique has potential

to extract resonant contributions based on the variation in kinematics of reactions.

For this study, only sWeighted datasets were used because the event by event
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background subtraction greatly reduced the complexity of creating longitudinal

phase space plots. An example of a set of longitudinal sectors is shown in

Figure 12.26, in this case for values of ωππ against ωπ−. Structure in the

appropriate sectors in this dataset could indicate signs of resonant states decaying

via b1(1235)π to ωππ. Sector 0, where all 3 mesons are travelling forward,

is the most likely sector to enhance this type of resonant contribution; mass

distributions for ωππ and ωπ− are shown in Figures 12.25 and 12.27 respectively.

Figure 12.25 LPS mass of ωππ. Sector 0 with 3 mesons travelling forward and
the proton travelling backwards. There is interesting structure
present in this sector with a sharp rise observed at 1.25-1.3
GeV/c2 and two shoulders visible around 1.5 and 1.6 GeV/c2.
The structures may be due to resonances or may simply be
statistical fluctuations. Greater statistics are required to make
a more definite conclusion.
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Figure 12.26 An example of the differing structure of LPS bins for the decay to ωπ+π−p. The figures show mass of ωπ− vs the mass
of ωππ for all 14 sectors of the final state, listed in Table 12.1 (All masses measured in GeV/c2). Splitting events into
these kinematic ranges helps to isolate the contribution of different reaction processes.
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Figure 12.25 has several interesting structures in its distribution, with a sharp

rise observed at 1.25-1.3 GeV/c2 and two shoulders visible around 1.5 and 1.6

GeV/c2. In Figure 12.27, there is a peak observed just above 1.2 GeV/c2, in the

correct region for a b1(1235). Unfortunately, sector 0 includes only a relatively

small fraction of the dataset, ∼ 7%, less than half the statistics available to sectors

4 and 10. This makes drawing further conclusions about any structure difficult,

as statistical fluctuations become very significant. When considering analysis of

this channel in CLAS12, this technique shows great promise; with the increased

energy and luminosity available, the statistical limitations of the approach can

be overcome.

Figure 12.27 LPS mass of ωπ− sector 0 with 3 mesons travelling forward and
the proton travelling backwards. An enhancement is observed just
above 1.2 GeV/c2 in the correct region for a b1(1235) meson.
However, the uncertainty in the value of the points is significant
and further data is required to determine the significance of the
structure.

12.8 Summary

The results of a first analysis of the γp → ωππp decay channel are covered

in this chapter. The focus of this has been resonances decaying to ωππ in

the energy range available to the g11a dataset. The results show evidence for

structure around the mass of a2(1320), with both sideband subtraction and the

sPlot methods. Although there is some disagreement between the methods in
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this region, these may be partly due to a detector acceptance effect. There

is also evidence for decays via the b1(1235)π, with a significant enhancement

observed in the mass of ωππ at around 1650 MeV/c2, close to the mass of 3 broad

resonances in this channel, π1(1600), ω3(1670) and π2(1670). An enhancement is

also observed at the mass of the π2(1670) with a selection on the ωρ decay mode

of this resonance. Finally a study on using Longitudinal Phase Space Plots has

been conducted, in order to separate the different kinematic contributions to the

reaction. However, the statistics available at CLAS6 energies limit the significance

of the results obtained; in CLAS12 this should no longer be a problem. A full

acceptance correction to the dataset is being prepared before any results are

published. This will allow cross sections for the reaction to be determined and

ready the dataset for a full partial wave analysis.

A summary of the resonant states which are thought to decay to ωππ in the

energy range of the dataset, Table 9.2, are shown in Figure 12.28, placed under

the sWeighted mass of ωππ from the dataset. The resonances are normalised to

have the same integrated area, therefore the narrower resonances are shown with

higher peaks.

Figure 12.28 Projections of ωππ resonances predicted to exist in the mass
range listed in Table 9.2. Each is normalised to the same
integrated area, for a Breit-Wigner distribution covering the
literature width of the resonance. Resonances with narrower
widths will produce higher peaks by this method. To be clear,
these are not extracted from the dataset, but are meant to highlight
the regions of interest for possible resonant contributions to the
dataset. Meson resonances with colours: a2(1320) (dark green),
ω(1420) (blue), a0(1450) (red), π1(1600) (yellow), ω(1650) (pink),
ω3(1670) (bright green), π2(1670) (black), Φ(1680) (teal).
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Chapter 13

Conclusions

The design, development and construction of a new Forward Tagging Hodoscope

which will be installed as part of the 12 GeV upgrade to CLAS at Jefferson Lab

has been presented. The detector is designed to differentiate between photons

and electrons with sub nanosecond timing resolution and forms an integral part

of the new forward tagger system for photoproduction experiments in CLAS12.

This system opens up a whole new research programme in CLAS12 using a tagged

and polarised almost real photon beam.

The Hodoscope is based around a segmented array of plastic scintillator tiles,

connected to wavelength shifting fibres, which transport signals away to be read

out by silicon photomultipliers. To achieve the necessary level of timing resolution

for its role in photon tagging in CLAS12, simulations estimated an output of 55

photons per event were required. Currently, the Forward Tagger is producing an

average of over 100 photons per event, with further optimisation of the detector

still to be completed.

Hardware development of the detector is complete, with all channels in the

detector performing above design requirements. Software work developing the

controls to operate the detector for tagging and analysis is still ongoing. The

Hodoscope, along with the calorimeter and tracker elements of the Forward

Tagger, will be installed into Hall B at Jefferson lab in July 2017, with the first test

beamtime scheduled for September 2017. Full commissioning and optimisation

of the detector can then begin, ready for experimental runs starting in 2018.

The new system will be critical for future experiments in CLAS12, searching for

exotic hadronic states such as hybrid mesons or tetraquarks, and a range of other
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hadron spectroscopy programmes.

Also presented is the first measurement of the γp → ωππp decay channel, using

data from the g11a run at CLAS with energies up to 5 GeV. The ω predominantly

decays to π+π−π0 before reaching the detector, resulting in a 6 particle final

state with multiple π+ and π−. The ω needs to be reconstructed from its decay

pions; however, because of the complexity of the final state, there is inherent

combinatorial background. To help manage the background in the channel,

the analysis utilised two different methods of background subtraction, sideband

and sPlot, to provide complementary results, with further information on their

significance.

The results of the analysis have primarily focused on evidence of resonances

that decay to ωππ, either directly or via b1(1235)π. Clear evidence is found

for structure in the distribution of the reconstructed mass of ωππ around the

mass of the a2(1320) (with both sideband subtraction and the sPlot method).

Significant structure is also observed for decays via the b1(1235) at around 1.65

GeV/c2, just below the expected mass of the π1(1600), ω3(1670) and π2(1670).

Finally, evidence is also presented for an enhancement due to π2(1670) decaying

via ωρ.

The first study of ωππ from photoproduction suggests ωππ may be a very useful

channel for meson spectroscopy. Indications of excited meson states are already

evident in simple analysis. To follow on from this analysis a partial wave analysis

of acceptance corrected data is necessary. I am planning to complete this full

acceptance correction to the dataset in the coming months. It would then be

ready for a full partial wave analysis, to extract the contribution of different

resonances decaying to ωππ.
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